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Abstract 
The gravity-driven film flow over a flat inclined surface is a fundamental problem in fluid 

mechanics. This flow appears in many significant industrial, environmental and 

biomedical processes. Although this flow is a classic problem in fluid mechanics, 

nevertheless, in the real world, the substrates on which the films move exhibit some kind 

of roughness, either accidentally or intentionally. The interaction between the underlying 

topography and the fluid layer triggers a complicated dynamical behavior that favors the 

formation of eddies inside the bottom undulations and resonant standing waves at the 

free surface of the flow. Even the small fluctuations of the substrate can significantly 

affect the shape of the free surface. Besides the topological variations, the rheology of the 

material can affect the fluid flow since the liquids involved are often polymer solutions 

which generally exhibit non-Newtonian properties. Moreover, a fully wetting state cannot 

always be achieved. Recent studies indicate that the wetting state of the substrate 

depends both on its geometrical and liquid properties, while air inclusions can be formed 

during the coating process of these surfaces resulting in products of inferior quality. 

Regarding the calculation of the critical parameters for the onset of interfacial 

instabilities, the existing literature is mainly limited to the Newtonian case. However, the 

polymeric properties may affect the stability of the flow significantly. Due to the 

widespread usage of polymer solutions in industrial applications, the understanding of the 

mechanisms leading to the stabilization/destabilization of the flow is of the utmost 

importance, while the latter gives the potential for instability control through the 

development of appropriately tailored substrates. 

The objective of this thesis is to determine both the steady state of various fluid flows 

over a substrate and their stability. Particularly, in the second chapter, a computational 

model is developed to study the flow of a viscoelastic film that fully wets an inclined wall 

with sinusoidal corrugations of arbitrary wavelength and depth. The non-Newtonian 

properties of the material are simulated by using the exponential Phan-Thien & Tanner 

(ePTT) model, while a quasi-elliptic grid generator is used to calculate the free surface 

deformation. A thorough parametric analysis is performed to investigate the impact of 

fluid elasticity and shear-thinning along with inertia and capillary forces on the 

characteristics of the steady flow. After understanding the impact of the latter parameters 

on the steady state formation, the third chapter of the thesis deals with the stability of 

the previously mentioned problem. Specifically, the stability of the flow concerning 

infinitesimal two- and three-dimensional disturbances is carried out, using the Bloch-

Floquet theory to predict the stability of periodic disturbances which in general have 
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different periodicity than the periodicity of the substrate. Regarding the numerical 

implementation of the problem, the generalized eigenvalue problem is solved using the 

Arnoldi algorithm, while a Newton-like procedure is developed in order to calculate faster 

the critical conditions for the onset of the instability. Our results are in excellent 

agreement with the previous experimental and theoretical results in the case of Newtonian 

liquids flowing over undulating substrates. A major finding of this chapter is that the 

presence of liquid elasticity mainly stabilizes the flow, while shear-thinning is 

destabilizing, and it increases the frequency of the disturbances. Conditions that lead to 

unstable disturbances of a wavelength equal or smaller than the wavelength of the 

substrate are identified. 

The rest of the chapters are related to cases where the film fails to coat the substrate 

entirely. Initially, in Chapter 5, the flow of a Newtonian film flowing along an inclined 

plane featuring a slit was studied. The film forms a second gas-liquid interface and two 

successive contact lines at the points where the free surface meets the sidewalls of the 

slit. The exact liquid configuration is determined by solving the Navier-Stokes equations 

at steady-state, using the Galerkin Finite Element Formulation along with the 

appropriate boundary conditions. The interplay of inertia, viscous, gravity and capillary 

forces along with the substrate wettability and orientation with respect to gravity and 

the width of the slit determines the extent of liquid penetration and free-surface 

deformation. For a range of flow parameters, multiple steady solutions arise which are 

connected by turning points forming a hysteresis loop, and are revealed by pseudo-

arclength continuation. The purpose of this work is to identify and categorize the 

corresponding steady states in terms of the dominant force in each case. Subsequently, 

Chapter 6 is an extension of the previous chapter in cases where the film is a polymer 

solution or a suspension of particles. In this chapter, the impact of the non-Newtonian 

properties of the liquids on the steady flow configuration is examined. Interestingly, the 

elasticity of the material prevents the film from penetrating inside the cavity, in contrast 

to shear-thinning which favors it. Note that the calculated wetting length can be increased 

up to 300%. We found that there is a combination of the geometrical characteristics along 

with the viscoelastic properties that either enhance or prevent fluid penetration into the 

substrate. In Chapter 7, a non-Newtonian film is examined which partially wets a 

periodical variable topography, forming a bubble of air between the upstream wall and 

the bottom of the cavity. To simplify the problem, the pressure of the air inside the 

inclusion is assumed to be equal to that of the ambient air. Interestingly, it is observed 

that for each value of the flow rate at least two steady states coexist. In the first case the 

encapsulated air volume is small, while in the other the air occupies an large part of the 
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cavity. Both solution families are analyzed for their dynamics. Finally, in Chapter 8, the 

stability of the previous arrangements is studied where the film exhibits Newtonian 

properties while the flow is subjected to infinitely small two-dimensional disturbances. 
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Περίληψη 
Η ροή υμένα πάνω από μια επίπεδη κεκλιμένη επιφάνεια λόγω της βαρύτητας, αποτελεί 
θεμελιώδες πρόβλημα στην μηχανική των ρευστών. Τέτοιες διατάξεις εμφανίζονται σε πολλές 
σημαντικές βιομηχανικές, περιβαντολλογικές και βιολογικές ροές. Αν και η ροή αυτή αποτελεί 
ένα κλασσικό πρόβλημα στην ρευστομηχανική, εντούτοις, στον πραγματικό κόσμο, τα 
υποστρώματα στα οποία κινούνται οι υμένες, εμφανίζουν κάποιου είδους τραχύτητα, η οποία 
έγινε είτε κατά λάθος είτε σκόπιμα. Η αλληλεπίδραση μεταξύ της υποκείμενης τοπογραφίας και 
του ρευστού υμένα πυροδοτεί μια περίπλοκη δυναμική συμπεριφορά που ευνοεί τον σχηματισμό 
δινών μέσα στις κοιλότητες του υποστρώματος και στάσιμα κύματα στην ελεύθερη επιφάνεια της 
ροής λόγω φαινομένων συντονισμού. Ακόμα και οι μικρές διακυμάνσεις του υποστρώματος 
μπορούν να επηρεάσουν σημαντικά το σχήμα της ελεύθερης επιφάνειας. Εκτός από τις 
τοπολογικές διαφορές η ρεολογία του υλικού μπορεί να επηρεάσει εξίσου σημαντικά την ροή, 
ενώ σε τέτοιου τύπου ροές τα εμπλεκόμενα ρευστά είναι συχνά διαλύματα πολυμερών τα οποία 
γενικά παρουσιάζουν μη-Νευτώνειες ιδιότητες. Επιπλέον η πλήρης επικάλυψη της τοπογραφίας 
δεν είναι πάντοτε εφικτή. Πρόσφατες εργασίες υποδεικνύουν ότι η κατάσταση διαβροχής του 
υποστρώματος εξαρτάται σε μεγάλο βαθμό από τα γεωμετρικά του χαρακτηριστικά και τις 
ιδιότητες του ρευστού, ενώ αέρια εγκλείσματα μπορεί να δημιουργηθούν κατά την διαδικασία 
επικάλυψης αυτών των επιφανειών με αποτέλεσμα την παραγωγή κακής ποιότητας προϊόντων. 
Όσο αφορά τον υπολογισμό των κρίσιμων παραμέτρων για την έναρξη των διεπιφανειακών 
ασταθειών, η υπάρχουσα βιβλιογραφία περιορίζεται κυρίως στην περίπτωση Νευτωνικού υμένα. 
Ωστόσο, η ύπαρξη μη-Νευτώνειων φαινομένων μπορεί να επηρεάσει σημαντικά τη ευστάθεια της 
ροής. Λόγω της ευρείας χρήσης των πολυμερικών διαλυμάτων σε βιομηχανικές εφαρμογές, η 
κατανόηση των μηχανισμών που οδηγούν στη σταθεροποίηση / αποσταθεροποίηση της ροής μη-
Νευτωνικών ρευστών είναι υψίστης σημασίας, ενώ δίνεται τη δυνατότητα για έλεγχο της 
αστάθειας μέσω της ανάπτυξης κατάλληλα προσαρμοσμένων υποστρωμάτων. 

Ο στόχος της παρούσας διατριβής αφορά τόσο τον προσδιορισμό των μόνιμων καταστάσεων του 
συστήματος όσο και την ευστάθεια αυτών. Συγκεκριμένα, στο δεύτερο κεφάλαιο αναπτύσσεται 
ένα υπολογιστικό μοντέλο και μελετάται η ροή ενός ιξωδοελαστικού φιλμ το οποίο διαβρέχει 
πλήρως ένα κεκλιμένο τοίχωμα με ημιτονοειδείς κυματισμούς οποιουδήποτε μήκους κύματος και 
εύρους. Η μη-Νευτώνεια συμπεριφορά του υλικού προσομοιώνεται με την χρήση του εκθετικού 
μοντέλου Phan-Thien & Tanner (ePTT), ενώ εφαρμόζεται μια οιονεί ελλειπτικής γεννήτριας 
πλέγματος για τον ακριβή υπολογισμό των παραμορφώσεων της ελεύθερης επιφάνειας. 
Παρουσιάζεται λεπτομερής παραμετρική ανάλυση και διερευνάται η επίδραση της 
ελαστικότητας, της ρεολέπτυνσης, της αδράνειας και των τριχοειδών δυνάμεων στα 
χαρακτηριστικά της μόνιμης ροής. Αφότου κατανοείται η επίδραση των προηγούμενων 
παραμέτρων στην μόνιμη κατάσταση, το τρίτο κεφάλαιο της διατριβής ασχολείται με την 
ευστάθεια του προηγούμενου προβλήματος. Συγκεκριμένα, παρουσιάζεται η γραμμική ευστάθεια 
της ροής που υποβάλλεται σε απειροστά μικρές δισδιάστατες και τρισδιάστατες διαταραχές,  
μέσω της θεωρίας Bloch-Floquet για τον υπολογισμό της ευστάθειας διαταραχών που στην γενική 
περίπτωση έχουν διαφορετική περιοδικότητα από αυτή της τοπογραφίας. Όσο αφορά την 
αριθμητική λύση του προβλήματος, το γενικευμένο πρόβλημα ιδιοτιμών λύνεται με την μέθοδο 
Arnoldi, ενώ αναπτύσσεται ένας αλγόριθμος τύπου Newton για τον ταχύτερο υπολογισμό των 
κρίσιμων σημείων για την έναρξη των ασταθειών. Τα αποτελέσματα βρίσκονται σε εξαιρετική 
συμφωνία τόσο με προηγούμενες πειραματικές όσο και θεωρητικές εργασίες για Νευτώνεια 
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ρευστά που ρέουν πάνω από μεταβαλλόμενη τοπογραφία. Ένα από τα κύρια ευρήματα αυτού του 
κεφαλαίου είναι ότι η παρουσία της ελαστικότητας του ρευστού κατά κύριο λόγο σταθεροποιεί 
την ροή. Από την άλλη μεριά, η ρεολέπτυνση του υλικού αποσταθεροποιεί την ροή, και αυξάνει 
την συχνότητα των διαταραχών. Εντοπίστηκαν οι συνθήκες που οδηγούν σε ασταθείς διαταραχές 
με μήκος κύματος  ίσο ή μικρότερο από το μήκος κύματος του υποστρώματος.  

Τα υπόλοιπα κεφάλαια της διατριβής σχετίζονται με περιπτώσεις όπου ο υμένας αποτυγχάνει να 
επικαλύψει πλήρως το υπόστρωμα. Αρχικά, στο κεφάλαιο 5 μελετάται η ροή Νευτωνικού υμένα 
που ρέει κατά μήκος ενός κεκλιμένου επιπέδου που εμφανίζει μια σχισμή. Ο υμένας δημιουργεί 
μια δεύτερη διεπιφάνεια υγρού-αέρα και δυο τριπλά σημεία επαφής, στα σημεία που η ελεύθερη 
επιφάνεια συναντά τα πλευρικά τοιχώματα της σχισμής. Για τον υπολογισμό των διαμορφώσεων 
που εμφανίζονται σε μόνιμη κατάσταση, επιλύθηκαν οι εξισώσεις Navier-Stokes με τον μέθοδο 
των πεπερασμένων στοιχείων κατά Galerkin, με την επιβολή κατάλληλων συνοριακών συνθηκών. 
Η αλληλεπίδραση της αδράνειας με τις ιξώδεις δυνάμεις, την βαρύτητα και τις τριχοειδείς 
δυνάμεις σε συνδυασμό με τα γεωμετρικά χαρακτηριστικά και τον προσανατολισμό που 
υποστρώματος καθορίζουν το ποσοστό που ο υμένας διεισδύει μέσα στην σχισμή καθώς και το 
σχήμα της ελεύθερης επιφάνειας. Για ένα εύρος παραμέτρων της ροής το συγκεκριμένο πρόβλημα 
εμφανίζει πολλαπλές μόνιμες καταστάσεις, οι οποίες συνδέονται με σαγματικά σημεία 
σχηματίζοντας βρόγχους υστέρησης, που υπολογίζονται μέσω της μεθόδου συνέχισης μήκους-
τόξου. Στόχος αυτής της εργασίας είναι η αναγνώριση και κατηγοριοποίηση των μόνιμων 
καταστάσεων, ως προς την κυριαρχούσα δύναμη. Επακόλουθα, στο κεφάλαιο 6 επεκτείνεται η 
εργασία του κεφαλαίου 5 στην περίπτωση των πολυμερικών διαλυμάτων. Με αυτήν την 
τροποποίηση θελήσαμε να μελετήσουμε τον τρόπο που οι μη-Νευτώνειοι μηχανισμοί του 
ρευστού επιδρούν στις καταστάσεις διαβροχής του υποστρώματος. Παρατηρείται ότι η 
ελαστικότητα του υλικού αποτρέπει την διείσδυση του υμένα μέσα στην κοιλότητα ενώ η ύπαρξη 
της ρεολέπτυνσης την ευνοεί μιας και μπορεί να αυξήσει την μέγιστη διαβροχή μέχρι και 300%. 
Επιπλέον, βρέθηκε ότι υπάρχει ένας συνδυασμός γεωμετρίας και ιξωδοελαστικών ιδιοτήτων που 
είτε ενισχύουν είτε εμποδίζουν την διείσδυση του ρευστού στο υπόστρωμα. Στο κεφάλαιο 7, 
επιλύεται ένα πιο ρεαλιστικό πρόβλημα όπου ένας μη-Νευτώνειος υμένας διαβρέχει μερικώς μια 
περιοδικά μεταβαλλόμενη τοπογραφία, σχηματίζοντας μια φυσαλίδα αέρα μεταξύ του ανάντη 
τοιχώματος και του πυθμένα της κοιλότητας. Για απλοποίηση η πίεση μέσα στην φυσαλίδα 
θεωρείται ίση με την ατμοσφαιρική. Αρχικά, παρατηρείται ότι για κάθε τιμή της παροχής υπάρχει 
η συνύπαρξη τουλάχιστον δύο μόνιμων καταστάσεων. Στην πρώτη περίπτωση το αέριο έγκλεισμα 
είναι μικρού όγκου και την άλλη καταλαμβάνει μεγάλο τμήμα της κοιλότητας, ενώ και οι δυο 
οικογένειες λύσεων αναλύθηκαν ως προς την δυναμική τους. Τέλος, στο κεφάλαιο 8 μελετάται η 
ευστάθεια της προηγούμενης διάταξης στην περίπτωση όπου ο υμένας εμφανίζει Νευτώνειες 
ιδιότητες ενώ η ροή υπόκειται σε απειροστά μικρές δισδιάστατες διαταραχές.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Film flows have drawn considerable attention over the years due to the broad range of 

applications in various environmental and engineering applications that scale from macro 

to micro [1]. Some prominent examples include avalanches [2], lava flows [3], heat 

exchangers and adsorption or distillation columns using structured packings [4,5] and 

coating applications [6,7], chaotic micro-mixers [8] as well as in biotechnological 

applications like biofilm growth [9]. Thin films are also connected with the wettability 

and the spreading of fluids over substrates [10,11]. A reasonably simplified case is the 

flow of a viscous film over an infinitely extended and perfectly flat substrate. However, 

in practice, the substrates are frequently rough, either intentionally or accidentally, due 

to the presence of cavities, pillars, corrugations, or arrested particles and drops on them. 

Besides thickness variations of the coated layer, the presence of these topographic features 

may also lead to air entrapment inside them under certain conditions, e.g. for very deep 

trenches or trenches with enhanced hydrophobicity, which, in turn, may affect 

significantly the flow dynamics as well as the resulting coating quality of the solid surface. 

As a result, the interaction between the underlying topography and the fluid layer results 

in a complicated non-linear dynamical behavior and flow hysteresis. 

In this introductory Chapter 1, we review the relevant literature on topography and 

inertia on gravity-driven film flows. Gravity is the only driving force considered since 

electromagnetic forces and surface tension gradients are left aside. The rest of this chapter 

is organized as follows: In section 1.1 we present the initial studies of films over substrates 

under creeping flow conditions in 1.2  we discuss studies of partial wetting of substrates 

and in 1.3  reports on the stability of the flow over topography. 

1.1 Creeping and Inertia film flow 

Through the years, a large amount of work has been devoted to the study of the film flow 

over structured surfaces either through experimental [4,12] or theoretical studies [13–15]. 

An early attempt to address this problem theoretically was made by Pozrikidis [16] who 

studied the 2D flow over a wavy wall using the integral boundary method under the 

Stokes flow assumption. The same method was later used by Mazouchi and Homsy [15] 

for the study of the 2D flow inside and out of a square trench and by Blyth and Pozrikidis 

[17] for examining the flow over a 3D obstacle attached on the substrate. Alternatively, 

and more frequently in semi-analytic studies, the lubrication (long-wave) approximation 
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has been employed. This theory is based on the asymptotic reduction of the governing 

equations and boundary conditions to a simplified system which often consists of a single 

nonlinear partial differential equation formulated in terms of the local thickness of the 

film [18]. Formally, the lubrication approximation fails precisely at sharp boundaries. As 

a result topography adjusted models were used to approximate the sharp and nearly 

rectangular indentations of the wall. Such an approach was followed by Stillwagon and 

Larson [6] who invoked the lubrication approximation to determine the film thickness 

variation over a trench as it arises in spin coating. Kalliadasis et al. [14] used the 

lubrication theory to study the flow of a thin film over a trench, as an example of a one-

dimensional localized topographical feature. They found that the dynamics of the film is 

governed by the geometrical characteristics of the obstacle. They showed that the free 

surface developed a capillary ridge before a step-down and a depression region before the 

step-up of the trench. Moreover, they found that the capillary ridge is formed due to the 

presence of capillary pressure induced by the substrate curvature. The numerical work of 

Mazouchi and Homsy [15] showed that the magnitude and location of the ridge depend 

on the capillary number and depth. The limitations of the former approaches, using the 

long-wave approximation, were investigated by Gaskell et al. [13] and Veremieiev et al. 

[19] by actually solving the exact Navier-Stokes equations in the presence of 1D and 2D 

square trenches. In the one dimensional case, the obtained solutions for the flow over a 

wide trench were shown to be in excellent agreement with those of Mazouchi and Homsy 

[15]. 

The transition from creeping flow to inertial flow was studied numerically by Bontozoglou 

and Serifi [20] for film flows along a vertical substrate with isolated, deep step changes. 

They showed that the capillary ridge before a step-down and the capillary depression 

before a step-up change their streamwise length scale in the presence of inertia. Their 

analysis, based on order-of-magnitude arguments of the gravity, capillary and inertia 

terms in the momentum balance, also demonstrated that the computed streamwise length 

of the capillary ridge/depression decreases with increasing flow rate. The height of the 

capillary features was found to first increase with the flow-rate, but eventually diminish 

as inertia prevails over capillary forces. At the step-up region, an inertial ridge appeared 

at the free surface with increasing Reynolds number. Later, Wierschem and Aksel [21] 

carried out experiments on the influence of inertia on the eddies that form in gravity-

driven films over strongly sinusoidally undulated substrates. They found that the eddies 

became tilted as inertia became significant and their size was increased as a function of 

the Froude number.  
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Another interesting subject is the resonance of the steady free surface with the bottom 

undulations. Starting from the inviscid theory, Bontozoglou et al. [22] demonstrate that 

a series of resonances is possible between the substrate undulations and the free surface 

while Bontozoglou and Papapolymerou [23] considered viscous liquids. They examined 

the free surface amplitude and phase shift relative to underlying topography. At moderate 

values of flow rate, the resonance lead to maximum amplification of the free surface 

amplitude. Vlachogiannis and Bontozoglou [24] performed experiments of gravity-driven 

film flow over a periodic substrate with rectangular corrugations. The steady flow was 

found to exhibit a statically deformed free surface with the same wavelength as the 

bottom undulations. Its properties were correlated with the Reynolds and Kapitza 

number. Later, Wierschem and Aksel [25] showed the appearance of standing gravity 

waves which are generated by resonant interaction with the bottom undulation. 

Moreover, Wierschem et al. [26] and Nguyen & Bontozoglou [27] solved numerically the 

steady flow of a liquid film along a sinusoidal corrugated wall with small and finite wall 

amplitude, respectively. They demonstrated linear resonance in viscous films on inclined 

wavy planes and identified different behavior for thin, intermediate and thick films. 

Moreover, the existence of nonlinear resonance has been examined by Heining et al. [28] 

who showed the emergence of higher harmonics on a film surface flowing over a wavy 

wall for low viscosity liquids. Interestingly, Tseluiko et al. [29] showed that under certain 

conditions and depending on the wall period, a gravity-driven film may undergo a 

sequence of saddle-node bifurcations revealing steady-states with different periodicity 

than the wall period.  

In all the above studies, the liquid was a Newtonian fluid. However, in coating 

applications, the flowing material is often a polymer solution or a suspension of particles 

which in most cases exhibit non-Newtonian properties. Although it is understood that 

the complex rheological behavior may introduce interesting phenomena affecting the flow 

arrangement, the film shape and the stability of the fluid flow, a limited number of related 

studies appear to date in the literature. The first attempt has been made by Saprykin et 

al. [30], who studied the case of liquids following the Oldroyd-B model while employing 

the long-wave approximation. They examined the interaction of fluid elasticity with 

inertia, albeit due to the restrictions of their approach they focused on weakly viscoelastic 

liquids. More recently, Pavlidis et al. [31,32] considered a viscoelastic film flowing over 

periodic rectangular trenches. Since they solved the 2D momentum equations, they were 

able to account for highly viscoelastic liquids (employing the ePTT model [33]) and to 

study the effects of inertia and elasticity even for very steep geometries. 
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1.2 Partial wetting of the substrate 

As we mentioned above, the most studied case is the one that corresponds to the desired 

arrangement in many coating applications where the liquid fully wets the solid structure; 

this state is also known as the Wenzel state. Even though a fully wetting state cannot 

always be achieved due to the geometrical characteristics and the orientation of the 

substrate and in many cases, air may become entrapped inside the topographical features, 

i.e. during the filling process. This often poses significant problems when for example it 

is desired to coat with a uniform photoresist layer a wafer surface with significant 

topography structures [34] or during cell filling with ink in gravure printing [35]. On the 

other hand, air entrapment can be highly desired in applications where drag reduction is 

required and one characteristic example is the flow over a super-hydrophobic surface 

[36,37]. It is well known that the remarkable water repellent properties of these surfaces 

may not be caused by their surface chemistry alone, but also by the micro or nanoscale 

surface structure [38–40]. The presence of gas pockets trapped inside these structures 

leads to limited contact between the liquid and the solid surface enhancing the mobility 

of the liquid; this wetting state is known as the Cassie–Baxter state [41,42]. As a result, 

when liquid flows over such surfaces the apparent slip length may become significantly 

enhanced; see the informative review by Rothstein [37]. It has been shown experimentally 

and theoretically that the Cassie state reduces the drag force on the liquid [36,43–45]. 

Theoretical efforts to account for the presence of air in the microstructure have focused 

mainly on idealized situations where it is often assumed that the liquid-gas interface is 

perfectly flat and/or pinned at the edges of the microstructure, i.e. assuming an ideal 

Cassie-Baxter state [46–48]. Using this approach, factors such as the effect of the direction 

of flow with respect to structure topography has been investigated by examining grooves 

arranged either transversely or longitudinally to the flow [49–52]. Such idealized 

considerations, however, only reveal part of the story and in many cases may simply not 

be sufficient, e.g. due to the non-negligible effect of a curved liquid-gas interface or due 

to the partial penetration of the liquid in the microstructure; this is supported both by 

experimental observations [53] and numerical studies [54,55]. The shape of the meniscus 

over the trench can be significantly affected, e.g. by the absolute pressure in the 

microchannel [56]. Moreover, the meniscus stability, as well as the longevity of the gas 

pockets, were found by Byun et al. [11] to be very sensitive, under the same flow 

conditions, to the various geometrical characteristics. It has also been suggested that the 

longevity of the gas pockets can be affected by possible gas dissolution in the liquid phase 

[57,58].  
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In order to examine the conditions leading to partially or fully non-wetted topographical 

features, Mazouchi et al. [59] studied the gravity-driven viscous flow over a flat plane 

with a moving contact line, while Gramlich et al. [60] investigated the time-dependent 

2D flow of a Newtonian film over orthogonal trenches. These authors assumed Stokes 

flow and produced flow maps of the various coating patterns which were found to depend 

on the trench width and depth as well as the substrate wettability. Giacomello et al. [61] 

showed that between ideal Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel state, there are metastable wetting 

regimes where the film partially wets the trenches of the substrate. They demonstrated 

that the ideal Cassie state is not the only possible or the preferred arrangement, 

something that has been routinely assumed, especially when the substrate is hydrophobic. 

More recently, Lampropoulos et al. [62] examined the same problem, albeit using the 

Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF) method which enabled the investigation of cases with more 

complex dynamics, such as film pinching and merging or liquid impact on the solid wall 

in addition to perfect Cassie and Wenzel states, while taking fully into account the effect 

of liquid inertia. This work was extended by Karapetsas et al. [63], who reported coating 

patterns over three-dimensional topographical features via 3D transient simulations. Here 

the flow maps are significantly affected also by the transverse dimension of the trench 

and the transverse distance between trenches. Both Lampropoulos et al. [62] and 

Karapetsas et. al. [63] found that, for deep enough trenches and depending on the 

substrate hydrophobicity, the film fails to wet the bottom of the trench. Moreover, these 

geometries arise in micro electro-mechanical devices (MEMs), in which experiments reveal 

that the liquid fails to cover completely the trench during spin coating, for example, and 

as a result air is entrapped inside this topography [64].  

1.3 Stability of films  

A typical characteristic of film flows, either Newtonian or Non-Newtonian, is the 

appearance of wavy interfacial instabilities which can be enhanced or mitigated by the 

presence of the substrate structure. Such instabilities may enhance the heat or mass 

transfer in cooling or mixing applications [5,65] whereas, in coating applications, wave 

instabilities may significantly affect the final product reducing its quality. Early efforts 

to investigate the flow instabilities of a film over a flat substrate were reported by 

Benjamin [66] and Yih [67] who investigated the stability of a Newtonian film flowing 

over an inclined flat surface. They showed that the flow becomes unstable to long-wave 

disturbances above a critical value of the flow rate which depends on the angle of 

inclination, while for vertical substrates the flow is unstable even under creeping flow 

conditions. Subsequent studies examined various aspects of the flow stability in both the  

linear and nonlinear regime [68,69], while some works considered the effect of surfactants 
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[70,71]. Regarding the flow over structured surfaces, it was shown by Kalliadasis and 

Homsy [72] that the flow over isolated shallow rectangular topographies is stable for a 

wide range of the relevant parameters. Shortly after, Bielarz and Kalliadasis [73] 

performed time-dependent simulations, using lubrication theory for both 2D and 3D thin-

film flows over an isolated topography. They found that the free surface is stable against 

finite disturbances of the same wavelength as the topography even for finite values of the 

Reynolds number. These results were also supported by the experimental work of 

Vlachogiannis and Bontozoglou [24] and Argyriadi et al. [4] who studied the flow of a 

Newtonian liquid over rectangular trenches. Their experiments revealed that the critical 

flow rate for the onset of the instability is shifted to larger values as the steepness of the 

substrate increases, in the limit of small amplitude disturbances. D’ Alessio et al. [74] 

considered the effect of the surface tension and topography steepness on the stability of 

a laminar film flow along an uneven surface. They observed that under strong surface 

tension, the substrate corrugations could destabilize the flow of a Newtonian fluid, 

provided that the wavelength of the topography is sufficiently short compared to the film 

thickness. More recently, Heining and Aksel [75] predicted that shallow films flowing 

along deep sinusoidal corrugations might be stabilized or form unstable isles in the linear 

stability maps. Motivated by the previous results, Pollak and Aksel [76] reported 

experiments which have validated the existence of the unstable isles. Later on, Trifonov 

[77] performed simulations combined with Floquet theory to validate these isles 

theoretically. Around that time, Cao et al. [78] provided evidence that, besides the long 

wave instability that has been seen in previous studies, a short-wave mode may also arise 

in flows over deep periodic corrugations. They found that, with increasing inclination, the 

flow instability becomes shortwave and as a result, it has an intrinsic frequency which 

was insensitive to external excitation. Very recently, an attempt to summarize all the 

above results was made by Schörner et al. [79] through the presentation of stability maps 

(comparing experimental observations and theoretical predictions) in the parameter space 

of the inclination angle, viscosity and corrugation amplitude and wavelength of the 

topography. The linear stability analysis performed by these authors also confirmed the 

existence of shortwave instabilities under specific values of the flow rate reported by Cao 

et al. [78]. Up to now, Schörner and Aksel [80] have identified six characteristic stability 

map-patterns that unify the linear instability of Newtonian films flowing over undulated 

inclines, reporting that the flow stability follows a universal pathway, which they called 

“stability-cycle”. 

All the aforementioned studies considered Newtonian liquid films. The flow of liquids 

following a generalized Newtonian law has been examined employing the Carreau model 
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or a modified power-law model by Millet et al. [81] and Ruyer-Quil et al. [82], respectively, 

for flat substrates. Furthermore, Heining and Aksel [75] considered the flow of a shear-

thinning liquid over an inclined corrugated surface. All these works reported that shear-

thinning promotes flow instabilities, while the effect of shear-thickening actually stabilizes 

the flow, while an experimental confirmation of this behavior was provided by Allouche 

et al. [83]. 

As it was mentioned above, in many applications the flowing material is often a polymeric 

solution or a suspension of particles which exhibit viscoelastic properties. Up to now, the 

examination of the stability of viscoelastic films has been restricted to flows over flat 

inclined solid surfaces. In particular, asymptotic long-wave linear stability analysis has 

been carried out for flow over an inclined plane either assuming a second-order fluid [84] 

or an Oldroyd-B fluid [85,86]. As shown in these studies, the linear stability analysis for 

these two fluids yields precisely the same result and shows that there is a specific threshold 

of fluid elasticity, above which the fluid flow becomes unstable at zero inertia for a non-

vertical inclination angle. There is, therefore, a purely elastic mechanism for the 

instability. However, according to Shaqfeh et al. [87], the growth rates of the resulting 

purely elastic waves are relatively small, and so the instability may be difficult to observe 

experimentally [88]. Moreover, Dávalos-Orozco [89] examined the flow over a shallow 

corrugated wall of a viscoelastic fluid following the Oldroyd-B model. According to this 

study, the deformation of the free surface due to the presence of the substrate undulations 

may lead to a stabilization effect of fluid elasticity. Very recently, Sharma et al. [90] 

showed that the impact of elasticity on the stability of the flow is profoundly affected by 

the geometrical characteristics of the substrate. They found that as the wavelength of the 

periodic wall increases, the topography initially exerts a destabilizing influence. However, 

increasing the wavelength of the substrate further leads to a rapid change and the 

topography stabilizes the flow. The stabilizing effect of fluid elasticity under certain 

conditions is supported by the work of Pettas et al. [91] who studied the flow over a wavy 

substrate employing the exponential Phan-Thien-Tanner model while they underlined 

that shear-thinning is destabilizing. 

1.4 Scope of  this Dissertation 

The present dissertation is a thorough investigation of several flow configurations that 

may arise over substrates of variable topography. Bifurcation theory and linear stability 

analysis with the formalism of the Bloch-Floquet theory are used to study this complex 

problem. The present study aims to characterize and analyze the specific flow 

configurations unveiling the corresponding physical mechanisms. 
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The dissertation is structured as follows: After the introductory summary of this Chapter, 

the steady flow of viscoelastic films flowing over surfaces with sinusoidal corrugations of 

arbitrary depth is presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we perform linear stability 

analysis, employing the Bloch-Floquet theory and assuming that the steady solution 

which has been derived in Chapter 2 is subjected to 2D and 3D disturbances of an 

arbitrary wavelength. In particular, Section 3.6  identifies the impact of viscoelastic 

phenomena on the stability of fluid flow far beyond of the viscoelastic Nusselt flow. The 

linear stability results provide a framework for designing optimal wall deformations for a 

given application since the combined effects of the Non-Newtonian properties of the fluid 

along with the geometrical characteristics of the substrate may enhance or suppress the 

interface instabilities. 

The rest of the dissertation aims to study the film flow over substrates featuring deep 

trenches. Then, the film fails to coat the entire topography, forming a second interface 

inside the grooves of the substrate. In Chapter 4, we investigate the wetting conditions 

that lead to the maximization of the penetration of the film inside an isolated slit both 

for hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates. The parametric study identifies the 

competition between the substrate wettability, capillary, viscous and inertia forces. The 

previous ideas are extended in Chapters 5 and 6, where the previously mentioned study 

is extended in the case of viscoelastic liquids over periodic slits and rectangular trenches. 

The stability analysis of the new flow configuration in the case of Newtonian liquids is 

described in Chapter 7. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 8, followed by 

suggestions to extend the current study. 
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2. Steady viscoelastic film flows over a wavy 

substrate* 

 

2.1 Abstract 

We consider the steady flow of a viscoelastic liquid film over an inclined wall with 

sinusoidal corrugations with arbitrary wavelength and depth. We develop a 

computational model and carry out detailed numerical simulations, based on the finite 

element method, to investigate this flow. To this end, we solve the 2D momentum and 

mass conservation equations while employing the Phan-Thien-Tanner (PTT) constitutive 

model to account for the rheology of the viscoelastic material. An elliptic grid generation 

scheme is used to follow the large deformations of the liquid film. We perform a thorough 

parametric analysis to investigate the combined effects of elasticity, inertia, capillary and 

viscous forces on the characteristics of the steady flow. The results of our simulations 

indicate that fluid elasticity suppresses interfacial deformation at low flow rates, whereas 

at moderate values of Re it enhances the deformation, considerably. In the latter case, 

elastic forces may even give rise to the formation of a static hump and a cusp at the free 

surface, the size of which increases with the relaxation time of the liquid. The resonance 

of the liquid film with the substrate undulations is also enhanced by shear-thinning. 

Interestingly, it is predicted that under certain conditions the transition to the inertia 

regime is not smooth and a hysteresis loop arises which is the signature of an abrupt 

change of the film shape as its high deformations cannot be sustained. Additionally, we 

have performed calculations for a wide range of different geometrical characteristics of 

the substrate. We find that viscoelastic effects become more pronounced in the case of 

long-wavelength wall undulations, while for substrates with short-wavelengths, the effect 

of shear-thinning is less significant due to the presence of vortices inside the corrugations 

of the substrate.  

 

 

* Material from this chapter has been published in Physical Review Fluids under the title: “Viscoelastic film flows 

over an inclined substrate with sinusoidal topography. I. Steady state” 4 (2019), doi: 10.1103/PhysRevFluids.4.083303. 
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2.2 Problem formulation 

 
Figure 2.1 Cross-section of the film flowing over a sinusoidal substrate inclined with respect to 

the horizontal by an angle 𝛼. 𝐿∗ and 𝐴∗ are the length and the depth of the unit cell of the 

substrate, respectively. 𝐻∗ is the film height at the inlet of the periodic unit cell. 

 

We consider the steady free-surface flow of a viscoelastic liquid film driven by gravity 

along an inclined sinusoidally corrugated substrate normal to the main flow direction, see 

Figure 2.1. This substrate is the prototypical shape of a periodic rough surface and is 

frequently used in both experiments and theoretical analysis [27,76,92]. In what follows, 

the superscript “*” will indicate a dimensional quantity. The function that describes the 

shape of the wall is given by the expression: 

 𝑓𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑙
∗ (𝑥∗) =

𝐴∗

2
(cos (

2𝜋𝑥∗

𝐿∗
) − 1) (2.1) 

where 𝐿∗ and 𝐴∗are the dimensional length and depth of the unit cell. The liquid is 

considered to be incompressible, with constant density 𝜌∗, surface tension 𝜎∗, relaxation 

time 𝜆𝑒
∗ and total zero-shear viscosity 𝜇∗ = 𝜇𝑝

∗ + 𝜇𝑠
∗, where 𝜇𝑠

∗ and 𝜇𝑝
∗  are the viscosities 

of the solvent and the polymer, respectively. The primitive flow input is the volumetric 

flow rate per unit length normal to the film cross-section at the inlet, 𝑞∗. The flow is 

described using a Cartesian coordinate system with its origin located at the entrance of 

the flow domain, with the x-axis and y-axis in the direction parallel and normal to the 

wall at 𝑥 = 0, respectively (see Figure 2.1). 
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Table 2.1. Table of dimensionless parameters of the problem and their representative values.  

Name Symbol Definition Representative 

Values 

Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒 
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌∗𝑞∗

𝜇∗
 

0 − 30 

Stokes number 𝑆𝑡 
𝑆𝑡 =

𝜌∗𝑔∗𝐻𝑁
∗ 2

𝜇∗𝑈𝑁
∗  

3/ sin 𝛼 

Kapitza number 𝐾𝑎 
𝐾𝑎 =

𝜎∗𝜌∗1/3 

𝑔∗1/3𝜇∗4/3
 

1 − 10 

capillary number 𝐶𝑎 
𝐶𝑎 =

𝜇∗𝑞∗

𝜎∗𝛨𝛮
∗

 
0 − 0.35 

Weissenberg number 𝑊𝑖 
𝑊𝑖 =

𝜆𝑒
∗𝑞∗

𝐻𝑁
∗ 2

 
0 − 2.5 

Inclination angle  𝑎  10𝑜 − 40𝑜 

viscosity ratio 𝛽 
β =

μ𝑠
∗

𝜇
 

0.1 − 0.4 

We scale all the lengths with the film thickness of the Nusselt flow, 𝐻𝑁
∗ , and all the 

velocity components with the mean Nusselt film velocity, 𝑈𝑁
∗  , defined as: 

 
𝐻𝑁

∗ = 𝑞∗1/3 (
3𝜇∗

𝜌∗𝑔∗ sin 𝛼
)

1/3

, 𝑈𝑁
∗ = 𝑞∗2/3 (

𝜌∗𝑔∗ sin 𝛼

3𝜇∗
)

1/3

 (2.2) 

Both pressure and stress components are scaled with a viscous scale, 𝜇𝑈𝑁
∗ /𝐻𝑁

∗ . Thus, the 

dimensionless numbers that arise in the problem and the corresponding representative 

values are given in Table 2.1. Due to the specific choice of the characteristic length, 

velocity and inclination angle, the value of the Stokes number is constant. 

 

2.2.1 Governing equations 

The two-dimensional steady-state flow is governed by the laws of momentum and mass 

conservation, 

 𝑅𝑒(𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝒖) + ∇𝑃 − ∇ ⋅ 𝝉 − 𝑆𝑡 𝒈 = 𝟎, (2.3) 

 ∇ ⋅ 𝒖 = 𝟎 (2.4)  

where 𝒖 = (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦)𝑇 , 𝑃 , 𝛕, denote the velocity, pressure and stress fields, respectively,∇=

(𝜕𝑥, 𝜕𝑦)𝑇  denotes the gradient operator for cartesian coordinates. We also define the unit 

gravity vector as 𝒈 = (sin 𝑎 , − cos 𝑎)𝑇  , 
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The extra stress tensor, 𝝉 , is split into a purely Newtonian part 2𝛽�̇�, and a polymeric 

contribution 𝝉𝑝. 

 𝝉 = 2𝛽 �̇� + 𝝉𝑝, (2.5) 

where �̇� = 1
2

(∇𝒖 + ∇𝐮𝑇 ) is the rate of strain tensor. 

To account for the viscoelasticity of the material, we use the affine exponential form of 

the Phan-Thien and Tanner model [33]: 

 𝑌 (𝝉𝑝)𝝉𝑝 + 𝑊𝑖 𝝉𝑝

∇
− 2(1 − 𝛽)�̇� = 0, 𝑌 (𝝉𝑝) = exp (

휀

1 − 𝛽
𝑊𝑖  trace(𝝉𝑝)) (2.6) 

where 𝝉𝑝

∇
= 𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝝉𝑝 − 𝝉𝑝 ⋅ ∇𝒖 − (𝝉𝑝 ⋅ ∇𝒖)𝑇  is the upper convective derivative of 𝝉𝑝. The 

viscoelastic fluid properties depend on the dimensionless parameters 𝑊𝑖, 𝛽 and 𝜀 . Finite 

values of the parameter 𝜀 set an upper limit to the elongational viscosity, which increases 

as the parameter decreases, while it introduces elongational and shear thinning to the 

fluid model. The predictions for the elongational and shear viscosity of this model for 

various values of 𝜀 appear in Fig. 9 of [93]. Clearly, the ePTT model reduces to the 

Oldroyd-B model by setting 𝜀 equal to zero and the UCM model by additionally setting 

𝛽 = 0. 

 

2.2.2 Boundary conditions 

Along the air-liquid interface, we apply the following interfacial stress balance: 

 𝒏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑰 + 𝝉) =
𝜅

𝐶𝑎
𝒏, (2.7) 

where 𝒏 is the outward unit normal vector to the free surface and 𝜅 is the mean curvature 

defined as:  

 𝜅 = −∇𝑠 ⋅ 𝒏, ∇𝑠= (𝑰 − 𝒏𝒏) ⋅ ∇ (2.8) 

Note that in equation (2.7) the ambient pressure has been set equal to zero (datum 

pressure) without loss of generality. The capillary number, 𝐶𝑎, naturally arises in the 

interfacial stress balance, however, for the discussion that follows it will be dropped in 

favor of the Kapitza number which depends only on material properties, see Table I. 
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 𝐾𝑎 =
𝜎∗𝜌∗1/3

𝑔∗𝜇∗4/3
≡ (

𝑙𝑐
∗

𝑙𝑣
∗
)

2

, (2.9)  

  where 𝑙𝑐
∗ and 𝑙𝑣

∗  are the capillary length and viscous length, respectively, defined as: 

 𝑙𝑐
∗ = (

𝜎∗

𝜌∗𝑔∗
)

1/2

, 𝑙𝑣
∗ = (

𝜇∗2

𝜌∗2𝑔∗
)

1/3

 (2.10) 

Although the Kapitza number depends on three different liquid properties, we should 

keep in mind that in practical applications its variation is mostly due to the variations 

in liquid viscosity. This is because surface tension and density of most common polymeric 

solutions vary in a much shorter range. Moreover, 𝐾𝑎 is not an independent number but 

can be related to the previously introduced dimensionless quantities via the following 

expression, 

 𝐾𝑎 = 𝐶𝑎−1𝑆𝑡−1/3𝑅𝑒2/3 (2.11) 

Along the free surface, we also impose the kinematic condition: 

 𝒏 ⋅ 𝒖 = 0, (2.12) 

while along the walls of the substrate, we impose the usual no-slip, no-penetration 

boundary conditions. Additionally, we impose periodic boundary conditions in the 

velocity and stress field between the inflow and the outflow of the domain. Note that, for 

the purposes of the present study, we assume that the steady flow has the same periodicity 

as the substrate structure (i.e., we assume that the steady solution is 𝐿-periodic) 

 𝒖|𝑥=0 = 𝒖|𝑥=𝐿 (2.13) 

 𝒏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑰 + 𝝉)|𝑥=0 = 𝒏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑰 + 𝝉)|𝑥=𝐿 
(2.14) 

Finally, the film height at the entrance of the unit cell 𝐻∗ , is determined by requiring 

that the dimensionless flow rate is equal to unity. 

 

 
𝑞 = ∫ 𝑢𝑥𝑑𝑦

𝐻∗/𝐻𝑁
∗

0

= 1 
(2.15) 
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2.2.3 Alternative length scaling 

According to the previous scaling, the dimensionless lengths that arise in the problem are 

𝐻∗/𝐻𝑁
∗  and 𝐿∗/𝐻𝑁

∗ . It is important to note, though, that with these definitions the 

dimensionless lengths under different flow conditions will depend on the value of the 

Nusselt film height, 𝐻𝑁
∗  (see eq. (2.2) and Table 2.1) which depends both on the 

properties of the liquid and the flow rate. The dependence on the latter may introduce 

some difficulties in the interpretation of the results and therefore it is preferable to use 

an alternative scaling for the lengths based on the capillary length, 𝑙𝑐
∗, which depends 

only on the liquid properties; a similar approach was also used by Trifonov [77]. The 

following expression relates the Nusselt film height to the capillary length, 𝑙𝑐
∗ 

 𝐻𝑁
∗ = 𝑙𝑐

∗ 𝐾𝑎−1/2𝑅𝑒1/3𝑆𝑡1/3 (2.16) 

By rescaling all lengths with the capillary length, we keep the dimensionless lengths of 

the geometry independent of the Reynolds number. The relation between the new and 

the original scaling is given by  

 (
𝐻∗

𝐻𝑁
∗ ,

𝐿∗

𝐻𝑁
∗ ) ≡ (

𝐻∗

𝑙𝑐
∗

,
𝐿∗

𝑙𝑐
∗

) 𝑙𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜,   𝑙𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝐾𝑎1/2𝑅𝑒−1/3𝑆𝑡−1/3 . (2.17) 

For the discussion that follows, we choose as a base case the Newtonian properties of 

Elbesil 65 (𝜇∗ = 62.4 𝑚𝑃𝑎 𝑠, 𝜌∗ = 958.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3  and  𝜎∗ = 19.91 𝑚𝑁/𝑚2 ) flowing over 

a substrate with 𝐿∗ = 20 𝑚𝑚 and 𝐴∗ = 8 𝑚𝑚. The corresponding dimensionless numbers 

are 𝐾𝑎 = 3.75, 𝐿 = 13.765 and 𝐴 = 5.506 as well as the inclination angle 𝛼 = 10𝑜 will be 

kept fixed unless stated otherwise. 

 

2.3 Numerical implementation 

 

In order to solve accurately and efficiently the above set of equations, we employ the 

DEVSS-G method that has been successfully used in the past for the solution of 

viscoelastic flows [94]. Thus, after reformulating the momentum and constitutive 

equations we obtain 

 𝑅𝑒(𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝒖) − 𝑆𝑡 𝒈 + ∇P − ∇ ⋅ 𝛕𝐷𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆 = 𝟎 (2.18) 
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 𝑌 (𝝉𝑝)𝝉𝑝 + 𝑊𝑖[𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝝉𝑝 − 𝝉𝑝 ⋅ 𝑮 − (𝝉𝑝 ⋅ 𝑮)𝑇 ] − (1 − 𝛽)(𝑮 + 𝑮𝑇 ) = 𝟎 (2.19) 

where 𝝉𝐷𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆 = 𝝉𝑝 − 2(1 − 𝛽)�̇� + (𝑮 + 𝑮𝑇 ) and 𝑮 is the continuous approximation of 

the velocity gradient tensor ∇𝒖. 

To solve numerically the above set of equations we employ the mixed finite 

element/Galerkin method and approximate the velocity and the position vector with 6-

node Lagrangian basis functions while the pressure, the elastic stresses, as well as the 

velocity gradients, are approximated with 3-node Lagrangian basis functions. Due to the 

hyperbolic character of the constitutive equation and to preserve the numerical stability 

of the scheme, we also employ the SUPG method [95] introducing the corresponding basis 

functions.  

To account for the deformations of the flow domain, we employ a robust elliptic grid 

generation scheme. The mesh is generated by solving a system of two quasi-elliptic partial 

differential equations (see eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) ) which map the physical domain (𝑥, 𝑦) 

to the computational domain (𝜉, 휂), and it is dynamically adapted to the deforming liquid 

domain. The mesh generation equations are 

 𝛁 ⋅ {[휀1√
𝑥𝜂

2 + 𝑦𝜂
2

𝑥𝜉
2 + 𝑦𝜉

2
+ (1 − 휀1)] 𝛁𝜉} = 0, 

 

(2.20) 

 𝛁 ⋅ {[휀2√
𝑥𝜉

2 + 𝑦𝜉
2

𝑥𝜂
2 + 𝑦𝜂

2
+ (1 − 휀2)] 𝛁η} = 0, (2.21) 

where the parameters 휀1 and 휀2 control the smoothness and orthogonality of the mesh 

lines and 휀1, 휀2 are selected by trial and error. This is a very robust method which has 

been applied successfully to a variety of problems, e.g. see [96–100], suitable for highly 

deforming domains. The interested reader may refer to [101] where this method is 

described in detail. The generated mesh is refined locally with two refinement levels 

around the free surface of the fluid, as described in [98]. A summary of the weak 

formulation of the governing equations is presented in Appendix A. 

Finally, to trace the steady-state solution in the parameter space, we employ the pseudo-

arc-length continuation technique [96], which has been incorporated into our in-house 

finite-element code. According to this method, given an initial solution (𝒒0) at an initial 

parameter value, 𝜆0, the value of the parameter 𝜆 for the next computation is determined 

as a function of the pseudo-arclength, 𝑠. In order to determine 𝜆, an additional equation 
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is obtained by projecting the increment of the augmented solution vector 

(𝒒 − 𝒒0, 𝜆 − 𝜆0)𝑇  on its initial tangent (𝒒0̇, �̇�0)
𝑇
, where the derivatives are taken with 

respect to 𝑠. The product is equal to a specified arclength Δ𝑠 resulting in the following 

additional equation,  

 𝐺(𝒒, 𝜆; Δ𝑠) ∶= 𝒒0̇
𝑇 ⋅ (𝒒 − 𝒒0) + �̇�0(𝜆 − 𝜆0) + Δ𝑠 = 0 (2.22) 

In summary, we need to solve the following augmented system of equations (2.23) and 

(2.24) for the augmented solution vector (𝒒, 𝜆)𝑇 ,  

 𝑭(𝒒, 𝜆) = 0 (2.23) 

 𝐺(𝒒, 𝜆; Δ𝑠) = 0 (2.24) 

where 𝑭  is the system of weighted governing and mesh generating equations, including 

the extra equation (2.15), the system of equations (2.23) and (2.24) is solved by using the 

Newton-Raphson method. 

 

2.4 Validation 

Before we proceed with the discussion of our results, we present a series of validation 

tests of our in-house code against both theoretical predictions and experimental 

observations for relevant flows that exist in the literature. In Figure 2.2 (a) we consider 

the case of a Newtonian fluid (𝑊𝑖 = 0) and compare the results of our work with the 

predictions provided by Nguyen and Bontozoglou [27] for 𝑅𝑒 = 25 and 𝐾𝑎 = 200. As it 

can be seen in the figure, the calculated film shapes coincide, exhibiting an excellent 

agreement. An additional confirmation of the accuracy of our computations is provided 

in Figure 2.2 (b, c). This figure presents the streamline pattern obtained using the PIV 

technique by Pollak and Aksel [76] for 𝐾𝑎 = 1.27 and 𝑅𝑒 = 6.28 or 𝑅𝑒 = 8.84, 

respectively, along with the streamlines obtained by our study (shown with the 

continuous blue lines) calculated at exactly the same flow parameters. As it was noted 

by Pollak and Aksel [76], the fluid flow can be separated into two zones: the one closer 

to the air-liquid interface where the flow is gravity-driven and another one which lies 

inside the wall corrugations where a recirculation takes place. Note that the two zones 

cannot communicate with each other denoting that there is a border between the two 

regions forming a separatrix. Clearly, our theoretical results are able to predict all the 
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later features with great accuracy, such as the streamline pattern of the outer flow, the 

existence of a vortex located in the substrate corrugations which expands with increasing 

flow rate, as well as the separatrix of the two zones.  

 

Figure 2.2 Comparison of our predictions for an inclined substrate at 𝛼 = 45𝑜 with previous 

studies by Nguyen and Bontozoglou [27] for 𝑅𝑒 = 25, 𝐾𝑎 = 200, 𝐴 = 5.97 and 𝐿 = 29.87. (b,c) 

Experimental (red lines) [76] and theoretical (blue lines) streamline patterns for Elbesil 145 oil 

(𝐾𝑎 = 1.27) for 𝑅𝑒 = 6.28 and 𝑅𝑒 = 8.84, respectively. The inclination angle is 𝛼 = 10𝑜 and 

geometric characteristics are 𝐿 = 13.765 and 𝐴 = 5.506.  

 

2.5 Results and discussion 

We begin our discussion by presenting in Figure 2.3 the profiles of a viscoelastic liquid 

film, along with the streamlines, for different values of 𝑅𝑒 which correspond to different 

flow rates. With increasing 𝑅𝑒, the thickness of the film increases because larger amounts 

of fluid need to be accommodated due to the higher flow rate. For low values of 𝑅𝑒, most 

of the depression of the film takes place near the upstream wall, whereas its position 

moves downstream with increasing 𝑅𝑒. As discussed by Nguyen and Bontozoglou [27] 

many characteristics of the flow field can be explained by considering the flow as a ballistic 

flow where the ejection platform for the fluid is the maximum level of the substrate at 

the inflow. The magnitude of 𝑅𝑒 determines the distance the fluid can travel before it 

“lands” somewhere inside the cavity. 
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Figure 2.3 Streamlines of the steady states of the film flow over the substrate, (a) 𝑅𝑒 = 2, (b) 

𝑅𝑒 = 8, (c) 𝑅𝑒 = 15, (d) 𝑅𝑒 = 20, for 𝑊𝑖 = 1 and 휀 = 0. 

At 𝑅𝑒 = 2 and 8, see Figure 2.3 (a, b), the fluid lands closer to the inflow at the 

descending part of the wall, thus creating a local minimum in film thickness. At 

intermediate 𝑅𝑒, the injected liquid impacts the liquid ahead and with the aid of elasticity 

forms a cusp, see Figure 2.3 (b, c). Above a specific 𝑅𝑒, inertia pushes the jet far enough 

to land at the ascending part of the wall causing a more prominent hump, see Figure 

2.3 (c). Note that in the case of a Newtonian liquid, the interface remains smooth for all 

values of 𝑅𝑒 without the presence of a cusp. Thus, the cusp should be attributed to elastic 

effects. In this case, we also notice the formation of an eddy due to the detachment of 

fluid in the bottom of the cavity from the main-stream of the flow field. With further 

increase of 𝑅𝑒, inertia moves the landing point to the crest of the next corrugation while 

the formed eddy extends in size and tends to occupy the entire cavity, see Figure 2.3 

(d). 

 

2.5.1 Effect of Fluid Elasticity 

The effect of the elastic properties of the fluid on the free surface of the flow is depicted 

in Figure 2.4 (a, b). In this figure, we present the relative amplitude of the free surface, 

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 , which is the ratio of the amplitude of the free surface deformation to the amplitude 

of the substrate, along with the superficial phase shift, which is measured in terms of the 

distance in the x-direction between the locations of minimum height on the free surface 

and on the wall (the latter at 𝑥∗ = 𝐿∗/2),  
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Figure 2.4 (a) Relative amplitude of the free surface, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 and (b) the phase shift of the free 

surface to the wall corrugations as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values of 𝑊𝑖 using the Oldroyd-B 

model (휀 = 0). The insets (i,ii) represent the free surface shape for 𝑅𝑒 = 2.7 and 2.65, respectively. 

 

The effect of the elastic properties of the fluid on the free surface of the flow is depicted 

in Figure 2.4 (a, b). In this figure, we present the relative amplitude of the free surface, 

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 , which is the ratio of the amplitude of the free surface deformation to the amplitude 

of the substrate, along with the superficial phase shift, which is measured in terms of the 

distance in the x-direction between the locations of minimum height on the free surface 

and on the wall (the latter at 𝑥∗ = 𝐿∗/2),  

 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥

∗ − 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛
∗  

𝐴∗
 (2.25) 

 Φ = 360𝑜 (
𝑥𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛

∗

𝐿∗
−

1

2
) (2.26) 

as a function of the Reynolds number, for various values of 𝑊𝑖. More specifically, in 

Figure 2.4 we present the relative amplitude and the phase shift of the free surface for 

𝑊𝑖 = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 while the dashed line shows the case of a Newtonian liquid (𝑊𝑖 =

0). 

Under creeping flow conditions, due to the high viscous forces, the free surface of the fluid 

nearly follows the shape of the bottom wall, and therefore the relative amplitude of the 

free surface tends to a small but finite value. Note that for 𝑅𝑒 → 0 and when the substrate 

is aligned with the gravitational force (𝛼 = 90𝑜), the interface would fully conform with 

the wall shape and thus 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 1, whereas for finite inclination angles, as in our case, 

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 ≠ 1 due to the effect of hydrostatic pressure and the smaller gravity force driving 

the flow. On the other hand, at high inertia, the amplitude of the deformation of the free 
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surface tends to zero since the liquid near the interface does not feel the presence of the 

bottom wall. At intermediate values of the Reynolds number, 2 < 𝑅𝑒 < 15, the presence 

of the substrate structure and the competition between the inertia forces, gravity and 

surface tension gives rise to an amplification of the steady free surface deformation. This 

phenomenon has been confirmed experimentally for the case of Newtonian liquids by 

Vlachogiannis & Bontozoglou [24] and Argyriadi et al. [4] and is often referred as 

“resonance” in the literature [23]. In fact, the term “resonance” implies the interaction 

between the reflected wave of the steady free surface along with capillary-waves that 

travel against the flow direction. The point of resonance arises for a particular value of 

𝑅𝑒 for which the surface velocity of the fluid is equal to the phase velocity of the capillary 

waves. A more recent study by Wierschem et al. [21] provides a systematic investigation 

with arbitrary thickness and further demonstrates that resonance is associated with the 

phase-locking between the undulated wall and the capillary waves. Furthermore, the 

existence of the resonant point separates the flow into a subcritical and supercritical 

regime for low and high values of 𝑅𝑒, respectively. At the supercritical regime, the steady 

free surface is not in phase with the capillary waves and the air-liquid interface appears 

to be smooth without the presence of the standing waves. It has been shown that for 

Newtonian liquids nonlinear resonance (i.e. when higher harmonics of the free surface 

take part in the resonance of the system) is also possible [75] for very high values of 𝐾𝑎 

(𝐾𝑎 ≈ 2500). We refrain from examining such effects in the case of viscoelastic liquids, 

since we are mostly interested in polymeric solutions which are typically high-viscosity 

liquids and typically 𝐾𝑎 ≤ 20. 

In the case of a viscoelastic fluid, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 is not affected in the two limiting regimes, i.e. for 

𝑅𝑒 → 0 and 𝑅𝑒 >25. For low values of Re though, even a small amount of elasticity leads 

to the decrease of 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 as the bulk elasticity of the fluid resists the deformation imposed 

by the solid wall, see Figure 2.4 (a) at 𝑅𝑒 ≅ 2. For moderate values of 𝑅𝑒, the effect of 

the elasticity has a non-monotonic impact on the amplification of the steady free surface 

deformation, close to the resonance point. For weakly viscoelastic liquids, the bulk 

elasticity tends to suppress the interfacial deformation (see Figure 2.4 (a) for 𝑊𝑖 = 0.5). 

However, as it is shown in Figure 2.4 (a) the increase of 𝑊𝑖 eventually amplifies the 

steady free surface deformation (see Figure 2.4 (a) for 𝑊𝑖 = 1 and 1.5). This non-

monotonic dependence can be attributed to the formation of a cusp at the liquid-air 

interface for the case of highly elastic liquids (see Figure 2.3 (c)).  

Moreover, the phase difference between the undulations of the free surface and the wall 

is depicted in Figure 2.4 (b). Two limits are identified: at low 𝑅𝑒, the phase of the free 

surface precedes that of the wall, whereas at high 𝑅𝑒, it lags behind. It is also noteworthy 
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that in the case of viscoelastic liquids, at low values of 𝑅𝑒 the free surface exhibits two 

local minima on the free surface, see insets (i,ii) in Figure 2.4 (b), instead of a single 

depression as in the case of Newtonian liquids. We also observe that for 𝑊𝑖 = 0.50 and 

𝑅𝑒 > 4 the position of the highest depression lies closer to the downstream wall whereas 

for 𝑅𝑒 < 4 the local minimum which lies closer to the upstream wall, becomes more 

intense; this transition between the two local minima is translated into a discontinuity of 

the curves for the phase shift for 𝑅𝑒~4. With increasing elasticity of the liquid, the phase 

shift, Φ, increases indicating that the position of the highest depression migrates towards 

the downstream wall. 

 

Figure 2.5 (a,b) Spatial variation of the normal stress component (𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥) using the Oldroyd-B 

model for 𝑊𝑖 = 0.5, and 𝑊𝑖 = 1.5 calculated at 𝑅𝑒 = 15.  

 

In Figure 2.5 (a, b), we present the spatial variation of the 𝑥𝑥-component of the 

polymeric stress tensor, for 𝑊𝑖 = 0.5 and 1.5, respectively and for 𝑅𝑒 = 15. The higher 

the elasticity is, the stronger the stress field is, characterized by a higher stretching of 

the polymeric chains. The maximum values in the stress field arise at the crest of the 

substrate, where the polymeric chains are extended to conform to the fluid flow, while 

the stress field is relaxed at the midplane of each cavity, where the cross-section is larger 

compared with the inflow/outflow of the sinusoidal domain. The interplay between 

inertial forces which push the fluid against the downstream wall and the elastic rebound 

from the wall are responsible for the formation of the cusp and the appearance of an 

intense static hump next to it, see Figure 2.5 (b). 

 

2.5.2 Effect of Shear-Thinning 

Another significant aspect of films which consist of a polymeric solution is the presence 

of shear-thinning. To examine this effect, we present in Figure 2.6 (a) the relative 

amplitude of the free surface, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values of 𝜀 under 
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constant 𝑊𝑖 = 1. As mentioned above, the rheological parameter 𝜀 of the ePTT model 

introduces both elongational and shear thinning to the fluid model, while it poses an 

upper limit to elongational viscosity. In Figure 2.6 (a), the peak at the resonance point 

is minimized in the case of the Oldroyd-B model (𝛢𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 0.49 for 휀 = 0), while the 

maximum value of 𝛢𝑟𝑒𝑙 increases with 휀. Therefore from this figure, we may deduce that 

shear thinning enhances the resonant behavior of the steady free surface with the 

substrate. This finding is also supported by the study of Heining and Aksel [75], who 

reported that in the case of the generalized Newtonian liquids shear-thinning leads to 

amplification of the free surface, while shear-thickening has the opposite effect. We also 

observe that the peak arises for lower values of 𝑅𝑒 with increasing 휀. This effect could be 

attributed to some extent to the fact that due to shear thinning, viscosity decreases locally 

and therefore the local 𝑅𝑒 number is actually higher that the nominal value of 𝑅𝑒 which 

is defined based on the zero-shear viscosity. 

  

Figure 2.6 (a) Relative amplitude of the free surface, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙, as a function of the Reynolds number 

for various values of 𝜀 at 𝑊𝑖 = 1. (b,c) Film shape and spatial variation of shear stress component 

(𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥)  before and after the hysteresis loop, respectively, for 𝑅𝑒 = 14.38, for 𝑊𝑖 = 1, ε = 0.25. 

 

Interestingly, for highly shear-thinning fluids the transition from the low 𝑅𝑒 flow regime 

to the inertia dominated regime is not smooth (see Figure 2.6 (a) for 휀 = 0.25) but two 

successive turning points exist creating a hysteresis loop with varying 𝑅𝑒 between 𝑅𝑒 =

14.24 and 𝑅𝑒 = 14.38 (see the inset in Figure 2.6 (a)). The hysteresis loop indicates that 

for the same value of the 𝑅𝑒 three different steady-states exist; the stability of these 

solutions will be discussed in the next chapter of this study (additionally see [91]). In 

Figure 2.6 (b,c) we present the spatial variations of the 𝑦𝑥-component of the polymeric 
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stress tensor for the same 𝑅𝑒 = 14.38 but before (in the ascending part of the continuous 

line) and after (in the descending part of the continuous line) the hysteresis loop, 

respectively. Before the hysteresis loop, the effect of fluid elasticity gives rise to the 

formation of a cusp and a static hump as in the case of the Oldroyd-B liquid, see Figure 

2.6 (b). The tendency of the cusp to move downstream with increasing 𝑅𝑒 is inhibited 

by both the pressure and the normal polymeric stress field generated at the downstream 

wall. This flow pattern cannot be sustained further, and thus a turning point arises. In 

Figure 2.6 (c), we depict the film shape for the latter case, along with contour lines of 

the polymeric shear stresses. Interestingly, after the hysteresis loop, the flow manages to 

overpass the wall corrugations without the presence of a cusp, as inertia combined with 

the increased effect of shear-thinning dominate the fluid flow. 

 

2.5.3 Effect of Zero-Shear-Viscosity and solvent viscosity ratio 

 

Figure 2.7 Relative amplitude of the free surface, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙, as a function of the (a) Reynolds number 

and (b) for various values of 𝐾𝑎 at 𝑊𝑖 = 1, 휀 = 0.05, 𝛽 = 0.1. 

 

In Figure 2.7 (a) we present the dependence of 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 on the Reynolds number for different 

values of the Kapitza number. Under the constant value of 𝐿 = 𝐿∗/𝑙𝑐
∗ and assuming flows 

over substrates with the same geometrical characteristics, the variation of 𝐾𝑎 implies the 

change of zero-shear viscosity (𝑙𝑣
∗  is the only parameter that changes, see eq. (2.10) ); 

therefore smaller values of 𝐾𝑎 correspond to liquids with higher viscosity. Thus, with 

increasing 𝐾𝑎, the viscosity decreases, and liquid tries to conform with the shape of the 

bottom undulations, leading to larger depressions of the liquid-gas interface and tending 

to intensify the wall-free surface resonance. As a result, the peak in interfacial deformation 

grows with increasing 𝐾𝑎. We note that at 𝐾𝑎 = 10 the transition to inertia fluid flow 

regime is not smooth, since a hysteresis loop arises for 𝑅𝑒 in between 27.7 < 𝑅𝑒 < 29.5, 
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indicating that shear thinning effects come into play. To rationalize this behavior we have 

plotted in Figure 2.8(a,b) the shapes of the liquid film for two different values of 𝐾𝑎 

along with contour lines of the shear stresses. As it is shown in this figure, with increasing 

𝐾𝑎 the liquid film becomes thinner and therefore for a given flow rate (i.e. constant value 

of 𝑅𝑒) the level of shear stresses increases leading to more severe shear thinning which in 

turn gives rise to the hysteresis loop that appears in Figure 2.7 for 𝐾𝑎 = 10.  

 

Figure 2.8 Film shape and spatial variation of (a,b) shear stress component (𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥) and (c,d) 

normal stress component (𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥). The flow parameters are (a,c) 𝐾𝑎 = 1.0 and (b,d) 𝐾𝑎 = 10, 

calculated for 𝑅𝑒 = 7.2 and 𝑅𝑒 = 28.7, respectively, for 𝑊𝑖 = 1, ε = 0.05 and 𝛽 = 0.1. 

 

We also note that with increasing 𝐾𝑎 the point of resonance moves to higher values of 

𝑅𝑒; the maximum amplification was calculated at 𝑅𝑒 = 5.07 and 𝑅𝑒 =  27.94 for 𝐾𝑎 =

0.5 and 10, respectively. In Figure 2.7 (b) we plot the relative amplitude of the free 

surface as a function of Weber number defined as: 

 𝑊𝑒 =
𝜌𝑈𝑁

∗ 2𝐻𝑁
∗  

𝜎
≡ 𝑅𝑒 𝐶𝑎 (2.27) 

which expresses the ratio of inertia over capillary forces. Interestingly for moderate to 

high values of Ka, the point of resonance lies close to 𝑊𝑒 ≈ 10 indicating that the 

amplification of the standing wave is caused by a delicate balance between inertia and 

capillary forces. For 𝐾𝑎 = 0.5, though, the peak arises at slightly higher value of 𝑊𝑒, i.e. 

𝑊𝑒 = 11.5. The latter could be attributed to the fact that the film is significantly thicker, 
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see eq.(2.16), thus leading to a weaker interaction of the steady free surface with the wavy 

wall due to the increased distance.  

In Figure 2.8 (c,d), we additionally examine the spatial variation of the normal polymeric 

stresses (𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥) for 𝐾𝑎 = 1 and 10 also calculated at the point of resonance. As it is shown 

in Figure 2.8 (c), for 𝐾𝑎 = 1 (calculated at 𝑅𝑒 = 7.2) the film is quite thick and the 

variation of the normal polymeric stresses occurs mostly in an area close to the crest of 

the substrate where the readjustment of the flow takes place, whereas its variation near 

the midplane is rather weak. We also note that the pronounced cusp that was observed 

for 𝐾𝑎 = 3.75 (see Figure 2.3 (c)) disappears for low 𝐾𝑎 values, see Figure 2.8 (c). For 

higher values of 𝐾𝑎, the film becomes thinner and the mean velocity of the fluid increases 

for a given flow rate. Due to the higher velocities that the liquid experiences, the 

polymeric chains are extended in the streamwise direction, as suggested by the strong 

polymeric stress field at the descending part of the wall, shown in Figure 2.8 (c). 

Moreover, high values of 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 also arise adjacent to the cusp near the ascending part of 

the wall due to the elastic rebound that takes place in this region. As shown in Figure 

2.8, elastic effects become more intense for higher values of 𝐾𝑎, which correspond to less 

viscous fluids and thinner films. 

 

Figure 2.9 Relative amplitude of the free surface, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙, as a function of the Reynolds number for 

various value of solvent viscosity ratio,𝛽, for 𝑊𝑖 = 1.0 and 휀 = 0.05. 

In Figure 2.9, we present the effect of the Newtonian solvent viscosity in the viscoelastic 

fluid by increasing the parameter 𝛽 of the ePTT model from 0 − 0.4. Zero value 

corresponds to the case of a polymer melt whereas finite values of 𝛽 represent the case of 
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polymer solutions. Increase of 𝛽 causes the peak on the relative amplitude to become less 

intense (for 𝛽 = 0 the 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 was calculated to be 0.52 for 𝑅𝑒 = 15.24, while for 𝛽 = 0.4 we 

get 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 0.48 for 𝑅𝑒 = 15.5, see Figure 2.9 ) as the liquid approaches the Newtonian 

behavior. We have not considered values above 𝛽 = 0.4, since in this case the liquid 

corresponds to dilute polymer solutions in which different phenomena may arise such as 

polymer migration that cannot be described by the ePTT model [92]. 

 

2.5.4 Effect of substrate geometry and inclination angle 

 

Figure 2.10 (a) Free surface deformation as a function of the Reynolds number for various values 

of 𝐴. (b-d) Film shape and spatial variation of the shear stress component (𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥) for 𝐴 =

2.7, 5.50, 10.30 for 𝑅𝑒 = 12.9, 14.6, 15.4, respectively. The remaining parameters are 𝑊𝑖 = 1, ε =

0.25, 𝛽 = 0.1 and the inclination angle is set at 𝛼 = 10𝑜. 

 

Next, we turn our attention to the effect of the geometrical characteristics on the flow. 

In Figure 2.10, we examine the effect of increasing the amplitude of the substrate 

corrugations by keeping constant the value of 𝐿 = 13.765 and varying the value of A. In 

Figure 2.10 (a) we present the variation of the amplitude of the interfacial deformation 

as a function of the Reynolds number. Here, we prefer to plot the term 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛 

instead of the relative amplitude of the free surface, since 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 tends to infinity as 𝐴∗ →

0. In Figure 2.10 (b-d), we depict the film shape along with the streamlines and contour 
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plots of the polymeric shear stress for 𝐴 = 2.70, 5.50 and 10.30, respectively. Note that 

the presented steady state profiles were calculated at the peak of the amplitude of the 

free surface, see Figure 2.10 (a). For shallow wall corrugations, i.e. low values of A, the 

liquid experiences smaller interfacial deformations, see Figure 2.10 (a). As shown in 

Figure 2.10 (b) for 𝐴 = 2.70, there is no recirculation and the flow remains attached to 

the bottom wall and as a result, the fluid flow is dominated by shear. In Figure 2.10 

(b), we depict the polymeric shear stresses which reach their maximum values at the 

ascending part of the wall and minimum at the vicinity of the free surface cusp. Note 

that the viscosity decreases considerably in the regions of high 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥 values, due to the 

shear-thinning of the material. Increasing the amplitude of wall corrugations, interfacial 

deformation increases considerably (see Figure 2.10(a)) while the flow detaches from the 

bottom part of the substrate undulations where a recirculating vortex arises, see Figure 

2.10 (c,d). We observe though that the enhancement of the interfacial deformation 

saturates for very high amplitudes of the wall corrugations, see Figure 2.10 (a) for 𝐴/𝐿 =

0.5, 0.75. It is clear from this figure, that for depths higher than 𝐴/𝐿 = 0.75 the maximum 

deformation of the free surface reaches an upper limit. This effect should be attributed to 

the presence of the recirculating vortex, as the main stream region of the film effectively 

does not feel the presence of the bottom wall; i.e. the generation of the eddy in the 

midplane smooth out, in some sense, the undulations of the wall. Hence, as noted by [102] 

for Newtonian liquids, the separatrix line delivers an optimum substrate shape in a 

natural way. In the case of viscoelastic liquids, due to the presence of the recirculating 

vortex, the maximum values of the shear polymeric stress field are restricted closer to the 

crests of the topography, whereas the existence of the separatrix creates a liquid-liquid 

interface where the shear stresses obtain almost zero values. Thus, the existence of the 

recirculation induces an upper limit in the effect of shear-thinning. It is worth noting that 

the film shapes along with the shear stress fields in Figure 2.10(c) and (d) are almost 

identical. 
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Figure 2.11 (a) Relative amplitude of the free surface, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙, as a function of the Reynolds number 

for various values of 𝐿. (b-d) Film shape and spatial variation of the shear stress component (𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥) 

for 𝐿 = 7.5, 25, 50 for 𝑅𝑒 = 8.5, 23.25, 24, respectively. The remaining parameters are 𝑊𝑖 = 1, ε =

0.25 and 𝛽 = 0.1. The inclination angle is set at 𝛼 = 10𝑜. 

Next, we investigate the effect of the topography wavelength. In Figure 2.11(a) we 

present the relative amplitude of the free surface deformation as a function of the 

Reynolds number for different values of 𝐿, while keeping fixed the depth of the 

undulations at 𝐴 = 5.50. For small values of 𝐿, the resonance of the steady free surface 

almost disappears, since the residence time inside the corrugations is small and the liquid 

does not have enough time to adjust to the shape of the wall and effectively feels as if it 

flows above a flat substrate. In the other limit as 𝐿 increases, the film has more time to 

conform, leading to more intense resonance. Moreover, due to the fact that the flow is 

dominated by shear a hysteresis loop arises, see Figure 2.11 (c, d) for 𝐿 = 25 and 50. In 

the case of Newtonian liquids, such steady flow structures are documented by Wierschem 

and Aksel [25] (their Fig. 11) for flow along a wall with wavelength 𝐿∗ = 300 𝑚𝑚 and 

𝐴 = 30 𝑚𝑚 which in dimenionless form are 𝐿 = 200 and 𝐴 = 20, respectively, however 

it seems that fluid elasticity creates a more prominent standing wave.  
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Figure 2.12 Relative amplitude of the free surface, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙, as a function of (a) the Reynolds number 

and (b) Weber number for various value of inclination angles for 𝑊𝑖 = 1, ε = 0.25 and 𝛽 = 0.1. 

So far, we have investigated the case of the film flowing over a substrate inclined 10 

degrees with respect to the horizontal position. To complete our parametric study, we 

examine in Figure 2.12 the effect of the inclination angle, 𝛼, on the relative amplitude 

of the free surface as a function of 𝑅𝑒. As 𝛼 decreases, the 𝑦-component of the gravity 

increases, along with the pressure gradient that arises in the transverse direction of the 

flow due to hydrostatic effects. Moreover, the film thickness is inversely proportional to 

the inclination angle as it can be seen at eq.(2.12). In addition, for high inclination angles, 

since the flow is gravity driven, the velocity is higher, and the film height decreases. 

Therefore, the deformations of the free surface decrease with decreasing 𝛼 and the 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 is 

shifted to smaller values, see Figure 2.12(a). Interestingly, plotting 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙 as a function 

of 𝑊𝑒, see Figure 2.12(b) we find that the point of resonance arises for different 

inclination angles at a constant value of 𝑊𝑒, i.e. 𝑊𝑒 ≈ 10 confirming the finding of Figure 

2.7(b) that the resonance is caused by a delicate balance between inertia and surface 

tension. 

 

2.6 Conclusions 

 

We studied the steady film flow of a viscoelastic fluid obeying the PTT constitutive law. 

To this end, we derived a computational model and solved the governing equations in 2𝐷 

using the mixed finite element method, while our code has been extensively validated 

against previous theoretical and experimental studies concerning Newtonian materials 

that exist in the literature. We performed a thorough parametric analysis and examined 
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the effect of the various geometrical characteristics of the flow as well as the rheological 

properties of the liquid and their interplay with inertia, viscous and capillary forces. 

It is shown that bulk elasticity at small flow rates suppresses interfacial deformations. At 

larger flow rates elasticity opposes fluid inertia, since the polymeric chains are extended 

in the direction of the fluid flow, creating a force that prevents the film from overpassing 

the wall undulations. As a result, the film shape creates a static hump and a cusp that 

precedes the free surface hump, close to the ascending part of the wall. The formation of 

the cusp is the outcome of the elastic rebound of the fluid from the wall and becomes 

more pronounced with increasing fluid elasticity. Due to the effect of shear-thinning, the 

viscosity decreases locally mostly near the substrate crests, which accelerates the flow 

and therefore inertia forces become more significant. At high flow rates, the increased 

effect of shear-thinning, promote the decrease in the film thickness, leading to a more 

pronounced cusp at the interface. It is also found that the elastic phenomena are relaxed 

in the case of highly viscous liquids, as the films, in this case, are sufficiently thick and 

the interface variations do not feel the presence of the substrate.  

Regarding the effect of the geometric characteristics and the orientation of the substrate, 

we found that the creation of a recirculating vortex arising at the midplane of the 

substrate creates a natural bound that damps the elastic phenomena that arise in the 

fluid flow. We found that there is a critical substrate depth above which the spatial 

variation of the stress field of the film flow remains unaffected. Furthermore, elastic effects 

appear to be more intense at large wavelengths of the substrate.  

The present analysis is based on the usual steady state assumption of the fluid flow over 

a sinusoidal substrate. This study leaves open the question about the stability of the 

computed steady solutions. Recently, Schörner et al. [79] combined experimental and 

numerical work to create stability maps for flow over substrates with topographical 

variations in the limit of Newtonian liquids. In general, they have shown that 

topographical variations stabilize the fluid flow, while they have revealed the existence of 

stable and unstable isles in the stability maps. On the other hand, the effect of fluid 

elasticity over a flat substrate has been examined in detail by Shaqfeh et al. [87], who 

have shown that it the flow. The presence of topography will certainly complicate things 

even further. This will be the subject of the next chapter of this study (see [91]) where 

we present a linear stability analysis considering as base state the steady solution that 

has been derived in this paper, by employing the Floquet-Bloch theory and assuming that 

the steady solution is subjected both to 2D and 3D disturbances of an arbitrary 

wavelength.   
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3. Stability analysis of viscoelastic film flows 

over a wavy substrate * 

 

3.1 Abstract 

The linear hydrodynamic stability of a film of viscoelastic fluid flowing down an inclined 

wavy surface is studied. We investigate the stability of the flow with respect to 

infinitesimal 2D and 3D disturbances and employ the Floquet-Bloch theory to examine 

the effect of periodic disturbances of any wavelength. The study is based on the numerical 

solution of the momentum equations along with the Phan-Thien-Tanner (PTT) model to 

account for material viscoelasticity. The generalized eigenvalue problem is solved using 

Arnoldi’s algorithm, in a Newton-like implementation in order to calculate faster the 

critical conditions for the onset of the instability. Our results are in excellent agreement 

with the previous experimental and theoretical results in the case of Newtonian liquids 

flowing over flat and undulating substrates and viscoelastic liquids over flat substrates. 

We present detailed stability maps for the finite amplitude of the wall corrugations and 

a wide range of material parameters. Our calculations indicate that fluid elasticity is 

primarily stabilizing, while shear-thinning of the fluid tends to destabilize the fluid flow. 

In order to investigate the mechanisms involved, we perform an energy analysis of the 

flow under longwave disturbances indicating that the convection of stress-gradient 

disturbances provides an additional viscoelastic mechanism for the destabilization of the 

flow, in contrast to the base state stress-gradients which contribute to stabilization of the 

flow. Besides the usual longwave instability, conditions are identified which lead to 

unstable disturbances of wavelength equal or smaller than the wavelength of the 

substrate. Experimental observations for Newtonian liquids have indicated that these 

shortwave instabilities will dominate, and similar behavior is predicted for viscoelastic 

liquids. Sometimes, before the shortwave instabilities a hysteresis loop in the steady flow 

has been identified, which leads to sharp change in the critical frequency. Finally, we 

 

* Material from this chapter has been published in Physical Review Fluids under the title: “Viscoelastic film flows 

over an inclined substrate with sinusoidal topography. II. Linear stability analysis” 4 (2019), doi: 

10.1103/PhysRevFluids.4.083304. 
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examine the stability of the flow when subjected to disturbances in the spanwise direction 

and show that for highly elastic liquids 3D instabilities may arise. 

 

3.2 Problem formulation 

We consider the same physical system as in Chapter 2 in which a viscoelastic liquid film 

flows under the effect of gravity along an inclined sinusoidally corrugated substrate 

normal to the main flow direction (see Figure 2.1 in 2). We use the same model, the 

same notation and the same scalings under which the following dimensionless numbers 

arise: the Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒, Stokes number 𝑆𝑡, Kapitza number 𝐾𝑎, Weissenberg 

number 𝑊𝑖, viscocity ratio 𝛽, and inclination angle 𝛼. For the definitions of all 

dimensionless groups, the reader is referred to the Table 2.1.  

 

3.2.1 Governing equations 

The flow is governed by the momentum and mass conservation equations, which under 

the Arbitrary Eulerian-Lagrangian (ALE) formulation in the dimensionless form are given 

by: 

 𝑅𝑒 (
𝜕𝒖

𝜕𝑡
+ (𝒖 − 𝒖𝑚) ⋅ ∇𝒖) + ∇𝑃 − ∇ ⋅ 𝝉 − 𝑆𝑡 𝒈 = 𝟎, (3.1) 

 ∇ ⋅ 𝒖 = 𝟎 (3.2) 

where 𝒖 = (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦, 𝑢𝑧)𝑇 , 𝑃, 𝛕, denote the velocity, pressure and stress fields, 

respectively,∇= (𝜕𝑥, 𝜕𝑦, 𝜕𝑧)𝑇  denotes the gradient operator for cartesian coordinates and 

𝒖𝑚 = 𝜕𝑥/𝜕𝑡 the velocity of the mesh nodes in the flow domain. We also define the unit 

gravity vector as 𝒈 = (sin 𝑎 , − cos 𝑎 , 0)𝑇  , 

The extra stress tensor, 𝝉 , is split into a purely Newtonian part 2𝛽�̇�, and a polymeric 

contribution 𝝉𝑝. 

 𝝉 = 2𝛽 �̇� + 𝝉𝑝, (3.3) 

where �̇� = 1
2
(∇𝒖 + ∇𝐮𝑇 ) is the rate of strain. 
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To account for the viscoelasticity of the material, we use the affine exponential form of 

the Phan-Thien and Tanner model [33]: 

 𝑌 (𝝉𝑝)𝝉𝑝 + 𝑊𝑖 𝝉𝑝

∇
− 2(1 − 𝛽)�̇� = 0, 𝑌 (𝝉𝑝) = exp (

휀

1 − 𝛽
𝑊𝑖  trace(𝝉𝑝)) (3.4) 

Where 𝝉𝑝

∇
=

𝜕𝝉𝑝

𝜕𝑡 + (𝒖 − 𝒖𝒎) ⋅ ∇𝝉𝑝 − 𝝉𝑝 ⋅ ∇𝒖 − (𝝉𝑝 ⋅ ∇𝒖)𝑇  is the upper convected derivative. 

The viscoelastic fluid properties depend on the dimensionless parameters 𝑊𝑖, 𝛽 and 휀; 

the physical relevance of these parameters is briefly discussed in Chapter 2.  

 

3.3 Boundary conditions 

Along the air-liquid interface, we apply the following interfacial stress balance: 

 𝒏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑰 + 𝝉) =
𝜅

𝐶𝑎
𝒏, (3.5) 

where 𝒏 is the outward unit normal vector to the free surface and 𝜅 is the mean curvature 

defined as:  

 𝜅 = −∇𝑠 ⋅ 𝒏, ∇𝑠= (𝑰 − 𝒏𝒏) ⋅ ∇ (3.6) 

In Eq. (3.5) the ambient pressure has been set equal to zero (datum pressure) without 

loss of generality. Along the free surface, we also impose the kinematic condition: 

 𝒏 ⋅ (𝒖 −
𝜕𝒙

𝜕𝑡
) = 0, (3.7) 

while along the walls of the substrate, we impose the usual no-slip, no-penetration 

boundary conditions. Additionally, we impose periodic boundary conditions in the 

velocity and stress field between the inflow and the outflow of the domain. As noted in 

Part 1, we assume that the steady flow has the same periodicity as the substrate structure 

(i.e., we assume that the steady solution is 𝐿-periodic) 

 𝒖|𝑥=0 = 𝒖|𝑥=𝐿 (3.8) 

 𝒏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑰 + 𝝉)|𝑥=0 = 𝒏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑰 + 𝝉)|𝑥=𝐿 (3.9) 
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Finally, the film height at the entrance of the unit cell 𝐻∗ , is determined by requiring 

that the dimensionless flow rate is equal to unity. 

 
𝑞 = ∫ 𝑢𝑥𝑑𝑦

𝐻∗/𝐻𝑁
∗

0

= 1 (3.10) 

In Table 3.1, we present the material properties and the geometric characteristics used 

in the simulations of this paper. As a base case, we choose the Newtonian properties of 

Elbesil 65 (𝐾𝑎 = 3.75) flowing over a substrate with 𝐿∗ = 20 𝑚m and 𝐴∗ = 8 𝑚m. This 

is a setup which has frequently been used in experiments [79,80]. Throughout the chapter, 

the dimensional and dimensionless geometric characteristics are constant such that, 𝐿 =

13.765, 𝐴/𝐿 = 0.4; an exception of that is Figure 3.4 where for validation purposes we 

use different geometric characteristics, see Table 3.1 for 68% w/w water glycerol. 

Moreover, the inclination angle is set at 𝛼 = 10𝑜 and, unless stated otherwise the 

parameters 𝐾𝑎 and 𝛽 = 0.1 are set at 3.75 and 0.1, respectively. 

 
Table 3.1 Material properties and dimensionless quantities of liquids used in this paper. 

Notation 

 

Viscosity  

(𝑚𝑃𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑐) 

Density 

(
𝑘𝑔

m3
) 

Surface 

Tension 

(
𝑚𝑁

m
) 

Kapitza 

number 

 

Dimensionless 

Unit cell length 

𝐿 =
𝐿∗

𝑙𝑐
∗ 

 

Geometric 

Aspect 

Ratio 

𝐴/𝐿 

Elbesil 65 62.40 958.5 19.91 3.75 13.765 0.40 

Elbesil 100 96.6 963.2 20.07 2.09 13.765 0.40 

Elbesil 145 139.1 964.8 20.01 1.28 13.765 0.40 

68% w/w 

aqueous-glycerol 
12.8 1170 68.83 110 4.9 0.167 

 

3.4 Numerical Implementation 

The base flow is steady, two-dimensional and is assumed to be L-periodic the 

characteristics of which have been discussed in detail in 2. We consider the stability of 

this steady flow subjected to infinitesimal 2D and 3D perturbations. To this end, we map 

the perturbed physical domain (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) to a known reference domain (휂, 𝜉, 휁). The 

variables are written in the computational domain and are decomposed into a part which 

corresponds to the base state solution and an infinitesimal disturbance using the following 

ansatz: 
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[

 
 

𝒖
𝑃
𝑮
𝝉𝑝]

 
 

(휂, 𝜉, 휁, 𝑡) =

[

  
 

𝒖𝑏

𝑃𝑏

𝑮𝑏

𝝉𝑝,𝑏]

  
 

(휂, 𝜉) + 𝛿

[

  
 

𝒖𝒅

𝑃𝑑

𝑮𝑑

𝝉𝑝,𝑑]

  
 

(휂, 𝜉, 휁, 𝑡), (3.11) 

 [
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
] (휂, 𝜉, 휁, 𝑡) = [

𝑥𝑏

𝑦𝑏

휁
] (휂, 𝜉) + 𝛿 [

𝑥𝑑

𝑦𝑑

0
] (휂, 𝜉, 휁, 𝑡), (3.12) 

The first terms on the right-hand side of these equations represent the base solution, 

indicated by the subscript “𝑏”, while the second ones are the perturbation, indicated by 

the subscript “𝑑” while 𝛿 ≪ 1. Introducing eqs. (3.11)-(3.12) in the weak form of the 

governing equations we derive a linearized set of equations for the flow in bulk and the 

corresponding boundary conditions; a detailed description is provided in Appendix B. 

The disturbances are represented by a set of normal modes as follows  

 

[

 
 
 
 

𝒖𝑑

𝑃𝑑

𝑮𝑑

𝝉𝑝,𝑑

𝒙𝑑 ]

 
 
 
 

(휂, 𝜉, 휁, 𝑡) =

[

 
 
 
 
 

𝒖′𝑑

𝑃′𝑑

𝑮′𝑑

𝝉′𝑝,𝑑

𝒙′𝑑 ]

 
 
 
 
 

(휂, 𝜉, 휁)𝑒𝜆𝑡 (3.13) 

where 𝒙𝑑 is the disturbance of the position vector (𝒙𝑑 = (𝑥𝑑, 𝑦𝑑, 0)𝑇 ). According to our 

ansatz, an exponential dependence on time is assumed; here, 𝜆 denotes the growth rate. 

If the calculated 𝜆 turns out to have a positive real part, the disturbance grows with time, 

and therefore the corresponding steady state is unstable. The disturbances 𝒖′𝑑, 𝑃𝑑
′, 𝑮𝑑

′ , 

𝝉′𝑝,𝑑, 𝒙′𝑑 are discretized employing finite element basis functions in the streamwise and 

spanwise directions while Fourier modes are employed in the transverse 휁-direction; a 

detailed description is provided in Appendix B. 

 

3.4.1 Implementation of Bloch-Floquet theory 

For flows over periodically structured surfaces, the most unstable disturbance for the 

specific system may have a wavelength that exceeds the period of the domain. Thus, it 

becomes evident that if one assumes periodic conditions for the disturbances between the 

inflow and outflow boundaries, the overall linear stability of the system cannot be 

captured unless a sufficiently long computational domain is considered. This would imply 

a formidable computational cost in the case where longwave disturbances are the most 
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unstable ones as is typical for thin-film flows. As it will be discussed below, the most 

appropriate and efficient way to deal with this issue is to employ the Floquet-Bloch 

theory, which allows us to model the flow over a structured surface by considering the 

small periodic domain of the topography, thus maintaining a considerably reduced 

computational cost, while examining disturbances with wavelengths that may extend over 

multiple trenches or fractions thereof. 

According to Bloch’s theorem [103], it is sufficient to look for solutions such that the 

disturbances between the inflow and outflow of the unit cell are related to each other 

with the following expression 

 

 

[

 
 
 
 
 

𝒖′
𝑑

𝑃 ′
𝑑

𝑮′
𝑑

𝝉 ′
𝑝,𝑑

𝑦′
𝑑 ]

 
 
 
 
 

|
 
 
 
 
 

𝑥=𝐿

=

[

 
 
 
 
 

𝒖′
𝑑

𝑃 ′
𝑑

𝑮′
𝑑

𝝉 ′
𝑝,𝑑

𝑦′
𝑑 ]

 
 
 
 
 

|
 
 
 
 
 

𝑥=0

𝑒2𝜋 𝑄 𝑖 (3.14) 

Using this formulation, the unknown disturbances,(𝒖𝑑
′ , 𝑃𝑑

′, 𝑮𝑑
′ , 𝝉𝑑

′, 𝑦𝑑
′ )𝑻 ,  will be 

determined by imposing eq. (3.14) at the edges of the periodic domain, which enforces 

that for finite real values of 𝑄 the disturbances will not be 𝐿-periodic. For example, when, 

𝑄 = 0.5 the imposed perturbation has a wavelength that is twice the size of the physical 

domain, whereas 𝑄 → 0 corresponds to disturbances with a wavelength much larger than 

the size of the periodic domain. Disturbances with 𝑄 = 0 should be distinguished since in 

that case eq. (3.14) reduces to typical periodic boundary conditions, and thus this case 

corresponds to disturbances that have the same period or aliquots of the basic solution, 

i.e. correspond to super-harmonic instabilities. 

 

3.4.2 The Arnoldi algorithm 

After we discretize the linearized set of equations, we end up with a generalized eigenvalue 

problem of the form 

 𝑨𝒘 = 𝜆𝑴𝒘 (3.15) 

Where 𝑨 and 𝑴 are the Jacobian and the mass matrix respectively, with 𝜆 the eigenvalues 

and 𝒘 the corresponding eigenvectors. This eigenvalue problem is solved using Arnoldi’s 
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method [93,99,104–107] which allows us to locate only the eigenvalues of interest; for 

determining critical conditions, we need those eigenvalues with the smallest real part. 

According to our framework, the solution is stable if the real parts of all eigenvalues are 

less than or equal to zero for all values of 𝑄. 

To implement Arnoldi’s algorithm, we use the public domain code ARPACK [107], which 

computes the eigenvalues with the largest magnitude. Since we are interested only in the 

eigenvalues with the smallest real part and to avoid the singularity of the mass matrix, 

the following shift-and-invert transformation is employed: 

 𝑲𝒘 = 𝜈 𝒘, where 𝑲 = (𝑨 − 𝜆𝑴)−1𝑴 and 𝜈 = 1
𝜆−𝑠

 (3.16) 

The leading eigenvalues of the above system are those eigenvalues of the original problem 

that are closest to the complex shift value, 𝑠; when 𝜈 is maximum, then 𝜆 − 𝑠 is minimum. 

Therefore, with a sequence of such complex shifts, adaptively generated with a procedure 

similar to the one described in [93,99,105,106], it is possible to obtain the desired part of 

the eigenspectrum (i.e., the leading eigenvalues with the smallest real part). The accuracy 

of the converged eigenpairs is independently checked by evaluating the residual 

|𝑨𝒘 − 𝜆𝑴𝒘|, and this quantity is always less than 10−12 for the reported results. 
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3.4.3 Eigenspectrum and Neutral stability curves 

 

Figure 3.1 Eigenspectrum for 𝑅𝑒 = 8; the flowing liquid is Elbesil 65, see Table 3.1, for 𝑄 ∈

[0,1). The light blue dots indicate the eigenvalues which have been calculated for 𝑄 = 0; the light 

red symbols indicate the eigenvalues for 𝑄 in the range (0,0.5] and gray symbols indicate the 

eigenvalues for 𝑄 in the range (0.5,1]. 

In Figure 3.1, we present a typical eigenspectrum for a Newtonian liquid flowing over a 

sinusoidal topography. This spectrum is produced by solving the eigenvalue problem for 

different values of 𝑄 in the range [0,1). For 𝑄 ≠ 0,0.5 the Jacobian matrix has complex 

entries, see Eq. (3.14), and therefore the calculated eigenvalues do not appear in conjugate 

pairs. However, the continuous spectrum which is recovered by evaluating the eigenvalues 

for all values of 𝑄 in the range [0,1) appears to be fully symmetric with respect to the 

axis of Real(𝜆). For instance, we notice that the calculated eigenvalues for 𝑄 = 0.7 are 

the conjugate eigenvalues of the spectrum for 𝑄 = 0.3, see Figure 3.1. As a result, it is 

possible to calculate the total spectrum by considering the values of the Bloch 

wavenumber 𝑄 simply in the range of [0,0.5] instead of [0,1). The flow will be considered 

to become unstable for a specific value of 𝑅𝑒 when for any value of 𝑄 in the range of 

[0,0.5] there exists at least one eigenvalue with positive real part. Neutral conditions will 

arise when the real part of the most dangerous eigenvalue becomes equal to zero. 
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After a critical point has been detected for some combination of 𝑅𝑒 and 𝑄 (i.e., the real 

part of the most critical eigenvalue is close to zero) it is desirable to locate it precisely 

and to trace its path in order to obtain the dependence of the critical Reynolds number 

as a function of the Bloch wavenumber, 𝑄, for fixed geometrical characteristics of the 

substrate, liquid properties, and inclination angle. To this end, we employ an algorithm 

similar to the one proposed by Hackler et al. [108] and for every value of 𝑄 we solve the 

following coupled set of equations 

 𝑹(𝐯; 𝑅𝑒) = 𝟎 (3.17) 

 (𝜜 − 𝜆𝑴)𝒘 = 𝟎 (3.18) 

 𝒘𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 ⋅ 𝒘 = 1 (3.19) 

 Real(𝜆) = 0 (3.20) 

Eq. (3.17) represents the set of equations for the steady-state flow for the vector of 

unknowns 𝐯 (velocities, pressures, stresses, velocity gradients and node positions) as a 

function of 𝑅𝑒. eq. (3.18) is the eigenvalue problem for the specific value of 𝑄. Eq. (3.19), 

is the normalizing condition for the eigenvector, and eq. (3.20) the condition that the 

growth rate of the eigenvalue vanishes. First, we solve eq. (3.17) to determine the steady 

solution and eq. (3.18) to detect the eigenvalue to be tracked (i.e. the eigenvalue with the 

largest growth rate) for a specific value of 𝑅𝑒 and the Floquet parameter 𝑄. The latter 

are introduced as an initial guess to the system of equations (3.17)-(3.20). As 𝒘𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 we 

choose the eigenvector of the corresponding eigenvalue. The system is solved iteratively 

until the real part of the eigenvalue followed becomes smaller than 10−8. After the 

algorithm converges, we increase 𝑄 to 𝑄 + 𝑑𝑄 and use the calculated steady-state, 

eigenvector and critical eigenvalue of  𝑄 as the initial condition for the new iteration at 

𝑄 + 𝑑𝑄. Given a good initial guess, this algorithm ultimately converges quadratically 

even if the path of the steady-state is close to a hysteresis loop. The implementation of 

this tracking algorithm is described in Appendix C. 
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Figure 3.2 Stability map for the Elbesil 65, see Table 3.1, in (a) the Floquet’s parameter space 

(𝑅𝑒, 𝑄) and (b) in the frequency space (𝑅𝑒, 𝑓). The light blue area indicates the unstable regimes 

of the fluid flow.  

We use this algorithm to produce the stability map of Elbesil 65, see Table I, in the 

(𝑅𝑒, 𝑄) plane is shown in Figure 3.2(a). In this figure, the neutral stability curve is 

indicated with the continuous blue line, while the white and light blue areas represent 

the stable and unstable regimes, respectively. As it is shown in this figure for disturbances 

with infinite wavelength (𝑄 → 0, 𝑄 > 0) the critical 𝑅𝑒𝑐 is calculated to be 8.51. Figure 

3.2(a) presents the stability characteristics of the flow for different values of 𝑅𝑒 as a 

function of 𝑄, which is associated with the wavelength of the imposed disturbance. 

Examining all wavelengths, the flow becomes first unstable for 𝑄 = 0.405 where the 

critical 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 5.09. In experiments, instead of imposing a disturbance with a specific 

wavelength, it is easier to impose a disturbance with a specific frequency. According to 

our formulation, the imaginary part of the eigenvalue corresponds to the dimensionless 

frequency of the disturbance and can be related to the dimensional frequency of the 

disturbances using the following expression 

 𝑓∗ =
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔(𝜆)

2𝜋

𝑈𝑁
∗

𝐻𝑁
∗ =

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔(𝜆)

2𝜋
𝑅𝑒1/3𝑆𝑡−2/3 (

𝜇∗

𝜌∗𝑔∗2
)

−1/3

 (3.21) 

By scaling the dimensional frequency with the viscous time scale 𝑡𝑣
∗ = ( 𝜇∗

𝜌∗𝑔∗2)
1/3

, so that 

the time scale is independent of 𝑅𝑒, the dimensionless frequency is given by the following 

expression: 

 𝑓 =
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔(𝜆)

2𝜋
𝑅𝑒1/3𝑆𝑡−2/3 (3.22) 

Based on this definition, it is possible to present the same stability map shown in Figure 

3.2 (a) in the (𝑅𝑒, 𝑓) plane, see Figure 3.2(b). The two representations are 
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interchangeable while the latter has the advantage that the theoretical predictions can 

be directly compared with experimental observations. For the rest of the discussion, we 

will follow the latter representation of our numerical results. 

3.5 Validation 

Before we proceed with the discussion of our results, we present a series of validation 

tests of our in-house code with experimental observations and theoretical predictions for 

relevant flows that can be found in the literature. First, we have examined the stability 

of Newtonian films over corrugated surfaces subjected to 2D disturbances (𝑘 = 0) and 

present in Figure 3.3 the theoretical and experimental data for two different liquids 

Elbesil 100 and Elbesil 145, the properties of which are given in Table 3.1.  

In Figure 3.3, we depict the dependence of the critical 𝑅𝑒𝑐 on the frequency of the 

instability. Our results are in very good agreement with both the theoretical curves and 

the experimental data, [79]. Note that the linear stability analysis predicts the existence 

of both a neutral curve for 𝑅𝑒 > 10.5 as well as an unstable isle for 3.9 < 𝑅𝑒 < 7.8, see 

Figure 3.3(a), the nature of which will be described later in the paper. Interestingly, in 

between those two regions, the substrate corrugations provoke a narrow window where 

all linear perturbations are damped, i.e. for 7.8 < 𝑅𝑒 < 10.5. Above a specific value of 

𝑅𝑒, the experimental observations deviate from the theoretical results and the deviation 

is larger at the higher viscosity liquids for 𝑅𝑒 > 12, see Figure 3.3. Since there is no 

guarantee that all base flow formations in the experiment correspond to the steady-state 

solution theory, it is possible that thick films may have different flow arrangement (i.e. 

the 𝐿-periodicity of the fluid flow may have broken down). This hypothesis is also 

supported by the study Tseluiko et al. [29] who found that the film flow might experience 

a sequence of multiple steady states which in general have a different periodicity than 

the wall. However, finding and analyzing this type of bifurcations is outside the scope of 

this study. 

Cao et al. [78] performed experiments for an aqueous-glycerol liquid (68% w/w, see Table 

3.1) flowing over a sinusoidal substrate with 𝐿∗ = 12 𝑚𝑚  and 𝐴∗ = 2 𝑚𝑚. In Figure 

3.4 we present the value 𝑅𝑒𝑐/𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡, where 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 = 5
6
cot 𝛼, as a function of the 

inclination angle. Along the continuous blue line, the Bloch wavenumber varies from 𝑄 =

0.15 at 𝑎 = 2𝑜 to 𝑄 = 0.81 at 𝑎 = 45𝑜. For all values of the inclination angle, there is a 

good agreement with the experiments [78] in terms of the value of the critical 𝑅𝑒 number. 
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of the predicted neutral curves for a Newtonian liquid with previous 

studies. The liquid that has been used is (a) Elbesil 145 and (b) Elbesil 100, see Table 3.1. 

Experimental data are shown with dots while the theoretical predictions are presented with lines; 

the continuous black line and orange dashed line are referred to the current work and Schörner et 

al. [79], respectively. 

 

However, it is important to note that even though our theoretical calculations predict 

that for all inclination angles the most unstable modes are longwave disturbances, Cao 

et al. [78] observed instead, the appearance of shortwave instabilities for large values of 

the inclination angle (𝑎 ≥ 25𝑜). For instance, for inclination angle 𝑎 = 30𝑜 we predict that 

the most unstable mode corresponds to a disturbance with 𝑄 = 0.73 and frequency 𝑓∗ =

12.84 𝐻𝑧, whereas Cao et al. [78] observed instability with the frequency of 19.35 Hz. As 

shown in Figure 3.4 according to our predictions the second most unstable mode is a 

shortwave instability which corresponds to 𝑄 = 0 and frequency 𝑓∗ = 18.68 𝐻𝑧 which is 

very close to the experimental observations. Although this mode becomes unstable at 

slightly higher values of Reynolds number than in the experiments the difference becomes 

very small for inclination angles 𝑎 ≥ 25𝑜 which can explain why this mode has been 

observed. 
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of the predictions of this study with the experimental data of Cao et al. 

[78] as a function of the inclination angle. Black dots depict the experiments; the continuous blue 

line indicates the critical Reynolds with the minimum value for finite values of 𝑄 and the dashed 

red line indicates the most unstable mode for 𝑄 = 0. The Kapitza number is 110, whereas the 

geometric parameters are 𝐿 = 4.9, 𝐴/𝐿 = 0.167. 

 

To build further confidence, we have also compared the predictions of our model with 

theoretical predictions in the literature for the case of a viscoelastic film flow over an 

inclined flat solid surface. Figure 3.5(a) presents the predictions of our model for a steady 

flow subjected to 2D disturbances (𝑘 = 0) for different values of 𝜀 and for 𝛽 = 0.1. In the 

limit of the Oldroyd-B model (ePTT for 휀 = 0) we find an excellent agreement between 

our numerical results and the analytical expression of Lai [86]: 

 𝑅𝑒𝑐 =
5

6
cot 𝑎 −

5

2
𝑊𝑖(1 − 𝛽) (3.23) 

This analytical expression describes that except for the inertia, the viscoelastic films over 

flat plates have a second destabilizing effect due to fluid elasticity. Interestingly, Eq. 

(3.23) describes that there is a specific value of 𝑊𝑖 for which the instability arises in the 

absence of inertia. Nevertheless, for non-zero values of 휀, a liquid following the ePTT law 

expresses shear-thinning; with increasing 휀 the effect of shear-thinning increases. As 

shown in Figure 3.5(a), shear-thinning appears to destabilize further the flow 

monotonically. This is in agreement with predictions regarding the stability of generalized 
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Newtonian liquids [82,83]. Finally, as depicted in Figure 3.5(b), our code accurately 

predicts the critical conditions when the flow is subjected to disturbances in the spanwise 

direction; here we compare our predictions with the analytical expression provided by 

Kang and Chen [85] which has been modified to account for 3D disturbances, following 

the arguments described by Benjamin [66]: 

 𝑅𝑒 −
5

6
cot 𝑎 (1 + (

𝑘

𝑘2𝐷

)
2

) +
5

6
𝑘2𝐷

2 (1 + (
𝑘

𝑘2𝐷

)
2

) 𝐾𝑎 (
1

sin 𝑎 (3𝑅𝑒)2
)

1
3

−
5

2
𝑊𝑖(1 − 𝛽) = 0,  (3.24) 

where 𝑘 denotes the wavenumber in the spanwise direction and 𝑘2𝐷 = 2𝜋𝑄
𝐿

. 

 

Figure 3.5 (a) Critical Reynolds number for the Nusselt flow of a viscoelastic liquid subjected to 

2D disturbances. The gray dashed line is the analytical expression derived by Lai [86] using the 

Oldroyd-B model with 𝛽 = 0.1. The rest of the lines correspond to our neutral curves for longwave 

disturbances (𝑄 = 10−2) and different 𝜀 values. (b) Critical Reynolds number for the Nusselt flow 

of a viscoelastic liquid subjected to 3D disturbances as a function of 𝑘. Comparison with the 

analytical expression by Kang and Chen [85] for 𝐾𝑎 = 10, 𝐿 = 100. 

 

3.6 Results and discussion 

3.6.1 Linear Stability Analysis for the Oldroyd-B fluid 

We will now turn our attention to the stability of the steady flow that has been described 

above. First, we will focus on 2D disturbances to an Oldroyd-B fluid and then proceed 

with the investigation of the stability of an ePTT fluid, including 3D disturbances. 

Effect of long-wave disturbances 

We begin our discussion by examining the stability of the steady flow when subjected to 

long-wave 2D disturbances. To this end, we focus on disturbances with Bloch 
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wavenumber, 𝑄 = 10−2. In Figure 3.6, the growth rate of the most unstable eigenvalue 

is presented as a function of 𝑅𝑒. As expected, for both Newtonian and viscoelastic liquids, 

the flow is found to be stable for low values of 𝑅𝑒 and unstable as 𝑅𝑒 assumes large 

values. At intermediate values of 𝑅𝑒, though, the growth rate of the most unstable mode 

exhibits a non-monotonic behavior. In the case of the Newtonian liquid, the flow first 

becomes unstable at 𝑅𝑒 = 8.52 while the maximum growth rate was calculated at 𝑅𝑒 =

14.77, which coincides with the point of resonance of the steady free-surface with the 

bottom wall (see Figure 2.4 (a) in Chapter 2). With further increase of 𝑅𝑒, the flow 

becomes stable in the range 16 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 22.1. For higher values of 𝑅𝑒, the steady shape of 

the interface becomes almost flat, and the flow is destabilized by the inertia similarly to 

Nusselt flow, over a flat substrate, although there the 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 5
6
cot 𝛼 = 4.73. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 The growth rate of the most unstable eigenvalue for an Oldroyd-B (continuous blue 

line) and a Newtonian (dashed black line) liquid over a sinusoidal topography. The remaining 

parameters are 𝑊𝑖 = 1, 휀 = 0.  

 

In the case of the viscoelastic liquid, the maximum growth rate arises at 𝑅𝑒 = 16.25, 

which coincides with the resonance point of the steady free-surface with the bottom wall 

(see Figure 2.4 (a)). Additionally, an isle of stability also arises for higher values of Re 

(17.39 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 21.78) although the size of this region is significantly smaller than its 
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Newtonian counterpart. Interestingly, a second instability region emerges for 7.26 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤

10.31, albeit with a smaller maximum growth rate. The position of this peak coincides 

with the position of the change in slope that is seen in Figure 2.4 (a) (i.e. for 𝑅𝑒 ≅ 9) 

indicating that a weaker resonance exists in this range. In addition, we observe that an 

isle of stability arises between these two unstable regions, i.e. for 10.31 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 13.22. 

 

Figure 3.7 Steady free surface (continuous blue line) and its corresponding long-wave 

disturbances for 𝑄 = 0.1 (continuous green line), calculated at (a) 𝑅𝑒 = 9.1, (b) 𝑅𝑒 = 16.25. The 

red dash-dotted line in (a) and (b) indicates the superposition of the steady free surface and the 

disturbance, where the magnitude of the latter has been magnified 500 times. The black dotted 

lines indicate the longwave wave disturbances. The remaining parameters are 𝑊𝑖 = 1, 휀 = 0. 

 

Note that, in Figure 3.6, due to the specific choice of 𝑄 (𝑄 = 10−2), the wavelength of 

the disturbance corresponds to 100 unit-cells and cannot be presented in the paper. To 

appreciate the long-wavelength disturbance, in Figure 3.7 we examine a slightly larger 

value of 𝑄 (𝑄 = 0.1), where we present the steady state profile of the free surface along 

with the disturbance profile of the most unstable mode and their superposition over a 

complete wavelength (10-unit cells); the black dotted line depicts the long-wavelength 

disturbance which in this case is constructed by connecting the extreme values inside 

each unit cell. The longwave length disturbance clearly is cos(2𝜋 𝑥∗

10𝐿∗) . Moreover, Figure 

3.7(a) and (b) depict the case for 𝑅𝑒 = 9.1 and 𝑅𝑒 = 16.25, which correspond to positions 

of the two local maxima of the growth rate. In both cases, the disturbances are localized 

in the region of the cusp, and therefore it can be deduced that the presence of the cusp 
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has a destabilizing effect on the flow due to the intense velocity gradients and normal 

polymeric stresses (𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥) that arise in that region. 

 

Energy Analysis 

 

To identify the physical mechanism that leads to the destabilization of the flow, we 

perform an energy analysis, which has been used successfully in the past for the analysis 

of various viscoelastic flows [93,99,109,110]. The energy method considers the interaction 

of the base flow and the disturbance flow by evaluating the mechanical energy balance 

for the perturbed system. Hence, it is used to determine the stabilizing and destabilizing 

effect of the coupling of the velocities and stresses of the base and disturbance flows. The 

method is described in detail in the Appendix of Karapetsas and Tsamopoulos [93].  

The disturbance energy equation is obtained by taking the inner product of the linearized 

perturbation of the momentum equation with the perturbation velocity and integrating 

the resulting equation over a complete wavelength of the disturbance with 0 < 𝑥 < 𝐿
𝑄
 and 

one period in time (i.e. 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇 = 1
𝑓
  ). After some manipulation, the energy budget 

becomes: 

 𝑅𝑒 (
𝑑𝐾𝐸

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑦) = −𝜙𝑝𝑟𝑒 + 𝜙𝑣𝑖𝑠 −

𝑑𝐸𝑝

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜙𝑝 (3.25) 

Where 𝜙𝑝 = 𝜙𝑝𝑣1 + 𝜙𝑝𝑠1 + 𝜙𝑝𝑣2 + 𝜙𝑝𝑠2. The various terms of Eq. (3.25) and their physical 

interpretation is given in Table 3.2. Note that for the evaluation of all terms shown in 

Eq. (3.25) we take just the real part of the perturbations while the subscript “b” denotes 

the base state and “d” the disturbance variables, respectively. 

In the presence of inertia, the term 𝑑𝐾𝐸/𝑑𝑡, which signifies the rate of change of kinetic 

energy with time, can be used as the term which indicates the stability or instability of 

the flow. The term 𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑦 corresponds to the Reynolds stresses and 𝜙𝑝𝑟𝑒 is the energy 

associated with the perturbation of the pressure and 𝜙𝑣𝑖𝑠 is the viscous dissipation energy 

term, which is always negative and thus has a stabilizing effect on the flow. Accounting 

for the viscoelasticity of the fluid, the term 𝑑𝐸𝑝/𝑑𝑡 describes the growth rate associated 

with the polymeric stresses, while the remaining terms are denoted as 𝜙𝑝 are related to 

the coupling of the polymeric stresses with the velocity field. 
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Table 3.2 The Physical interpretation of terms arising in the energy budget for an Oldroyd-B 

liquid. 

Term Physical Interpretation 

𝑑𝐾𝐸

𝑑𝑡
= ∫

𝑑𝒖𝑑

𝑑𝑡
⋅ 𝒖𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑡

𝑉𝑡

 

The rate of change of the kinetic energy 

with time 

𝑑𝐸𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= ∫ 𝑊𝑖 ∇ ⋅

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
𝝉𝑝,𝑑 ⋅ 𝒖𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑡

𝑉𝑡

 

Growth rate of polymeric stresses 

𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑦 = ∫ (𝒖𝑑 ⋅ ∇𝒖𝑏 + 𝒖𝑏 ⋅ ∇𝒖𝑑) ⋅ 𝒖𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑡

𝑉𝑡

 

Reynolds stresses 

𝜙𝑝𝑟𝑒 = ∫ 𝒏 ⋅ 𝑃𝑑𝑰 ⋅ 𝒖𝑑𝑑𝐶𝑑𝑡

𝐶𝑡

 

Energy associated with the pressure 

perturbation 

𝜙𝑣𝑖𝑠 = ∫  ∇ ⋅ (∇𝒖𝑑 + ∇𝒖𝑑
𝑇  ) ⋅ 𝒖𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑡

𝑉𝑡

 

Viscous dissipation energy term 

𝜙𝑝𝑣1 = ∫ 𝑊𝑖 ∇ ⋅ (𝒖𝑑 ⋅ ∇𝝉𝑝,𝑏) ⋅ 𝒖𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑡

𝑉𝑡

 

Coupling of the base state stress 

gradients with the velocity perturbations 

𝜙𝑝𝑣2 = ∫ 𝑊𝑖 ∇ ⋅ [𝝉𝑝,𝑏 ⋅ ∇𝒖𝑑 + (𝝉𝑝,𝑏 ⋅ ∇𝒖𝑑)𝑇 ] ⋅ 𝒖𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑡

𝑉𝑡

 

Coupling of the velocity gradient 

perturbation with the base state stresses. 

𝜙𝑝𝑠1 = ∫ 𝑊𝑖 ∇ ⋅ [𝒖𝑏 ⋅ ∇𝝉𝑝,𝑑] ⋅ 𝒖𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑡

𝑉𝑡

 

Coupling of the stress gradient 

perturbation with the base state velocity 

𝜙𝑝𝑠2 = ∫ 𝑊𝑖[𝝉𝑝,𝑑 ⋅ ∇𝒖𝑏 + (𝝉𝑝,𝑑 ⋅ ∇𝒖𝑏)𝑇 ] ⋅ 𝒖𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑡

𝑉𝑡

 

Coupling of the stress perturbation with 

the base state velocity gradient 

 

The energy analysis was performed for a Newtonian and an Oldroyd-B liquid for 𝑊𝑖 = 1 

and 𝛽 = 0.1 while varying the Reynolds number and assuming that the flow is subjected 

to long-wave disturbances, 𝑄 = 10−2. The various terms of the energy equation for both 

cases are presented in Figure 3.8, without the normalization of the eigenvectors. In the 

case of a Newtonian liquid, see Figure 3.8 (a), we find that the only positive term is the 

𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑦, while 𝜙𝑝𝑟𝑒 becomes positive at supercritical conditions. Additionally, the term 𝜙𝑣𝑖𝑠 

is always negative since viscous dissipation stabilizes the flow. The term 𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑦 is always 

positive for low values of 𝑅𝑒, while at the transition from stability to instability this term 

appears to increase rapidly, indicating that this term drives the instability in Newtonian 

liquids. This is not surprising; as it is well known that inertial effects drive this instability 

and 𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑦 is associated with the Reynolds stresses. 
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Figure 3.8 Energy analysis diagrams for the leading mode for (a) Newtonian and (b) Oldroyd-B 

liquid, 휀 = 0 , for 𝑊𝑖 = 1 under long-wave disturbances 𝑄 = 10−2, (c) Steady free surface 

(continuous blue line) and its corresponding 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 disturbance for 𝑄 = 10−2 (red dashed dotted 

line) calculated at 𝑅𝑒 = 9.1. The remaining parameters are 𝑊𝑖 = 1, 휀 = 0. 

 

For a viscoelastic liquid, the mechanism of the instability is more complicated as seen in 

Figure 3.8(b); in this figure, we have omitted the term 𝜙𝑣𝑖𝑠 since it is always stabilizing. 

Interestingly, in the case of the viscoelastic fluids besides the inertia terms, expressed by 

the term 𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑦, we find that the terms 𝜙𝑝𝑠1 and 𝜙𝑝𝑣2 also acquire positive values 

contributing to the destabilization of the flow with increasing 𝑅𝑒. We note though that 

the destabilization is primarily due to 𝜙𝑝𝑠1, which represents the coupling of the stress 

gradient perturbation with the base state velocity since it increases near-critical 

conditions rapidly. Stress gradients are indeed maximized near the cusp region, as shown 

in Figure 3.8 (c). 𝜙𝑝𝑣2, which represents the coupling of the velocity gradient 

perturbation with the base state stresses, appears to increase considerably, albeit at 

supercritical conditions. On the other hand, the magnitude of the term 𝜙𝑝𝑣1 decreases 

rapidly close to criticality, indicating that the polymeric stress gradients of the base state 

tend to stabilize the fluid flow. Since 𝜙𝑝𝑠1 is the most destabilizing term, we may deduce 
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that in viscoelastic liquids, an additional mechanism of instability exists which is related 

with the convection of the perturbation of the polymeric stress field by the base state 

fluid flow. Nevertheless, inertia remains the leading mechanism for the onset of instability. 

 

Stability maps– Effect of Wi 

 

Figure 3.9 Effect of the 𝑊𝑖 number in the stability diagrams using the Oldroyd-B model. (a) 

𝑊𝑖 = 0.5, (b) 𝑊𝑖 = 0.75, (c) 𝑊𝑖 = 1.0, (d) 𝑊𝑖 = 1.5 

 

So far we have discussed the stability of an Oldroyd-B liquid for steady flows allowing 

only 2D longwave disturbances, i.e. for 𝑄 ≪ 1. In order to investigate the effect of 

disturbances with any wavelength, we produce the stability maps shown in Figure 3.9 

considering values of the Bloch wavenumber 𝑄 in the range of [0,0.5]. Figure 3.2 (b) 

shows the stability map for the case of Elbesil 65, which is a Newtonian liquid; its 

properties are given in Table 3.1. For disturbances with infinite wavelength (𝑓 → 0) the 

𝑅𝑒𝑐 is calculated to be 8.51 whereas the flow becomes first unstable for a finite value of 

the disturbance frequency, i.e. for 𝑓 = 0.052 (which corresponds to 𝑄 = 0.405) and 𝑅𝑒𝑐 =
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5.09. Note that this behavior in the case of structured surfaces is markedly different from 

the flow over an inclined flat surface in which the most unstable eigenmode corresponds 

to longwave disturbances, i.e. for 𝑓 → 0. This effect has been observed experimentally  

[76,79] and has been attributed to the resonance of the steady free-surface with the bottom 

wall [111]. We have already seen in Figure 3.6 (a) that for moderate values of Re 

(15.79 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 22.34) the flow becomes stabilized. Note that the isle of stability also exists 

for finite frequency values as can be clearly seen in Figure 3.2 (b). 

Increasing fluid elasticity, the flow progressively deviates from the Newtonian case as can 

be seen in (a-d) for 𝑊𝑖 = 0.5, 0.75, 1 and 1.5, respectively. For 𝑊𝑖 = 0.5 (Figure 3.9 (a)) 

the stability map differs in two ways Figure 3.9 from that of a Newtonian liquid. Firstly, 

as also seen Figure 3.6 (a) we have the appearance of two isles of stability instead of 

one for a Newtonian liquid and secondly for low values of elasticity the flow appears to 

become more stable since the first critical 𝑅𝑒 increases to 6.89 (for 𝑓 = 0.046 which 

corresponds to 𝑄 = 0.324). In this case, elasticity acts in a different way than in Nusselt 

flow [85] due to the spatial variation of the steady normal polymeric stresses (see Figure 

2.5) which provides a significant stabilizing effect on the flow at finite values of 𝑄. 

Nevertheless, for higher values of 𝑅𝑒 due to the effect of elasticity, stable isles arise with 

a considerably smaller size than its Newtonian counterpart. Further increase of 𝑊𝑖 

(Figure 3.9 (b)) indicates that the bulk fluid elasticity has an overall stabilizing effect 

on the fluid flow, and the most unstable state is now encountered for longwave 

disturbances (𝑓 → 0). Therefore, we deduce that the elasticity is responsible for 

dampening high-frequency interfacial perturbations. Interestingly, the stable isle in the 

range of 𝑅𝑒 = 16 − 22 expands its area and for the even higher value of Wi (Figure 3.9 

(c)) it crosses the main neutral curve connecting the two stable regimes. An unstable isle 

thus is created which contains a smaller stable isle for 𝑅𝑒 in the range between 10.31 and 

13.23. Interestingly, even though the flow initially becomes unstable at 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 7.3, there 

is a stable region for 𝑅𝑒 in 17.4 < 𝑅𝑒 < 21.8, denoting that the fluid elasticity induces a 

small window where all linear perturbations are dampened at supercritical conditions. 

With an additional increase of 𝑊𝑖 the unstable isle shrinks further and at 𝑊𝑖 = 1.5 it is 

split into two smaller unstable isles, see Figure 3.9 (d). Clearly, the unstable isles 

correspond to the first and second resonance points described in Figure 3.6 (a) while 

the neutral curve that arises for 𝑅𝑒 > 22 (see Figure 3.9 (d)) indicates the transition to 

instability due to the dominance of inertia in the fluid flow. This value is 4 times larger 

than the critical 𝑅𝑒 for a Newtonian liquid, 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 5.09, which is a clear demonstration 

of the stabilizing effect of fluid elasticity. 
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3.6.2 Linear stability analysis for the ePTT fluid 

 

Figure 3.10 Effect of the 𝑊𝑖 number in the stability diagrams using the ePTT model for 휀 =

0.05. (a) 𝑊𝑖 = 0.5 (b) 𝑊𝑖 = 1. 

 

We now turn our attention to the case of an ePTT fluid which may provide a better 

description for polymeric solutions because, besides the effect of elasticity, they also 

typically exhibit considerable shear thinning. In Figure 3.10, we present stability maps 

for 𝑊𝑖 = 0.5 and 1. We use a rather small value for the exponent 휀 = 0.05 and keep the 

remaining parameters as in Figure 3.9. As it is shown in Figure 3.10(a), for weak fluid 

elasticity the flow becomes slightly stabilized since the most critical 𝑅𝑒, is found to be 

𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 5.56, higher than the corresponding value for the Newtonian liquid, 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 5.09, 

see Figure 3.2(b). Moreover, the most unstable mode has a lower frequency, 𝑓 = 0.050 

(which corresponds to 𝑄 = 0.384), than for the Newtonian liquid (𝑓 = 0.052 and 𝑄 =

0.405). It should be noted that for an ePTT fluid and such low values of 𝑊𝑖 the effect of 

shear thinning is not dominant, since the product of 𝜀 and 𝑊𝑖 is very small and appears 

in the ePTT exponent, Eq. (3.4) see also [112]. Hence the fluid exhibits similar behavior 

to the Oldroyd-B fluid (although with slightly lower value for 𝑅𝑒𝑐 compared to 6.89 for 

the Oldroyd-B fluid, see Figure 3.9 (a)), and therefore the stabilization of the flow, in 

this case, can be attributed to the elasticity alone. Even so, the presence of small shear-

thinning decreases the size of the stable isle and for 𝑊𝑖 = 0.5 it has completely 

disappeared, see Figure 3.10 (a). Increasing the value of 𝑊𝑖, see Figure 3.10 (b), a 

different picture emerges, and the flow now becomes clearly destabilized, since the effect 

of shear-thinning becomes stronger. We find that for 𝑊𝑖 = 1, the most critical value of 

𝑅𝑒 is 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 4.18 while the most unstable mode has frequency 𝑓 = 0.059 (corresponds to 

𝑄 = 0.45) which is larger than the corresponding Newtonian case. It should be noted that 

the destabilizing effect of shear-thinning has also been reported both experimentally and 
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theoretically for film flows over a flat substrate of liquids following generalized Newtonian 

laws [82,83].  

 

Figure 3.11 (a) Stability diagram and (b) relative amplitude of the steady free surface, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙, 

close to the hysteresis loop, for 𝑊𝑖 = 2 and 휀 = 0.05. 

 

Figure 3.11 (a) presents the stability map for the highest value of 𝑊𝑖 that we have 

examined, i.e. for 𝑊𝑖 = 2. Interestingly, in this figure, besides the further destabilization 

of the flow due to the increased effect of shear thinning, we also observe a discontinuity 

in the neutral curve which arises for 14.73 < 𝑅𝑒 < 14.89. In this discontinuity, the 

dimensionless frequency of the most unstable mode changes abruptly from 0.067 to 0.14. 

As already described in the previous chapter, at this range of 𝑅𝑒 a hysteresis loop arises, 

see Figure 3.11 (b), denoting the existence of multiple steady states in a narrow range 

of 𝑅𝑒. The points A and B in Figure 3.11 (a) depict the frequencies at the first and 

second turning point of the hysteresis loop of Figure 3.11 (b). We could not find a 

critical value for 𝑅𝑒 at the upper branch connecting these points in the hysteresis loop, 

see dashed line in Figure 3.11 (b), indicating that this branch is unstable for all values 

of 𝑄. Indeed, examination of the eigenspectrum for this upper branch AB reveals that 

the eigenvalue, which otherwise remained at 0 + 0𝑖 (it is the point “M0” if Figure 3.13 

to be discussed subsequently) assumes a positive real part. Therefore, points A and B 

correspond to the usual limit points of bifurcation theory, where one real eigenvalue 

becomes positive at A and zero again at B. All other unstable eigenvalues discussed in 

this study are complex. 
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Effect of the parameter 𝜺 

In Figure 3.12, we present the stability diagram of the flow for 휀 = 0.25 alongside with 

the hysteresis loop that arises in the steady state solution. As we have already discussed 

in Figure 3.10 (b), for 휀 = 0.05 the flow becomes unstable for 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 4.18 and the most 

unstable mode has frequency 𝑓 = 0.059 (which corresponds to 𝑄 = 0.45). For ε = 0.25, 

see Figure 3.12 (a), the flow becomes destabilized at much smaller 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 0.92 with 𝑓 =

0.067 (which corresponds to 𝑄 = 0.73). We also observe that with increasing 휀 the 

wavelength of the most unstable disturbance decreases (corresponding to the frequency 

increase). Generally, we note that for 휀 = 0.25 the range of critical frequencies has values 

almost twice as large as for 휀 = 0.05, see Figure 3.10 (b), which indicates that shear 

thinning promotes the occurrence of instability at shorter wavelengths. Furthermore, the 

discontinuity in the neutral curve that appears for 휀 = 0.25 is due to the presence of a 

hysteresis loop in the steady state flow that here arises for 14.28 < 𝑅𝑒 < 14.38, see 

Figure 3.12 (b), similarly to the case in Figure 3.11.  

 

Figure 3.12 (a) Stability diagram for 𝑊𝑖 = 1, 휀 = 0.25 and (b) close up of the relative amplitude 

of the free surface at steady solution, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑙, corresponding to the jump in frequency. 

Interestingly, beyond point B in Figure 3.12 (a), the frequency of the disturbance 

increases further, while its wavelength becomes short enough to be less than the 

wavelength of the topography, which signifies the onset of the so-called “short-wave” 

instability. Essentially, the terms “long-wave” and “short-wave” refer to disturbances 

with wavelengths longer and shorter with respect to substrate undulations. Note that 

during this transition, there is a critical point where the wavelength of the disturbance is 

identical to the wavelength of the substrate so that it corresponds to 𝑄 = 0. In Figure 

3.13 we present the spectrum of the fluid flow just before the first turning point at 𝑅𝑒 =

14.38 and just after the second one at 𝑅𝑒 = 14.28 (Figure 3.12 (b)), while we mark with 

white circles the eigenmodes that arise for 𝑄 = 0. These modes are the harmonics of the 
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steady free surface inside the unit cell; for instance, the modes “M1” and “M2” in Figure 

3.13 represent the 1st and the 2nd harmonic of the system, with wavelengths 𝐿 and 𝐿/2, 

respectively, whereas the mode “M0” is pinned at 0 + 0𝑖 and it is described as the 0th 

harmonic of the system. The rest of the spectrum (blue line) is generated for 𝑄 ≠ 0. The 

eigenvalues that lie between the points “M0” and “M1” are responsible for the longwave 

instabilities of the flow since their wavelength is always larger than the topography 

wavelength. On the other hand, the eigenvalues that have an imaginary part larger than 

“M1” are shortwave. In Figure 3.13 (a) we observe that the growth rate and the 

imaginary part of the most dangerous eigenvalue are 𝜆𝑅 = 0.18 and 𝜆𝐼 = 0.16 for 𝑄 =

0.13 (wavelength 7.7 L), respectively. According to the spectrum, the flow is stable under 

shortwave disturbances since the eigenvalues at “M0, M1, M2” have negative growth 

rate, see Figure 3.13 (a), but unstable to longwave disturbances. 

 

Figure 3.13 Eigenspectrum calculated at (a) 𝑅𝑒 = 14.37 and (b) 𝑅𝑒 = 14.28 for 𝑊𝑖 = 1 and 휀 =

0.25. The white circles indicate the eigenvalues for 𝑄 = 0, while the blue lines indicate the 

continuous spectrum for 𝑄 ≠ 0.  

 

After the hysteresis loop (i.e. beyond point B in Figure 3.12 (a)) the growth rate and 

the imaginary part of the most unstable eigenvalue is 𝜆𝑅 = 0.18 and 𝜆𝛪 = 0.66 for 𝑄 =

0.21, respectively, see Figure 3.12(b). Interestingly, the first harmonic of the system is 

unstable as well, while its growth rate is 𝜆𝑅 = 0.06 and the corresponding imaginary part 

is 𝜆𝐼 = 2.88, which demonstrates that the frequency of this unstable mode is 4 times 

larger than the linearly critical eigenvalue. Since the two modes coexist and their growth 

rates are comparable to each other, we might expect that in this regime short-wave 

instability will be superposed on the low frequency (long-wave) disturbances and given 

enough time short-wave instabilities would also be observed in experiments. In Figure 

3.12 (a) the light orange areas for 14.3 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 30.22 indicate the region where the first 

harmonic of the system is unstable, implying the short-wave instability. The continuous 
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orange line in this figure depicts the frequency of the most dangerous mode for 𝑄 = 0 and 

provides an estimation for the frequency that could be observed in an experiment because 

here the disturbance and topography wavelengths coincide. Cao et al. [78] have identified 

what they call “shortwave instability”, although the wavelength they observe is twice as 

long as that of the topography but still much shorter than the usual long wavelengths of 

thin-film theory. Moreover, they state that this type of instability introduces an intrinsic 

frequency which is insensitive to external excitations. It is intriguing that the shorter 

waves with the smaller predicted growth rates are observed to dominate the longer ones. 

This may be caused by a difference in their phase velocities, but this is beyond the scope 

of this study. Schörner et al. [79] have observed that when short-wave instabilities arise, 

the stable isles are not observed. This is understandable since there is at least one unstable 

eigenvalue and therefore the stable isle that arises for 14.88 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 22.02 will not be 

observed experimentally, simply because it exists only for specific (small) values of 𝑄. 

 
Figure 3.14 Steady free surface and its disturbances for 𝑄 = 0 (black-orange dashed line) and 

𝑄 = 0.2 (dashed green line), for 𝑅𝑒 = 14.28, 𝑊𝑖 = 1, 휀 = 0.25. The red dash-dotted line indicates 

the superposition of the steady free surface (continuous blue line) and the corresponding 

disturbances, where the magnitude of the latter has been magnified 200 times. The black dotted 

line indicates the longwave wave disturbances.  

 

In Figure 3.14, we present the steady free surface along with the disturbance profile of 

the most unstable mode, 𝑄 = 0.2, the first harmonic one, 𝑄 = 0, and their superposition 

with the base state profile. Both disturbances are unstable with wavelengths 5𝐿 and 𝐿, 

respectively. As we have already discussed,experiments indicate that eventually the first 

harmonic will dominate over the longwave disturbance.  

It is noteworthy that the regime of the short-wave instability is not sustained at higher 

values of Re and remains constrained in a region for 14.3 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 30.22 only. For a higher 

value of 𝑅𝑒, we find that short-wave instabilities are not possible and the flow becomes 
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unstable only to long-wave disturbances, again. For 𝑅𝑒 = 30.22 the eigenmode “M1” 

becomes stable and the frequency abruptly drops from 𝑓 = 0.34 to 0.22, see Figure 3.12 

(a). As will be explained below, this is mainly due to inertia which eventually overwhelms 

shear-thinning, which favors the emergence of high-frequency modes. In Figure 3.15 we 

depict the spatial variation of the polymeric shear stress, 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥 and the normal polymeric 

stress field, 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥, for the steady base state. We observe that for this limiting value of 𝑅𝑒 

a large recirculation arises inside the wall corrugations (the continuous black lines in 

Figure 3.15 depict the streamlines). As described by Nguyen & Bontozoglou [27] and 

Pollak & Aksel [76] such vortices arise at sufficiently high values of 𝑅𝑒, depending on the 

amplitude of the wall corrugations, due to the effect of inertia. This eddy splits the fluid 

flow into two regions, the mainstream region where a strong velocity field exists and a 

recirculation region where the flow is slower. The effect of shear-thinning is mostly 

important in the mainstream region and is maximized near the crests of the wall 

corrugations, see Figure 3.15 (a), as the recirculation region expands with increasing 

Re. As a result, only a small part of the total fluid flow is affected by the shear-thinning 

of the fluid. On the other hand, due to the flow detachment at the upstream wall, the 

normal stresses of the polymeric solution acquire high values, see Figure 3.15 (b), as the 

polymeric chains become extended to conform to the fluid flow. Therefore, for high values 

of Re elasticity dominates over shear thinning and the frequency of the most unstable 

disturbance decreases considerably. 

 

 

Figure 3.15 Spatial variation of the steady (a) shear stress, 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥 and (b) normal stress 

component, 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥, of the polymeric stress tensor for 𝑅𝑒 = 30.22, 𝑊𝑖 = 1, 휀 = 0.25.  
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Effect of zero shear viscosity 

 

Figure 3.16 Effect of the 𝐾𝑎 in the stability diagrams using the ePTT model for 𝑊𝑖 = 1, 휀 =

0.05. (a) 𝐾𝑎 = 0.5, (b) 𝐾𝑎 = 1.28, (c) 𝐾𝑎 = 3.75, (d) 𝐾𝑎 = 10. 

 

In Figure 3.16, we present stability maps for different values of 𝐾𝑎. By changing the 

value of the Kapitza number while keeping the ratio 𝐿 = 𝐿∗/𝑙𝑐
∗ constant, we consider cases 

with varying 𝑙𝑣
∗  (see Eq. (2.16)). Therefore, for liquids with the same density, by varying 

the value of 𝐾𝑎 we consider liquids with different zero-shear viscosities; the smaller the 

value of 𝐾𝑎, the more viscous the liquid is. In Figure 3.16 (a) we present the case of a 

highly viscous liquid with 𝐾𝑎 = 0.5. We observe that the neutral curve acquires an almost 

semi-parabolic profile as for Newtonian very viscous liquids, while the flow becomes 

unstable for 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 2.98 under long-wave disturbances. We should note that under 

constant flow rate the film is thicker when its viscosity increases; this can also be inferred 

from Eq. (2.16). Due to the increased distance between the interface and the substrate, 

the steady free surface remains relatively smooth and does not interact significantly with 

the wavy wall, which explains why we do not see any signs of resonance in this map. For 

𝐾𝑎 = 1.28 (see Figure 3.16 (b)), the substrate mildly interacts with the free surface of 
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the film and, thus small fluctuations on the neutral curve arise, even if the flow remains 

unstable under longwave disturbances.  

 

Figure 3.17 Steady shear stress component of the polymeric stress tensor,𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥, for 𝑅𝑒 = 3, 𝑊𝑖 =

1, 휀 = 0.05, 𝛫𝛼 = 10. 

The pattern changes dramatically for liquids with lower viscosity, e.g. Figure 3.16 (c 

,d) where we depict stability maps for 𝐾𝑎 = 3.75 and 10 and the flow becomes unstable 

for 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 4.18 and 𝑓 = 0.056 (𝑄 = 0.45) and 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 2.21, 𝑓 = 0.057 (𝑄 = 0.74), 

respectively. In these cases, the films are thinner and thus allowed to resonate with the 

topography of the substrate. As noted in the discussion of Figure 2.7 in 2, the interaction 

of the steady free surface with the substrate gives rise to a cusp which tends to destabilize 

the flow. In Figure 3.16 (d), we also notice that even at the most critical value of 𝑅𝑒 

(𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 2.21) a long-wave instability arises. However, for slightly higher values of 𝑅𝑒 there 

is a transition to shortwave instability in the range, 2.27 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 3.1. This could be 

attributed to the intense shear stress field that arises close to the descending part of the 

wall, producing high-velocity gradients at the liquid-air interface (see Figure 3.17 where 

we present the steady spatial variation of 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥).  

Due to its decreased viscosity and shear-thinning, the mean flow velocity increases and 

thus the film height decreases close to the descending part of the wall, producing an 

intense depression at the interface. This intensifies the shear stresses locally, leading to 

stronger shear thinning. Increasing 𝑅𝑒 the depression of the free surface will move 

downstream reducing the strong stress field at the crest of the wall and the instability of 

the fluid flow is becoming longwave again. Finally, for 𝐾𝑎 = 10, our steady calculations 

show that the resonance point of the steady free surface with the substrate arises at 𝑅𝑒 =

29.47. For this value of 𝑅𝑒, a hysteresis loop arises (similar to the one described in Figure 

2.7), which is the reason for the frequency discontinuity in the stability map. Beyond 
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this critical value of 𝑅𝑒, a short-wave instability arises which dominates the stability of 

the flow, as described in Figure 3.12. 

 

Effect of Newtonian solvent 

In Figure 3.18, we present the effect of the Newtonian solvent viscosity in the viscoelastic 

fluid by increasing the parameter 𝛽 = 0.4 of the ePTT model. This increase causes a weak 

stabilization of the flow, since for 𝛽 = 0.1 where the most critical Re was calculated to be 

𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 4.18 for 𝑓 = 0.056 (𝑄 = 0.45, Figure 3.10 (b)), while for 𝛽 = 0.4 we get 𝑅𝑒𝑐 =

4.65 for 𝑓 = 0.057 (𝑄 = 0.4, 𝐅𝐢𝐠𝐮𝐫𝐞 𝟑. 𝟏𝟖). We notice that for disturbances with high 

frequency the neutral curves remain almost unaffected, while for disturbances with low 

frequency, the flow becomes significantly stabilized with increasing 𝛽. It is interesting to 

note that, as 𝑓 → 0 the critical 𝑅𝑒 was computed at 5.63 and 10.55, for 𝛽 = 0.1 and 0.4, 

respectively. Naturally, increasing 𝛽 further will lead to a neutral curve with a form 

similar to that for a Newtonian fluid. However, above 𝛽 = 0.4, the liquid is considered as 

a dilute polymer solution in which different phenomena may arise such as polymer 

migration that cannot be described by the ePTT model [92].  

 

Figure 3.18 Effect of the 𝛽 in the stability diagrams using the ePTT model for 𝑊𝑖 = 1, 휀 = 0.05, 

𝛽 = 0.4. 
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Effect of relaxation time 

In order to examine the effect of the relaxation time of the viscoelastic liquid on the 

stability of the flow, we define the elasticity number by scaling the relaxation time of the 

polymeric solution 𝜆𝑒
∗ with the viscous timescale, 𝑡𝑣

∗ = ( 𝜇∗

𝜌∗𝑔∗2)
1/3

.  

 𝐸𝑙 =
𝜆𝑒

∗

𝑡𝑣
∗

≡ 𝜆𝑒
∗ 𝜌∗1/3𝑔∗2/3

𝜇∗1/3
  (3.26) 

The definition of this number could be advantageous for an experimentalist because it 

depends only on physical properties of the liquid such as the relaxation time, zero-shear 

viscosity and liquid density. The relation between this and the Weissenberg number is 

given by the expression: 

 𝑊𝑖 = 𝐸𝑙 𝑅𝑒1/3 𝑆𝑡−2/3 (3.27) 

Clearly, by changing this parameter while keeping constant Ka, we can describe the effect 

of the relaxation time of viscoelastic fluid independently of the flow rate. Typical values 

for 𝐸𝑙 are given in Table 3.3; corresponding to data of liquids that have been used in 

experiments of coating flows, e.g., solutions of PEO or PMMA [113–115].  

 

Table 3.3. Properties of the polymeric solutions. 

Viscoelastic 

Liquid 

Density 

(k𝑔/m3 ) 

Zero-shear 

Viscosity 

(𝑚𝑃𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑐) 

𝛽 =
𝜇𝑠

∗

𝜇∗
 

Relaxation 

time  
𝜆𝑒

∗  (𝑠𝑒𝑐) 

Kapitza 

Number 
𝐾𝑎 

Elasticity 

Number  
𝐸𝑙 

VS1 958 62.2 0.1 0.008 3.75 1.0 

VS2 958 62.2 0.1 0.043 3.75 5.0 

VS3 958 62.2 0.1 0.087 3.75 10 

Figure 3.19 (a, b) depict the stability maps for 𝐸𝑙 = 1, 5, respectively. Note that for a 

constant elasticity number while 𝑅𝑒 increases, the 𝑊𝑖 number varies according to Eq. 

(3.27). For example, when 𝐸𝑙 = 5, the Weissenberg number varies between 0 − 2.5 in the 

range of 𝑅𝑒 depicted in Figure 3.19 (b). The parameter 휀 of the ePTT model has been 

set equal to 휀 = 0.20, and therefore here we consider liquids with intense shear-thinning. 

For 𝐸𝑙 = 1 the stability map remains almost unaffected in comparison to that for 

Newtonian liquids, while the most unstable mode has a frequency, 𝑓 = 0.055 (which 

corresponds to 𝑄 = 0.38) for 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 4.8.  
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Figure 3.19 Effect of the 𝐸𝑙 in the stability diagrams using the ePTT model for 휀 = 0.20. (a) 

𝐸𝑙 = 1 (b) 𝐸𝑙 = 5 and (c) 𝐸𝑙 = 10. 

 

3.6.3 Flow subjected to 3-D disturbances 

 

Here, we investigate the stability of the flow when subjected to disturbances in the 

spanwise direction, given that Squire's theorem does not hold even for shear-thinning 

fluids (without elasticity) flowing over a flat substrate [83]. To this end, we examine the 

effect of 𝑊𝑖 under the constant value of 𝑅𝑒 = 10, while assuming 𝑄 = 0, i.e. we examine 

disturbances with a wavelength in the streamwise direction equal to the wavelength of 

the solid wall. In Figure 3.20 (a) we present dispersion curves for different values of the 

𝑊𝑖 number. For 𝑊𝑖 = 1, the growth rate is negative for all values of 𝑘 indicating that 

the fluid flow is stable with respect to 3D disturbances. Increasing the value of 𝑊𝑖, the 

growth rate of the disturbance is shifted closer to the neutral stability line showing a 

tendency of the flow to become unstable. Interestingly, at 𝑊𝑖 ≈ 1.5, the dispersion curve 

crosses the neutral stability line indicating that the flow becomes unstable to 3D 

disturbances with wavenumber larger than 𝑘 = 0.56, while the maximum growth rate 
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arises at 𝑘 = 0.81; the cut-off wavenumber beyond which surface tension stabilizes the 

flow is equal to 𝑘 = 0.93. Increasing further the value of 𝑊𝑖, the growth rate increases as 

well, while the wavenumber of the most unstable modes shifts to smaller values, i.e. 

𝑘 =0.79, 0.75 for 𝑊𝑖 = 2.0 and 2.5, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.20 (a) Dispersion curves for disturbances in the spanwise direction for 𝑄 = 0 for 𝑊𝑖 =

1.0, 1.5, 2.0 shown with dashed lines, while 𝑊𝑖 = 2.5 is presented with the continuous line, 

(c) disturbances of the spanwise velocity component, 𝑢𝑧,𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) for 𝑘 = 0.75, 𝑊𝑖 = 2.5, 휀 = 0.15 

and 𝑅𝑒 = 10.  

Therefore, it becomes evident that for this particular case, when the flow is subjected to 

𝐿-periodic disturbances in the streamwise direction and above a specific value of 𝑊𝑖, the 

flow becomes unstable forming 3D structures. As shown in Figure 3.20 (b), the spatial 

variation of the z-component of the velocity disturbance, 𝑢𝑧,𝑑, appears to be localized 

around the area where the static hump arises. It is also worth noting that the 3D 

instability of fluid flow appears up to the resonance point (𝑅𝑒 ≈ 14) because after that 

point the deformation of the free surface relaxes leading to the disappearance of the cusp 

in the steady free surface. To identify the critical conditions for the onset of the 3D 

instabilities, we have prepared Figure 3.21, where we have examined the stability of the 

flow for a wide range of material rheological properties. In this figure, the bullet and cross 

points in the (𝑊𝑖, 휀) plane indicate whether the flow is found to be most unstable to 2D 

or 3D instabilities, respectively; the dashed line indicates critical conditions for the 

transition between the two states. We observe that the 2D disturbances are most 

dangerous in the case of weakly viscoelastic liquids (low values of 𝑊𝑖) or for liquids that 

do not exhibit significant effect of shear-thinning (low values of 휀). In both limits, the 

steady free surface does not exhibit a cusp and the flow was found to be most unstable 

under 2D longwave disturbances. 3D instabilities arise in the top-right corner of the 

(𝑊𝑖, 휀) plane for either highly elastic liquids or liquids with intense shear-thinning. 

Obviously, the velocity gradients that arise near the cusp tend to destabilize the flow also 
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in the spanwise direction. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that the study in Figure 

3.21 concerns disturbances that have the same periodicity with the substrate (i.e. for 

𝑄 = 0). However, our parametric study above has indicated that as far as infinitesimal 

disturbances are concerned, i.e. in the limit of linear stability, longwave 2D instabilities 

are always observed first in the system and therefore the 3D disturbances shown here 

most probably provide a secondary mechanism for the destabilization of the flow. In order 

to be more conclusive on this matter, further study would be required which, however, is 

out of the scope of the present work.   

 

Figure 3.21 Stability map at the (𝑊𝑖, 휀) plane for the onset of 3D instabilities for 𝑅𝑒 = 10, 𝐾𝑎 =

3.75 and 𝛽 = 0.10. 

 

3.7 Conclusions 

We carried out a theoretical analysis of the linear stability of a viscoelastic liquid film 

flowing down an inclined sinusoidal surface and performed a detailed parametric study 

for a wide range of material properties. Our results are in excellent agreement with the 

previous theoretical [79] and experimental [80] results in the case of Newtonian liquids 

flowing over flat and undulating substrates and viscoelastic liquids over flat substrates 

[87]. For viscoelastic liquids, linear stability predicts a robust stabilization of the fluid 
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flow due to the presence of fluid elasticity. In particular, the spatial variation of steady 

normal polymeric stresses of the flow creates a force that opposes inertia and tends to 

damp the disturbances for all frequencies; the damping increases with increasing 𝑊𝑖. 

Energy analysis validated the latter mechanism, while it revealed an additional 

mechanism of instability which is related with the convection of the perturbation of the 

polymeric stress field by the base state fluid flow. Moreover, shear-thinning destabilizes 

the flow, by increasing the effective inertia particularly around the maxima of the 

topography. Moreover, shear thinning increases the frequency of the instability, while at 

moderate values of 𝑅𝑒 there is a transition from longwave disturbances to shortwave, i.e. 

disturbances with a shorter wavelength than the substrate wavelength. This type of 

instability introduces an intrinsic frequency which is insensitive to external excitations 

[78]. Finally, aside from 2D linear stability analysis, we determined the flow stability 

when subjected to disturbances in the spanwise direction. We found that at large values 

of 𝑊𝑖 the pronounced cusp at the steady free surface becomes sharp which triggers the 

instability to become 3D. The properties of this instability need further investigation 

which is outside of the purpose of this study.  

The current study provides a theoretical analysis of the effect of viscoelasticity and shear-

thinning on the stability of film flow over undulated topography. Experimental studies 

would be very useful for verification of the findings with different polymeric solutions. 

From a theoretical point of view, the effect of the inclination angle and shape of the 

substrate on the stability of the viscoelastic fluid flow could be studied further. 

Additionally, recent studies in Newtonian liquids report that the evolution of gravity-

driven nonlinear traveling waves introduces new phenomena such as the abrupt collapse 

of high amplitude waves, which generates waves with smaller amplitude [116]. However, 

the effect of viscoelastic mechanisms in these phenomena has not been studied yet. 

Moreover, stability of thin films over hydrophobic surfaces (surfaces with microstructures 

forming gas inclusions) is another subject for future work. In these flow configurations 

the thin film partially wets the substrate and, thus, air is entrapped inside the 

topographical features [96,97]. The interaction between the primary free-surface and the 

second free-surface that lies inside the cavity of the substrate may provide a stabilization 

mechanism for the flow.  
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4. Partial wetting of a slit by a Newtonian 

film* 

 

4.1 Abstract 

Liquid film flow along an inclined plane featuring a slit, normal to the main direction of 

flow, creates a second gas-liquid interface connecting the two sidewalls of the slit. This 

inner interface forms two three-phase contact lines and supports a widely varying amount 

of liquid under different physical and geometrical conditions. The exact liquid 

configuration is determined by employing the Galerkin/finite element method to solve 

the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations at steady-state. The interplay of inertia, 

viscous, gravity and capillary forces along with the substrate wettability and orientation 

with respect to gravity and the width of the slit determines the extent of liquid 

penetration and free surface deformation. Finite wetting lengths are predicted in 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates for inclination angles more or less than the 

vertical, respectively. Multiple steady solutions, connected by turning points forming a 

hysteresis loop, are revealed by pseudo-arc-length continuation. Under these conditions, 

small changes in certain parameter values lead to an abrupt change in the wetting length 

and the deformation amplitude of the outer film surface. In hydrophilic substrates the 

wetting lengths exhibit a local minimum for small values of the Reynolds number and a 

very small range of Bond numbers; when inertia increases, they exhibit the hysteresis 

loop with the second limit point in a very short range of Weber numbers. Simple force 

balances determine the proper rescaling in each case so that critical points in families of 

solutions for different liquids or contact angles collapse. The flow inside the slit is quite 

slower, in general, because of viscous dissipation and includes counter-rotating vortices 

often resembling those reported by Moffat [117]. In hydrophobic substrates the wetting 

lengths decrease monotonically until the first limit point of the hysteresis loop, which 

occurs in a limited range of Bond numbers when the Kapitza number is less than 300 and 

in a limited range of Weber numbers otherwise. Here additional solution families are 

possible as well, where one or both contact points (Cassie state) coincide with the slit 

corners. 

 

* Material from this chapter has been published on Journal of Fluid Mechanics under the title: “On the degree of 

wetting of a slit by a liquid film flowing along an inclined plane” 820 (2017), doi: 10.1017/jfm.2017.190. 
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4.2 Problem Formulation 

 
Figure 4.1 Cross-section of the film flowing over a substrate inclined with respect to the horizontal 

by an angle 𝛼 and featuring a slit. 𝐿1
∗  and 𝐿2

∗  are the entrance and exit lengths before and after 

the slit, respectively, 𝑊 ∗ is the slit width, 𝐻∗ is the film height at the inlet, 𝐻1
∗ and 𝐻2

∗ are the 

distances from the respective corners of the contact lines along the upstream and downstream slit 

walls, 𝐸 and 𝐹  are the locations of the maximum and minimum outer film interface if they arise. 

 

We consider the steady, free-surface flow of a liquid film driven by gravity along a 

planar solid substrate featuring a slit normal to the main flow direction. In what follows, 

a superscript “*” will indicate a dimensional quantity. The liquid is Newtonian and 

incompressible, with constant density 𝜌∗, dynamic viscosity 𝜇∗ and interfacial tension 𝜎∗. 

A cross-section of the substrate and the film is given in Figure 4.1, which also depicts 

the geometric characteristics of the substrate and the film. The primitive flow input is 

the volumetric flow rate per unit length normal to the cross-section, 𝑞∗. Under gravity, 

the liquid film flows downward along the substrate and may partially enter the slit, 

forming two interfaces with the air: the usual one over the substrate and outside the slit 

and a second one inside it. Under these conditions, the air inside the slit is under ambient 

pressure. Both free surfaces are taken as shear-free, i.e. the dynamic effect of the adjacent 

gas phase is negligible. The inner interface intersects the sidewalls of the slit defining two 

horizontal contact lines. In the depicted cross-section, the two contact lines are 

represented by the two points, A and B. Their location is determined by liquid properties 
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and flow conditions along with the apparent contact angles 휃1 and 휃2, respectively. These 

are the angles between the solid wall and the visible free surface at a putative contact 

line. Hence, each contact line can translate along each side of the slit up to the 

corresponding slit edge. At the contact line, a sudden change occurs from adherence at a 

solid surface to no-shear along a free surface inducing a local logarithmic singularity, 

which is proved to be integrable [118,119]. So the apparent contact angle is accepted as 

an overall measure of the solid wettability [120].  

We take a Cartesian coordinate system with origin in the flow entrance and the x-

axis in the direction parallel to the wall and the y-axis outward-pointing and normal to 

the wall, as indicated in Figure 4.1. The two-dimensional steady-state flow is governed 

by conservation equations for mass, eq. (4.1), and momentum, eq. (4.2), which, in 

dimensionless form, are given by,  

 ∇ ⋅ 𝒖 = 𝟎 (4.1) 

 𝑅𝑒(𝒖 ⋅ 𝛁𝒖) + 𝛁𝑃 − 𝛁2𝒖 − 𝑆𝑡 𝒈 = 𝟎 (4.2) 

where 𝒖 = (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦)T and 𝑃  are the dimensionless velocity vector and the pressure, 

and 𝒈 = (sin 𝛼 , − cos 𝛼)𝑇  is the unit vector in the direction of gravity. In the above and 

heretofore, the velocity and length scales are the average velocity 𝑈 ∗ and the film 

thickness 𝐻∗ at the entrance, respectively. In general, the viscous scale (𝜇∗𝑈∗/𝐻∗) is used 

for scaling pressure. Thus, the dimensionless groups that arise are the Reynolds and the 

Stokes numbers,  

 
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌∗𝑈∗𝐻∗

𝜇∗
, 𝑆𝑡 =

𝜌∗𝑔∗𝐻∗2

𝜇∗𝑈∗
 (4.3) 

Considering that in applications a sequence of parallel slits arises, we impose flow 

periodicity between the inlet and the outlet of the examined domain. Therefore, the flow 

at the entrance and exit is not necessarily a Nusselt flat film flow, so 𝑈 ∗ cannot be directly 

related to 𝐻∗ or 𝑄∗. On the other hand, provided that the entrance and exit lengths are 

long enough, so that the outer interface is flat there, irrespective of the size of the slit 

and flow and liquid parameters, the Nusselt flat film flow would be approached there and 

thus the velocity and length scales would approximate the characteristic Nusselt scales,  

 
𝑈𝑁

∗ = 𝑄∗2/3 (
𝜌∗𝑔∗ sin 𝛼

3𝜇∗
)

1/3

, 𝐻𝑁
∗ = 𝑄∗1/3 (

3𝜇∗

𝜌∗𝑔∗ sin 𝛼
)

1/3

 (4.4) 
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If the Nusselt length and velocity scales had been used, 𝑆𝑡𝑁 = 3/ sin 𝛼. Here, however, 

𝑆𝑡 is determined by imposing the dimensionless flow rate at the entrance or the 

dimensionless mean velocity to be unity, 

 
𝑄 = ∫ 𝑢𝑥𝑑𝑦

1

0

= 1 (4.5) 

For the simulation that will be presented below, we have chosen the domain inlet and 

outlet lengths to be large enough, typically 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 20 and the Nusselt film flow is 

expected to hold at the entrance and exit planes. If a small deviation of 𝑆𝑡 from its 

Nusselt value, 𝑆𝑡𝑁 , arises, it indicates the extent to which the presence of the slit has 

affected the inflow and outflow boundaries. 

Along the two air-liquid interfaces, we apply a normal stress balance, between 

capillary force and viscous stress, while we impose a zero tangential stress. We set the 

ambient air pressure, 𝑃𝑎, equal to zero as the datum pressure, 

 𝒏 ⋅ 𝑻 = −𝑃𝑎 +
2𝐻𝑚

𝐶𝑎
𝒏 (4.6) 

In the above, the total stress tensor is defined as 𝑻 = −𝑃𝑰 + (𝛁𝒖 + 𝛁𝒖𝑻 ), 𝒏 is the 

unit vector normal to either air-liquid interface pointing outward with respect to the film 

in both interfaces; the mean curvature is 2𝐻𝑚 = −𝛁𝑠 ⋅ 𝒏, with 𝛁𝑠 = (𝑰 − 𝒏𝒏) ⋅ 𝛁. The 

capillary number, 𝐶𝑎 = 𝜇∗𝑈 ∗/𝜎∗, arises naturally in eq. (2.6), but it is dropped in favor 

of the Kapitza number; for its definition see eq. (2.9). 

We should mention here that the Kapitza number varies primarily due to variations 

in liquid viscosity, because surface tension and density of most common liquids vary in a 

much shorter range, see also Table 4.1.   

Table 4.1 Properties of typical liquids 

Liquid 
𝝈∗  

(
𝒎𝑵

𝒎
 ) 

𝝆∗  

(
𝑲𝒈

𝒎𝟑
 ) 

𝝁∗  
   (𝑷𝒂 𝒔𝒆𝒄) 

𝒍𝒄
∗   

(𝒎𝐦) 

𝒍𝒗
∗   

(𝒎𝐦) 
𝑲𝒂 

PMMA-Chlorobenzene (80%) 36 1110 1.00 × 10-1 1.81 0.94 3.75 

Glycerin-Water (94%) 63 1245 4.45 × 10-2 2.27 0.50 20.08 

Water 70 1000 1.00 × 10-3 2.67 0.05 3270 
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In the results section, it will become clear that two more dimensionless numbers are 

relevant for the analysis. They are the Weber number, which is a measure of liquid inertia 

to its capillary force. Based on the chosen characteristic scales, it is defined as,  

 
𝑊𝑒 =

𝜌∗𝑈∗2𝐻∗

𝜎∗
≡ 𝑅𝑒 𝐶𝑎 (4.7) 

and the Bond number, which is a measure of the gravitational to capillary force, defined 

as,  

 
𝐵𝑜 =

𝜌∗𝑔∗𝐻∗2

𝜎∗
≡ 𝐾𝑎−1𝑅𝑒2/3𝑆𝑡4/3 (4.8) 

Noting that the flow examined can appear in a variety of applications ranging from film 

coating with polymeric solutions to water flow over superhydrophobic surfaces, we present 

in Table 4.1 the properties, and 𝑙𝑐
∗, 𝑙𝑣

∗ , 𝐾𝑎 for three typical liquids. Combining these 

properties with a flow rate determines 𝑅𝑒 via eq. (4.3) and the Nusselt film thickness, 

𝐻𝑁
∗ , and the mean velocity, 𝑈𝑁

∗ , via eq. (4.4), which are given in Table 4.2 or 

alternatively the film thickness in the entrance via the expression (𝐻∗/𝑙𝑣
∗) = 𝑅𝑒 𝑆𝑡. 

Table 4.2. Variation of Nusselt thickness and velocity for the three liquids for different 𝑅𝑒, at 

𝛼 = 60𝑜. 

 𝐻𝑁
∗  (𝑚𝑚) 𝑈𝑁

∗  (𝑚𝑚/𝑠) 

𝑅𝑒 
PMMA-

Chlorobenzene 

(80%) 

Glycerine-

Water 

(94%) 

Water 

PMMA-

Chlorobenzene 

(80%) 

Glycerine-

Water 

(94%) 

Water 

0.01 0.70 0.38 0.03 2.95 2.16 0.66 

1 3.23 1.74 0.16 63.45 46.62 14.15 

10 6.96 3.76 0.35 294.50 216.40 65.69 

 
 

Under steady state conditions, the two gas/liquid interfaces are impenetrable and obey 

the reduced kinematic condition, see equation (2.12). At the two intersections of the inner 

interface (its unit normal vectors denoted as 𝒏𝑠1, 𝒏𝑠2) with the two side walls of the slit 

(their unit normal vectors denoted as 𝒏𝑤1, 𝒏𝑤2), the contact angles are imposed allowing 

the corresponding contact lines to find their static positions, 

 𝒏𝑤1 ⋅ 𝒏𝑠1 = cos 휃1 (4.9) 

 𝒏𝑤2 ⋅ 𝒏𝑠2 = cos 휃2 (4.10) 
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In the results section, it will become apparent that the flow inside the slit is much slower 

than the film flow (often the velocity magnitude in the slit is orders of magnitude smaller) 

and that one or more counter-rotating vortices may arise there. Hence, the contact angles 

at points A and B may have the tendency to be either receding or advancing, albeit with 

a very small velocity in their vicinity. Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect this tendency 

and assume them to have the same value 휃, characterizing the specific solid/liquid pair, 

i.e. we set 휃1 = 휃2 = 휃. This also reduces the number of parameters in our analysis. 

Moreover, the no-slip and no-penetration conditions are imposed along the solid 

boundary. Unless stated otherwise, throughout the paper the dimensionless width of the 

slit is set at 𝑊 = 5, noting that its corresponding dimensional value will vary 

proportionally to the film thickness at the entrance, which has been chosen as the length 

scale. 

4.3 Numerical Implementation 

In order to solve numerically the above set of equations, we have chosen the mixed finite 

element method to discretize the velocity and pressure fields combined with a quasi-

elliptic grid generation scheme for the tessellation of the deformed physical domain. 

4.3.1 Elliptic grid generation 

The grid generation scheme consists of a system of quasi-elliptic partial differential 

equations, capable of generating a boundary fitted tessellation of the deforming domain 

occupied by the liquid. Here we will only present our adaptation of its essential features 

to the current problem. The interested reader may refer to Dimakopoulos and 

Tsamopoulos [101] for further details. With this scheme, the physical domain (𝑥, 𝑦) is 

mapped onto a computational one (𝜉, 휂). A fixed computational mesh is generated in the 

latter domain while, through the mapping, the corresponding mesh in the physical domain 

follows its deformations. As computational domain we choose here the entire volume that 

would be occupied by the liquid, if the two interfaces were flat, see Figure 4.2.  

 
Figure 4.2 The computational domain is decomposed into four subdomains, 𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐴3 

corresponding to the outer film and 𝐴4 corresponding to the liquid inside the slit. This 

decomposition allows strongly enforcing the location of the nodes in their common boundaries and 

their adjustment depending on the liquid penetration in the slit.  
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This mapping is based on the solution of the following system of quasi-elliptic partial 

differential equations 

 
𝛁 ⋅ {[휀√

𝑥𝜂
2 + 𝑦𝜂

2

𝑥𝜉
2 + 𝑦𝜉

2 + (1 − 휀)] 𝛁ξ} = 0 (4.11) 

 ∇2휂 = 0 (4.12) 

the unknowns of which are the coordinates of the nodes in physical space 𝒙 = (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑇 , 

subscripts denote differentiation with respect to the indicated variable and 휀 is a 

parameter that controls the smoothness of the mapping relative to the degree of 

orthogonality of the mesh lines; here 휀 = 0.1. In order to solve the above system of 

differential equations, appropriate boundary conditions must be imposed; see [101]. The 

rectangular elements generated with this procedure are further split in half producing 

triangular elements because the latter conform better to the large deformations of the 

physical domain and can sustain larger distortions than the rectangular ones.  

 

4.3.2 Mixed Finite Element Method 

We approximate the velocity and position vector, with 6-node Lagrangian basis functions 

in the triangular elements, 𝜙𝑖, and the pressure with 3-node Lagrangian basis functions, 

𝜓𝑖.  

 
𝒖 = ∑ 𝒖𝑘 𝜙𝑘(𝜉, 휂)

6

𝑘=1

, 𝒙 = ∑ 𝒙𝑘 𝜙𝑘(𝜉, 휂)
6

𝑘=1

, 𝑃 = ∑ 𝑃𝑙 𝜓
𝑙(𝜉, 휂)

3

𝑙=1

 (4.13) 

For the momentum and mass balances as well as the mesh generation equations we 

employ the finite element/Galerkin method, which after applying the divergence theorem 

reduces them into their corresponding weak forms, see Appendix A. The number of the 

residuals of the resulting equations equals the number of the unknown nodal variables 

𝑢𝑥
𝑖 , 𝑢𝑦

𝑖 , 𝑃 𝑖, 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 (denoted by an unknown global vector 𝒒). The unknowns are 

computed via the Newton-Raphson method and the Jacobian matrix is numerically 

evaluated by first-order finite difference approximation. 

As will become apparent in the results section, multiple steady solutions may arise for 

the same parameter value, which are connected via limit points. This precludes using the 

zeroth or first order continuation method to trace such a solution family. To do so, the 
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pseudo-arc-length continuation technique is incorporated into the finite element code 

[112]. Given a solution, 𝒒0, at an initial parameter value, say 𝜆0, the value of the 

parameter 𝜆, for the next computation is determined as a function of the pseudo arc-

length, 𝑠, along the curve of solutions. In order to determine 𝜆, an additional equation is 

obtained by projecting the increment of the augmented solution vector (𝒒 − 𝒒𝟎, 𝜆 − 𝜆0)𝑇  

on its initial tangent (𝒒0̇, 𝜆0
̇ )

𝑇
, where the derivatives are taken with respect to the 

parameter 𝑠. The product is set equal to a specified arc-length Δ𝑠 resulting in the 

additional equation (1.3.4), 

 𝐺(𝒒, 𝜆; Δ𝑠) ≔ 𝒒�̇�
𝑇 ⋅ (𝒒 − 𝒒0) + 𝜆0̇ ⋅ (𝜆 − 𝜆0) + Δ𝑠 = 0 (4.14) 

In summary, we need to solve the following augmented system of equations (4.15) and 

(4.16) for the augmented solution vector (𝒒, 𝜆)𝑇 , 

 𝑭 (𝒒, 𝜆) = 𝟎 (4.15) 

 𝐺(𝒒, 𝜆; Δ𝑠) = 0 (4.16) 

where 𝑭  is the system of weighted governing and mesh generating equations, including 

the extra equation (4.5). The extended solution is first predicted as follows, 

 𝒒 = 𝒒0 + Δ𝑠 𝒒0̇ (4.17) 

 𝜆 = 𝜆0 + Δs 𝜆0
̇  (4.18) 

and then the system of equations is solved by the Newton-Raphson iteration method. 

The Jacobian of the system of equations is a sparse matrix that can be stored by three 

single-index arrays following the compressed sparse row (CSR) format and solved with a 

sparse matrix solver [31], except for the two extra equations (4.5) and (4.16), which 

produce more entries in the Jacobian and in different locations. This destroys the sparsity 

and structure of the Jacobian in the CSR format, if incorporated into the previous system 

and solved simultaneously. The way out is to apply the special algebraic procedure 

described in [121] to solve first for the two extra global variables, which are the Stokes 

number and the unknown value of the parameter in the arc-length continuation. 

Another crucial feature of this partial liquid penetration problem is that the physical 

domain is not confined, but it freely expands or shrinks inside the slit during parameter 

continuation and the two contact points translate quite independently. When the wetting 
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distance increases, the number of elements inside the slit should increase proportionately. 

For example, the number of elements in the y-direction for the part of the computational 

domain inside the slit is gradually changing from 60 quadrilateral elements for a deep 

wetting in Figure 4.3 (a) to 16 quadrilateral elements for shallow wetting with quite 

distorted inner interface in Figure 4.3 (b). In order to take these deformations into 

account we split the computational domain into two parts: a rectangular one, mapping 

the outer flow (subdomains 𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐴3 in Figure 4.2), and another one for the liquid 

inside the slit, which is resolved by adapting the mesh to its variations (subdomain 𝐴4). 

 

 
Figure 4.3. Close up views of the mesh in the vicinity of the slit, demonstrating the quality of 

the structured mesh that is produced. The widely different interface shapes obtained during 

parameter continuation require adjusting the number of elements in the slit and interpolating the 

variables to the new mesh to keep the high mesh quality, with a low computational cost: (a) large 

liquid penetration in the slit with 𝑅𝑒 = 3; (b) smaller liquid penetration with 𝑅𝑒 = 15.25. The 

other parameter values are 휃 = 120𝑜, 𝐾𝑎 = 100, 𝑊 = 5 and 𝛼 = 60𝑜. 

 

When the wetting length along the upstream wall vanishes and contact point A coincides 

with the upstream corner, the same decomposition into subdomains is used, but the side 

corresponding to the upstream slit wall in the computational domain is used to describe 

part of the inner free surface. When both wetting lengths vanish, subdomain 𝐴4 is not 

used. Despite the high quality of the mesh for a given set of parameter values, the large 

variations of slit wetting results in large deformations of the mesh in physical space. To 

deal with the large aspect ratios of the elements, a remeshing procedure was developed 

along with the domain decomposition method during which elements are added to or 

subtracted from a subdomain 𝐴4, following the ideas in [122]. Parameter continuation is 

halted, and complete mesh reconstruction is performed, when mesh deformation exceeds 
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a certain level. The remeshing procedure is summarized in the following steps: (a) The 

last converged film shape is retained and a new selection of node positions in the inner 

interface is made with nodes that are equidistributed along the inner boundary curve. (b) 

The new mesh is generated in the bulk of the film with essential conditions the previously 

determined nodes on the boundaries. (c) The flow variables (velocities and pressure) are 

calculated on the new nodes of the physical domain from the old ones using search and 

finite element interpolation techniques.  

The usual tests of solution convergence with mesh refinement have been performed to 

determine the optimum mesh to use in terms of computational accuracy and cost. In this 

regard, attention has been paid in the accuracy achieved in calculating the pressure 

variable close to the points it is expected to be singular, i.e. the entrance and exit corners 

to the slit and the contact points. For example, according to Dean and Montagnon [123], 

the pressure is singular at a 270o corner (the entrance and exit slit-corners), where the 

strongest singularity is 𝑟−0.456, where 𝑟 is the distance from the corner. It has been shown 

by Georgiou et al. [124] that this singularity affects the solution only locally and can be 

treated either by special “singular” elements or by mesh refinement. We have verified 

that with the mesh we have chosen pressure oscillations are confined to only 2-3 elements 

away from each corner, i.e. up to ~0.1 radii around the corner, but do not affect the rest 

of the solution in any way.  

4.4 Results and Discussion  

 

Figure 4.4 Close-up views of the streamlines (a) and pressure field (b) for 𝑅𝑒 = 7, 𝐾𝑎 = 100, 

휃 = 120𝑜, at inclination angle 𝛼 = 60𝑜 and slit width 𝑊 = 5. Flow is from left to right.  
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Figure 4.4 depicts representative flow and pressure fields and especially their part inside 

and around the slit. The minimum in the outer interface appears close to the upstream 

corner, locally decreasing the flow cross-section and contributing to the larger flow 

intensification there in comparison to that in the downstream corner. The pressure 

variation inside the slit increases the curvature of the inner surface closer to contact point 

B but does not change its sign in this case. The contours of both variables are smooth, 

even close to the slit corners of the contact points, attesting to the accuracy of the 

computations. 

The streamlines indicate that there is a region close to the inner interface, where 𝑢𝑥 

is negative, while 𝑢𝑦 changes from positive near the upstream wall to negative near the 

downstream wall indicating a recirculation. This reverse flow is bounded in this case 

between the inner interface and a curve intersecting the two-slit walls near their 

respective corners. The recirculation keeps the liquid within this region and detaches it 

from the film flowing along the outer interface. Hence, the liquid inside the slit can be 

separated into two zones: the one closer to the outer interface, which has positive 𝑢𝑥, and 

its motion is driven by the Nusselt-type flow upstream and downstream the slit and the 

rest up to the inner interface, which undergoes recirculation. Note that, because of the 

recirculation, the liquid motion near the contact point A would promote liquid receding, 

while near the contact point B liquid advancing, i.e. opposite to what would prevail 

without recirculation. Moreover, the velocity magnitude in the recirculation region is 

often more than an order of magnitude smaller than in the outer film (see Figure 4.4 

and results to follow). These are the reasons we took 휃1 = 휃2 = 휃. In the pressure contours, 

(Figure 4.4 (b)), we observe a maximum value of pressure near the contact point B and 

a minimum one at the step-in corner. For the most part, the contours of pressure inside 

the slit are normal to the direction of gravity. This implies that the pressure of the liquid 

inside the slit is mainly hydrostatic, which should have been anticipated given the very 

slow flow there.  

An important classification of the results that will follow is based on this observation 

about the pressure inside the slit, which indicates that the flow intensity is considerably 

reduced resulting in subdominant viscous stresses with respect to the pressure. This allows 

simplification of the force balance on the inner interface, eq. (4.6), to the hydrostatic 

Young-Laplace equation, which relates the pressure difference between the two adjacent 

phases to the curvature of the interface:  

 Δ𝑃 = 2𝜎∗𝐻𝑚
∗ ≡ 𝜎∗ (

1

𝑅1
∗ +

1

𝑅2
∗) (4.19) 
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Where 𝑅1
∗ and 𝑅2

∗ are the two radii of curvature. Under the assumption of constant 

curvature, which is valid for narrow enough slits, 𝑅1
∗ is related to the slit width, 𝑊 ∗, and 

the contact angle via 𝑅1
∗ = 𝑊 ∗

2
  1

cos 𝜃
, whereas 𝑅2

∗ →  ∞ in this Cartesian geometry. This 

pressure difference is balanced by the liquid weight inside the slit. The inclination of the 

substrate with respect to gravity will cause only a small difference between the two 

wetting lengths 𝐻1
∗ and 𝐻2

∗, when 𝑊 ∗ is small. Hence, we can introduce the average 

penetration of the liquid flow inside the slit as:  

 ℎ∗(𝛼, 휃) ≡
𝐻1

∗ + 𝐻2
∗

2
= −

𝜎∗

𝜌∗𝑔∗
(

1

𝑊 ∗/2
)

cos 휃

cos 𝛼
 (4.20) 

This equation, based on a force balance, indicates that, instead of the definition in eq. 

(4.8), it is more appropriate to introduce the modified Bond number as follows:  

 𝐵𝑜𝑚 =
𝜌∗𝑔∗𝐻∗𝑊 ∗

𝜎∗
= 𝐵𝑜 𝑊 ≈ −

cos 휃

cos 𝛼
 (4.21) 

According to (4.20), ℎ∗ depends on the liquid properties, geometry, orientation of the 

substrate and finally its hydrophobicity and predicts that wetting is possible when the 

fraction cos 휃 / cos 𝛼 is negative. So, the inclination angle spectrum can be split into two 

groups. For inclination angles, less than 90o wetting is possible for hydrophobic substrates, 

while for inclination angles greater than 90o finite wetting is possible for hydrophilic 

substrates.  

In Figure 4.5 we present the computed dimensionless average wetting penetration as a 

function of the inclination angle for both hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrates for 

𝐾𝑎 = 100, 𝑅𝑒 = 5 and 𝑊 = 5 in comparison to the analytical predictions of eq. (4.20). 

Both for hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrates very good quantitative agreement is 

observed, especially for large penetration depths. Larger deviations arise when the 

penetration depth decreases because in such cases the film in the slit interacts stronger 

with the outer film flow and the assumption of hydrostatic pressure and very weak flow 

breaks down. Moreover, the wetting depth approaches infinity asymptotically when the 

inclination angle approaches 90o. Clearly the same asymptote separates solutions over 

hydrophobic from those over hydrophilic substrates. 

The physical interpretation of the asymptotic increase of the wetting length goes as 

follows: As the substrate tends to become vertical, the y-component of gravity towards 

the slit gets weaker. The vertical position, at 𝛼 = 90𝑜, corresponds to capillary imbibition 

without any restraining force. Similarly, when the slit width decreases, the same capillary 
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force can still balance the same liquid mass, which is obtained by increasing the wetting 

length. It is important to note that this analysis is based on the existence of a quasi-

hydrostatic force balance. This balance cannot be satisfied, (a) for hydrophilic surfaces 

and 𝛼 < 90𝑜, when both capillarity and gravity promote liquid penetration and are not 

balanced by any other force leading to continuous leaking of the liquid through the slit 

and (b) for hydrophobic surfaces and 𝛼 > 90𝑜, when both capillarity and gravity prevent 

liquid penetration leading to no wetting of the slit. These observations necessitate 

studying separately the wetting of hydrophobic from hydrophilic substrates. 

In the following, we will focus our presentation on film shapes inside and around the 

slit, quantify them via the depths of the two contact points and the variation of the outer 

surface and will discuss the flow field in particular cases via the corresponding streamline 

patterns. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Average liquid penetration for hydrophobic surfaces (continuous blue line) and 

hydrophilic surfaces (continuous red line) in comparison with analytical expression from 

hydrostatics (discontinuous green lines). Flow parameters: 𝐾𝑎 = 100, 𝑅𝑒 = 5, 𝑊 = 5. Computing 

this very deep wetting required several remeshing and interpolation cycles during parameter 

continuation and when the inclination angle approached 90o, a very large number of elements in 

subdomain 𝐴4. 
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4.4.1 Hydrophilic surfaces 

General pattern 

As explained previously, finite slit-wetting of hydrophilic substrates takes place only for 

inclination angles larger than 90o; here we discuss 𝛼 = 100𝑜, as a base case. Figure 4.6 

presents the effect of increasing the flow rate, via the proportionately increasing Reynolds 

number, on steady film flow along a substrate with contact angle 휃 = 60𝑜 for liquids with 

𝐾𝑎 = 15. The variation of the two wetting lengths, 𝐻1 and 𝐻2, is shown along with a 

few representative film shapes and streamline patterns given as insets. The film entering 

the slit area generates a stagnation point in the downstream slit-wall, which, through the 

locally increased pressure, forces the liquid either to change course exiting the slit or to 

get entrapped producing an eddy.  

First, we examine film flow with 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 2. Given that the material, 휃 and 𝛼 (hence 𝑆𝑡 and 

𝐾𝑎) remain constant, decreasing 𝑅𝑒 to such small values means not only that inertia 

inside the slit decreases with respect to the viscous forces there but also, through eq. 

(1.2.9), that 𝐶𝑎 decreases as well and, hence, viscous forces decrease with respect to 

capillarity. Therefore, the only remaining force trying to maintain the liquid from draining 

out of the slit is capillarity. Its combined effect, through the curvature of the inner 

interface and the contact points, is balanced only by the small (due to the chosen 

inclination angle) y-component of gravity. This makes 𝐵𝑜𝑚 the relevant parameter and 

the pressure variation hydrostatic in this range of 𝑅𝑒. All these indicate that the film 

shape should resemble the capillary rise in a slit, see inset (i) in Figure 4.6 . Decreasing 

𝑅𝑒, decreases 𝐻∗ and, hence, 𝐵𝑜𝑚, enabling capillarity to pull the liquid further inside 

the slit. The outer film surface exhibits a local maximum and minimum, 2-3 film 

thicknesses upstream (point E in Figure 4.1) and 1 film thickness downstream from the 

slit entrance (point F in Figure 4.1), respectively. Neither one seems to affect even the 

line dividing the recirculation region. On the contrary, it appears that liquid from the 

film is pulled inwards up to this line by the previously described mechanism before it 

continues its flow past the slit. This force balance prevails for 𝑅𝑒 < 2 or some equivalent 

critical 𝐵𝑜𝑚, as we will discuss later on.  
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Figure 4.6 Dependence of the wetting lengths 𝐻1 (black line, points marked •) and 𝐻2 (green 

line, points marked ◦) on the Reynolds number for 휃 = 60𝑜 and 𝐾𝑎 = 15, at inclination angle 𝛼 =

100𝑜. Continuous and discontinuous lines indicate stable and unstable solutions, respectively. The 

same curve types are used in similar figures that follow. The arrows indicate the “jumps” in 𝐻1, 

when 𝑅𝑒 exceeds the respective values at the two limit points forming the hysteresis loop. 

 

This phenomenon at low 𝑅𝑒 number resembles the increased wetting by a liquid 

curtain underneath the spout of a teapot or a sharp corner, when the flow rate decreases; 

a flow extensively studied by Kistler and Scriven [120] and Duez et al. [10]. From the 

kinematics point of view, when the outer flow rate decreases in this range of 𝑅𝑒, the eddy 

intensity inside the slit decreases as well. The direction of the main recirculation is such 

that it tends to push the liquid outward in the upstream slit-wall and pull it inward in 

the opposite wall. The latter tendency is opposed by gravity. So, when this eddy gets 

weaker, the wetting lengths increase, as seen in Figure 4.6. Moreover, the decreased 

flow intensity allows the line dividing the recirculation region from the rest of the film as 

well as the inner interface to become nearly symmetric with respect to the mid-plane 

between the slit walls. Both lines span the entire slit width. Two much smaller and weaker 

eddies exist next to the two contact points, which counter-rotate with respect to the main 

one, but they are not visible in the inset and do not affect the dynamics. 
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In Figure 4.6 and shape (ii) with 𝑅𝑒 = 2.01 we observe that the increased 𝑅𝑒 and 

𝐶𝑎 have eliminated the dominance of capillarity on the inner interface and pulled it very 

close to the slit entrance. In fact, for this value of 𝑅𝑒, both 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 are minimized 

almost simultaneously, while 𝐻2 remains larger than 𝐻1, as always, due to gravity. 

Moreover, it has become necessary for the outer interface to contribute more to liquid 

deflection towards the slit by exhibiting a larger maximum and closer to the slit entrance 

(point E), producing an additional capillary pressure. The decreased depth of the liquid 

shrinks the recirculation region so much that it takes place only very close to contact 

point B.  

When 𝑅𝑒 increases above 2, inertia increase with respect to viscous forces, while 

capillary and gravity forces remain important. The increasing flow rate pushes the liquid 

more effectively towards the downstream slit-wall. At the stagnation point more liquid is 

trapped to the left of it because liquid spreading is accommodated by the hydrophilic 

surface. The increased inner surface curvature further decreases the liquid pressure close 

to the inner interface, forcing the liquid to enter deeper in the slit and reversing the 

previous trend with increasing 𝑅𝑒 up to ~2. This not only generates a stronger minimum 

in the outer surface to counterbalance the negative pressure from the inner interface and 

eliminates the need for a capillary ridge before the upstream corner but also increases 

both 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 for 𝑅𝑒 up to ~12.49, when 𝐻1 is maximized. This part of the solution 

family is represented in Figure 4.6 by shape (iii) with 𝑅𝑒 = 10.02. Here an additional, 

but weaker lip-vortex appears, which with increasing 𝑅𝑒, eventually extends all along the 

wetted part of the upstream wall. This configuration-type ends with shape (iv) at 𝑅𝑒 =

13.73. The highly distorted inner interface induces a recirculation confined between it and 

the downstream wall. In fact, towards contact point B, there is a sequence of counter-

rotating “Moffatt” eddies in the vicinity of the downstream wall, but they are not 

depicted, because the flow is extremely weak there. They are of the type formed between 

a solid wall and a free surface. Moffat [117] has predicted that, in their ideal arrangement 

where both these boundaries are flat, each subsequent eddy intensity decreases by a factor 

around 5000, which makes it impossible to capture them here accurately. In both shapes 

(iii) and (iv), the outer interface exhibits no maximum, but a very deep minimum, which 

is closer to the upstream slit wall in shape (iii) than in shape (iv). This is another 

consequence of the increased inertia, which gives the liquid near the outer interface a 

ballistic trajectory [92]. The substrate before the topographical feature can be considered 

as the ejection platform for the liquid. The increasing 𝑅𝑒 determines the increase in the 

distance that the liquid can travel before it “lands” somewhere over the cavity. This 

downward displacement of the minimum provides the space to increase the vortex extent 
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and intensity near the upstream wall in shape (iv). These two effects interact to pull the 

contact point A towards the upstream corner, slightly decreasing 𝐻1. On the other hand, 

the same displacement of the minimum squeezes liquid in the downstream wall, increasing 

𝐻2. Both patterns change abruptly at 𝑅𝑒 = 13.73, where this transition region ends. The 

minimum in the outer interface creates a minimum in the film cross-section in about the 

same location. Besides maximizing the velocity magnitude, this smooth stenosis prevents 

a recirculation there.  

The tendency of the minimum of the outer interface to move further downstream with 

increasing 𝑅𝑒 is inhibited by the pressure generated at the stagnation point when this 

gets close enough to this minimum. Hence, the previous flow pattern cannot be sustained 

and similar solutions with 𝑅𝑒 larger than 13.73 are not obtained. Instead, a turning point 

arises in both solution families making possible a new pattern, which is represented by 

shape (v) at a smaller 𝑅𝑒 = 12.97. Now the minimum in the outer interface approaches 

the midplane between the two-slit walls. Its increased distance from the upstream wall 

promotes an abrupt pulling of point A towards the upstream entrance corner by the 

nearby recirculating liquid. This causes a sharp decrease in 𝐻1. On the contrary, 𝐻2 is 

only slightly affected because the local minimum in the flow cross-section prevents the 

upstream change from been felt past this minimum. Given that 𝑅𝑒 has not changed all 

that much from shape (iv), a similar force balance generates similar flow kinematics closer 

to the downstream wall. The new flow pattern continues with further decreasing 𝑅𝑒, 

until, as observed in shape (vi) with 𝑅𝑒 = 12.27, the upstream wall is almost completely 

dewetted, the nearby lip-vortex ceases to exist and the film is only slightly affected by 

the entrance corner continuing its nearly uniform downward flow. Even so, the flow closer 

to the downstream wall remains nearly unaffected. For a slightly smaller 𝑅𝑒 a second 

turning point has occurred, with the minimum in the outer interface having surpassed 

the slit midplane and the first “Moffatt” eddy coming much closer to it, has intensified 

and vertically expanded. The dewetting of the upstream wall reduces the drag force on 

the film. The second turning point signals the initiation of the “inertia-gravity” region.  

The existence of two successive turning points creates a hysteresis loop. Despite our 

thorough search, we have found no other steady solutions connected or not with those 

reported already. Also, it is well-known that arrangements such as shape (i) have been 

observed when the slit is vertical. Hence this shape and the branch it belongs to should 

be stable, the intermediate branch unstable and the one at higher 𝑅𝑒 also stable. The 

above remains to be fully verified by a thorough stability analysis, which will allow the 

possibility of time-periodic solutions as well. These ideas are reinforced by the similarity 

of our solution family structure with that in Fig. 22 of Kistler and Scriven [120]. Hence, 
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in our case, while increasing 𝑅𝑒 along the first branch trying to surpass shape (iv), 

solutions with much smaller 𝐻1 are obtained, 𝐻1 ≈ 0.5, as indicated by the arrow, 

whereas starting from arrangements with very small 𝐻1 < 0.5 and decreasing the flow 

rate and 𝑅𝑒, from say 20, solutions with much higher 𝐻1 ≈ 4 are obtained. So, an abrupt 

change in the flow field and film shape takes place leading from partial wetting at the 

upstream wall to practically no-wetting and vice versa.  

Effect of substrate wettability 

 
Figure 4.7 (a) The liquid wetting length on the upstream wall vs. the Reynolds number for 

different values of contact angle 휃, (b) the maximum penetration of the liquid flow in the transition 

region as a function of the contact angle, for different 𝐾𝑎 and at inclination angle 𝛼 = 100𝑜. 

Calculations in (b) have been made in increments of 5o. The slopes of the interpolating lines are 

2.66 for 𝐾𝑎 = 5, 4.17 for 𝐾𝑎 = 10 and 6.05 for𝐾𝑎 = 15, indicating an almost linear increase with 

𝐾𝑎. 

 

In Figure 4.7, we present the effect of substrate wettability on the wetting length of 

the upstream wall, keeping the rest of the liquid properties fixed and the inclination angle 

at 𝛼 = 100𝑜. It is possible to create substrates with a contact angle in the range from 5o 

to 175o [10]. Clearly, the more hydrophilic the substrate, the larger the force applied on 

the contact point, 𝐹𝐶𝐿 = 𝜎∗ cos 휃, trying to increase the wetting length. In Figure 4.7 

(a), we observe that 𝐻1 exhibits the same variation with 𝑅𝑒 as in Figure 4.6, irrespective 

of the particular value of 휃. Moreover 𝐻1 decreases monotonically with increasing 휃 for 

the same 𝑅𝑒. In less hydrophilic substrates, the contact line force decreases and the 

transition to the inertia-gravity region is less drastic, see Figure 4.7(a), curve (iv). All 

curves exhibit a hysteresis loop, except for the curve with 휃 = 80𝑜. At even slightly higher 

휃, 𝐻1 = 0 for 𝑅𝑒 around 1.5 and larger than 10. Finally, at 휃~89.5 (not shown) the 

maximum wetting length becomes zero for all 𝑅𝑒, except for 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 0 where it approaches 

infinity as expected from eq. (4.20). We present film shapes and streamline patterns at 
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the 𝐻1-maximum for each 휃-curve as insets. They make clear that with increased 

hydrophilicity not only 𝐻1, but also 𝐻2 increases and that the minimum in the outer 

surface is always located around the mid-plane between the slit walls. For 휃 = 70𝑜 and 

more so for 휃 = 80𝑜, 𝐻2 decreases so much that the number of “Moffatt” vortices 

decreases considerably. In fact, Moffat [117] has shown that, when the two surfaces 

bounding the corner are flat, no eddy can appear for 휃 ≥ 78.2. 

In Figure 4.7(b) we present the maximum penetration of the liquid at the upstream 

wall, which occurs at intermediate 𝑅𝑒, as a function of cos 휃, which is a measure of the 

contact line force, for different values of 𝐾𝑎. We observe that 𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 depends almost 

linearly on both cos 휃 and 𝐾𝑎. This observation along with the discussion of Figure 4.6, 

calls for examining whether the critical points in these curves would collapse by 

appropriately rescaling the axes in Figure 4.7(a). The required different scaling in 

various parameter ranges to obtain satisfactory approximations of the wetting lengths 

will be discussed in subsequent. 

 

Effect of 𝑲𝒂 

Figure 4.8 presents the dependence of 𝐻1 on the Reynolds number for different 

values of the Kapitza number. As the flow rate increases, all liquids exhibit the same 

pattern of a minimum in 1H  and a hysteresis loop, except for those with the highest 

viscosity (𝐾𝑎 = 5), which do not exhibit a hysteresis. In such liquids, although 𝐻1 varies 

non-monotonically, it remains small for all flow rates. In Figure 4.8 (b) we observe that 

for larger 𝐾𝑎 the hysteresis does take place in a short range of 𝑅𝑒. As 𝐾𝑎 increases, due 

to the increase of both the capillary force on the inner interface and the force at the 

contact points (𝐹𝐶𝐿 = 𝜎∗ cos 휃) or the decrease in liquid viscosity, wetting increases for 

almost all 𝑅𝑒. Moreover, the critical Reynolds values of the minimum and the two turning 

points shift to greater values. At 𝐾𝑎~15.6 a new solution family appears in the form of 

an isola and as such it introduces two additional branches of solutions. It is depicted in 

Figure 4.8 (a) in the range 13.3<𝑅𝑒<20.3, for 𝐾𝑎 = 16. In the upper branch of the 

isola, the main vortex spans the entire width of the slit and the first Moffatt eddy is 

visible (shape ii). In the lower branch, the smaller 𝐻1 prevents the main vortex from 

reaching the upstream wall and a vortex of very small extent appears next to the 

upstream corner. The outer region penetrates deeper into the slit in comparison to the 

previous configuration (shape iii). A steady configuration arises at a similar value of 𝑅𝑒, 

but in the original branch of solutions (shape i). Here 𝐻1 is much larger, a lip vortex 
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covering the entire upstream wall arises along with the Moffatt eddies and the outer 

interface exhibits a much deeper minimum. 

 
Figure 4.8 The liquid wetting length on the upstream wall of the slit for different liquids in terms 

of 𝑊𝑒 for (a) 𝐾𝑎 ≤ 16 and (b) 𝐾𝑎 ≥ 18, with 휃 = 60𝑜 and at inclination angle 𝛼 = 100𝑜.  

 

At 𝐾𝑎~17.95 the part of the original solution family up to a region between the two limit 

points merges with the upper branch of the isola and its remaining part merges with the 

lower branch of the isola via a transcritical bifurcation. The new family structure is given 

in Figure 4.8 (b) for 𝐾𝑎 = 18 with curves indicating their stability as inferred from 

continuity in parameter space from those before the bifurcation. This restructuring forms 

a new isola starting at 𝑅𝑒 ~14 and a new branch extending from very small to large 𝑅𝑒, 

but with 1H  not approaching zero for the 𝑅𝑒 values examined. The new solution families 

are populated by liquid arrangements resembling the ones in the corresponding original 

branches, as expected see Seydel [125]. Interestingly, the newly open branch again has 

two limit points and exhibits a hysteresis loop for 15 ≤ 𝐾𝑎 ≤ 30, but this hysteresis 

vanishes for 𝐾𝑎 = 45. As the Kapitza number increases, the wetting length along the 

upstream wall increases so that the vortex attached to it connects with the first Moffatt 

vortex and the minimum in the outer interface increases considerably. Shape (i) in Figure 

4.8 (b) depicts this arrangement just before the two vortices merge into a larger one. As 

the Kapitza number increases liquid penetration increases and the vortices merge at lower 

values of the Reynolds number. Moreover, in Figure 4.8 (b) we observe that as Ka  

increases the new isola decreases in size and finally at 𝐾𝑎~26 it vanishes. For even higher 

𝐾𝑎 only the upper branch remains void of hysteresis or other interesting phenomena. The 

sections of all four families in Figure 4.8 (b) decrease linearly with 𝑅𝑒 for 𝑅𝑒> 18, 

denoting that inertia, which is the dominant force in this regime, tries to dewet the 

upstream wall.  
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Effect of the Inclination angle 

In Figure 4.9, we present the effect of the orientation of the substrate wall on the wetting 

length at the downstream wall for different 𝑅𝑒. The inclination angle affects not only the 

gravity component driving the flow but also its secondary component, which opposes 

liquid entering the slit. By increasing 𝛼, always above 90o, the y-component of gravity 

increases, decreasing monotonically 𝐻2, as shown in Figure 4.9 (a). 𝐻1 decreases also 

remaining always smaller than 𝐻2, as observed in the shapes (i-iv). As the inclination 

angle increases the space available for the Moffatt eddies decreases and the minimum in 

the outer interface decreases and translates downstream for the same 𝑅𝑒. For values 

above 𝛼~102𝑜 this gravity component is large enough so that liquid arrangements do not 

exhibit hysteresis making the transition to the inertia-gravity region smooth. For 𝛼 =

113𝑜 in addition to the original family of solutions, a second family is observed, albeit for 

a very limited range of 𝑅𝑒, where even 𝐻2 is greatly diminished; see shape (v) in Figure 

4.9 (a). At this point the stability of this new family cannot be inferred; it will be deduced 

subsequently. 

 

Figure 4.9 Wetting length on the downstream wall as a function of Re  for different values of 

the inclination angle (a) 𝛼 = 100𝑜, 105𝑜, 110𝑜, 113𝑜, (b) 𝛼 = 113𝑜, 116𝑜, 120𝑜 for a liquid with 𝐾𝑎 =

10 at contact angle 휃 = 60𝑜. 

 

Examining closer the dual solution families with 𝑎 ≥ 113𝑜 in Figure 4.9 (b), we find that 

the distance between them decreases and finally for 𝛼~114𝑜 they intersect each other 

forming a transcritical bifurcation [125]. Subsequently, two new solution families 

reemerge, in a way that for 𝛼 = 116𝑜 the first one exists for 𝑅𝑒 < 4.5 and the second one 

for 6 < 𝑅𝑒 < 22. No other solutions were found for the same inclination angle. The first 

solution family exhibits a limit point and then 𝐻2 decreases monotonically to zero as 𝑅𝑒 
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decreases. This turning point occurs for a 𝑅𝑒 larger than that for which the minimum in 

Figure 4.6 (shape ii) or when liquid inertia has started to play a role. The second family 

has the shape of an isola. At all solutions on the isola, 𝐻1 remains almost constant and 

very small ~0.05, while 𝐻2 varies up to 4 in the upper branch and down to zero in the 

lower branch. It is the first time that such liquid arrangements have appeared with almost 

invisible 𝐻1 and even more so in the lower isola branch where 𝐻2 > 𝐻1. For 𝑅𝑒 > 22 at 

𝛼 = 116𝑜, only the Cassie-Baxter state seems to occur, with both contact points pinned 

at the edge of the slit. As the inclination angle increases the isola shrinks very fast, see 

Figure 4.9 (b) for 𝛼 = 120𝑜, and for 𝛼 = 121.6𝑜 this solution family vanishes, while only 

the first solution family at low values of 𝑅𝑒 remains. The increased gravity component 

opposing liquid from entering the slit leads to the development of solution branches that 

turn both 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 toward zero values. As observed in Figure 4.9 (b) (shape i) the 

solution near the turning point reveals that the effect of gravity is to pull most of the 

liquid outside the slit. As the inclination angle increases the y-component of the gravity 

increases further and the turning point shifts to even lower values of 𝑅𝑒, see Figure 4.9 

(b) for 𝛼 = 120𝑜. At 𝑅𝑒 for which no similar steady solutions could be found it is possible 

that perfect Cassie-Baxter shapes arise, or the liquid starts dripping as soon as it arrives 

at the upstream corner of the slit.  

The new connectivity of the solution families in Figure 4.9 (b) can be used to infer their 

stability [125,126]. Given that the original branch with 𝑅𝑒 → 0 is stable, it is deduced 

that the branch after the limit point with 𝛼 = 116𝑜 is unstable as indicated by the dashed 

line. Proceeding in this way, the stability of all the remaining solution branches is deduced 

and shown in Figure 4.9.  

 

Effect of slit width 

Figure 4.10 presents the effect of increasing the width of the slit from 𝑊 = 5, which is 

the value we used so far. For the same 𝑅𝑒, the variation of 𝐻1, when 𝑊  increases from 

5 to 8 and even to 9 is rather small as can be seen in Figure 4.10 (a), because the lines 

overlap for the most part, while the variation of the consistently much larger 𝐻2 is 

somewhat more affected. The usual local minimum followed by the hysteresis loop can be 

seen in these three cases. Some typical film shapes for 𝑊 = 8 are given as insets in Figure 

4.10 (a). Two Moffatt eddies can be seen for 𝑅𝑒~4.5 in spite of the small value of 𝐻2. 

Both penetration distances increase at 𝑅𝑒~8.5, but only one eddy can be seen because of 

the reduced intensity of the others.  
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Figure 4.10 Wetting lengths (a) 𝐻1 and (b) 𝐻2 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for different values of the 

width of the slit 𝑊 = 5. 8, 9, 9.1, 12, 18, for substrate inclination 𝛼 = 110𝑜, for a liquid with 𝐾𝑎 =

10 at contact angle 휃 = 60𝑜. 

 

At 𝑅𝑒~10 the increased inertia assists in dewetting the upstream wall and the intensified 

“splashing” of the liquid on the downstream slit wall increases 𝐻2. Observing closely 

Figure 4.10 (b), we find that for 𝑊 = 8 and 9 new solution families arise for 3.5<𝑅𝑒<5.5 

with smaller values of 𝐻2 compared to the original families. For 𝑅𝑒~4.5 t,he two families 

with 𝑊 = 9 have approached each other and a very small increase of 𝑊  to 9.1 induces 

rearrangement of the families similar to the one we observed in Figure 4.9. This creates 

two new families with limit points at 𝑅𝑒~4.2 and 4.7. The first family evolves towards 

smaller 𝑅𝑒 and can be seen for 𝑊 = 12  and 18, while the second one evolves towards 

larger 𝑅𝑒 and quickly relocates to much higher 𝑅𝑒, so it is not depicted in Figure 4.10 

(b). In the same figure we give as insets film shapes above the slit, when 𝐻2 attains a 

local maximum. As 𝑊  increases the local maximum occurs at smaller 𝑅𝑒 value and the 

film becomes progressively thinner. It is possible that for such large slit widths the film 

will break as observed in our transient simulations [62]. On the contrary, its segments 

closer to the two-slit walls do not vary considerably. Curves corresponding to the new 

families with small 𝐻2 cannot be seen in Figure 4.10 (a) and after the change in the 

connectivity of families only the branches for smaller 𝑅𝑒 can be identified. 

 

Scaling laws 

Bontozoglou and Serifi [20] have studied film flow over a trench of finite depth, under the 

assumption that the liquid completely fills the trench. They have concluded that, 

depending on the forces dominating the flow, its patterns can be split into 3 types: 
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patterns determined by the “capillary-gravity” balance, for low values of 𝑅𝑒, those 

determined by the “inertia-gravity” balance for high values of 𝑅𝑒 and those in a transition 

region in between, where capillarity competes with inertia and gravity. We will extend 

their ideas and those reported previously by Mazouchi and Homsy [15] and Kalliadasis et 

al. [14], in order to investigate the interplay of the forces acting in this quite more 

complicated problem. First, we will examine the dependence of 𝐻1 on these forces for 

different values of 𝑅𝑒. Subsequently, we will examine the dependence of 𝐻2 on the same 

parameters.  

In the capillary-gravity regime, as already discussed in relation to Figure 4.5 and Figure 

4.6, the variation of 𝐻1 for low 𝑅𝑒 (up to its minimum value) is determined by 𝐵𝑜𝑚. It 

is anticipated, therefore, that by plotting 𝐻1 vs. 𝐵𝑜𝑚 these minima will arise for the same 

value of 𝐵𝑜𝑚. We will now turn our attention in the regime where the effect of inertia 

becomes important. 

 

Figure 4.11 (a) Sketch that presents the part of the film near the upstream corner, including the 

upstream wetting length. We indicate the main applied forces and the extent over which the 

capillary force is effective resulting in a curved inner interface denoted by 𝐿. (b) Sketch that 

defines the scales for the part of the film near the downstream wall. The origin of the local 

coordinates (𝑥′, 𝑦′) is set at the entrance of the film that wets the downstream wall while the film 

height in that region is denoted by 𝐿′.  

 

In order to assist in the examination of the dominant force balance, we have prepared 

Figure 4.11. First, we will focus our attention on the part of the inner interface close to 

the upstream wall (see Figure 4.11(a)). For moderate to high values of the Reynolds 

number, the deformed interface is characterized by the length 𝐿, beyond which the liquid 

does not feel the presence of the wall and becomes flat. In other words, 𝐿 is the length 

scale of the capillary features in the streamwise direction. The combined effect of inertia 
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and gravity act as to drive the liquid in the streamwise direction tending to decrease 𝐻1. 

This action is opposed by capillarity which drives liquid along the upstream wall and, 

thus, the following simplified momentum balance holds:  

 
𝜌𝑔 +

𝜌𝑈 ∗2

𝐿∗
≈

𝜎𝐻1
∗

𝐿∗3
 (4.22) 

where g  is the gravity force, the second term in the l.h.s. characterizes the inertia 

force and finally, the capillary pressure has been approximated as 𝑝 ≈ 𝜎 𝜕2ℎ∗/𝜕𝑥∗2 ⇒

𝜕𝑝∗/𝜕𝑥∗ ≈ 𝜎 𝜕3ℎ∗/𝜕𝑥∗3~𝜎
𝐻1

∗

𝐿∗3; the viscous effects are taken implicitly into account 

through the definition of the characteristic velocity based on the Nusselt film flow. The 

key in this expression is the determination of 𝐻1
∗, which can also be considered as a 

measure of the bending of the inner interface by surface tension forces, in terms of the 

Nusselt thickness 𝐻∗. First, it should be noted that the wetting length 𝐻1
∗ should depend 

on the level of the force applied on the contact point, 𝐹𝐶𝐿 = 𝜎 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 휃). Hence, it is 

reasonable to expect that 𝐻1
∗ should be also proportional to 𝑐𝑜𝑠 휃 and 𝐾𝑎, which is a 

measure of the surface tension with respect to the viscous forces. This latter dependence 

of 𝐻1
∗ on the wettability and 𝐾𝑎 has also been observed in Figure 4.7 (b). Therefore, 

for the purpose of the scaling arguments, we will assume that 𝐻1
∗ ≈ 𝐻∗𝐾𝑎  𝑐𝑜𝑠 휃 is the 

proper scale for 𝐻1
∗. Introducing this expression in eq. (4.22) we obtain: 

 
𝜌𝑔 +

𝜌𝑈 ∗2

𝐿∗
≈

𝜎𝐻∗

𝐿∗3
𝐾𝑎 cos 휃 (4.23) 

In the high 𝑅𝑒 regime, balancing inertia to capillarity and neglecting, for now, the effect 

of gravity we obtain:  

 
𝐿∗ ≈

cos
1
2 휃  𝐾𝑎

1
2

𝑅𝑒
1
2𝐶𝑎

1
2

𝐻∗ (4.24) 

When the transition from the capillary-gravity region to the inertia-gravity region has 

taken place, all three terms in eq. (4.5) must balance each other yielding:  

 
𝑅𝑒

𝑊𝑒1/2

cos1/2 휃
≈ 𝑆𝑡 𝐾𝑎1/2 (4.25) 

This expression indicates that, for constant inclination angle and the same liquid (i.e. 

𝑆𝑡,  𝐾𝑎 constant), its l.h.s. must remain constant. On the other hand, if 𝐾𝑎 varies and 

the contact angle remains constant, the following expression must remain constant:  
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 𝑅𝑒1/6 𝑊 𝑒 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. ⇒ 𝑊𝑒 ≈ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. (4.26) 

To check how our scaling analysis compares against our numerical results we show in 

Figure 4.12 (a, b) the dependence of 𝐻1/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 휃) either on 𝐵𝑜𝑚/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 휃) or on 

𝑅𝑒 √𝑊𝑒/𝑐𝑜𝑠(휃), respectively. Indeed this figure demonstrates that the minimum of all 

curves occurring for low 𝑅𝑒 arises in a very short range 2.50 ≤ 𝐵𝑜𝑚/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 휃) ≤ 2.75 and 

that the two limit points at high 𝑅𝑒 arise also in a very short range 21.5 ≤

𝑅𝑒√𝑊𝑒/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 휃) ≤ 23. Clearly, these critical points vary in a much wider range of 𝑅𝑒 in 

Figure 4.6 or Figure 4.7. Having scaled the effect of wettability, this observation 

verifies again that at the local minimum of 𝐻1
∗ a balance between capillary and gravity 

forces prevails and that hysteresis arises because of an interplay between inertia and 

gravity forces. It should be noted that since 𝐵𝑜𝑚 = 𝑊 ⋅ 𝐶𝑎 ⋅ 𝑆𝑡 and the Stokes number is 

constant in Figure 4.12 (a), 𝐶𝑎  also varies in a short range. 

 

Figure 4.12 The rescaled liquid wetting length on the upstream wall ,𝐻1/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 휃, versus (a) 

𝐵𝑜𝑚/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 휃) and (b) 𝑅𝑒√𝑊𝑒/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 휃) for different values of contact angle 휃 , while 𝐾𝑎 = 10 and 

𝑎 = 100°. 

 

To examine if the scaling arguments presented above are valid for different materials, we 

plot 1H  as a function of either 𝐵𝑜𝑚 or 𝑊𝑒 for different values of 𝐾𝑎, in Figure 4.13. In 

Figure 4.13(a) we observe that all families exhibiting a sharp minimum for small 𝑅𝑒 

(𝐾𝑎 =10, 15, 16), it arises for almost the same Bond number 𝐵𝑜𝑚~1.25 or 𝐶𝑎 ~0.09. 

Beyond this value, liquid inertia starts playing a more significant role in the force balance. 

Then, Figure 4.13(b) demonstrates that the second turning point arises at constant 

Weber number 𝑊𝑒 ~2.8. In the inset of  Figure 4.13(b) we rescale the y-axis as suggested 

earlier and we observe a gratifying collapse of their maxima. This collapse of the critical 
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points and of the maxima in these families should be compared with the wide range of 

Re  for which they arise in Figure 4.8(a).  

 

Figure 4.13 The liquid wetting length on the upstream wall in terms of (a) 𝐵𝑜𝑚 number and (b) 

𝑊𝑒 number, for different liquids using a liquid with 휃 = 60° and at inclination angle 𝑎 = 100°. 

 

Next, we turn our attention in the part of the inner interface that wets the downstream 

wall (see Figure 4.11(b)) and perform an approximate analysis to determine the 

dependence of 𝐻2
∗ on the various problem parameters. For the purposes of this analysis, 

we will consider the indicated set of local coordinates (𝑥′, 𝑦′), the origin of which lies at 

the position of maximum height of the film that wets the downstream wall, denoting the 

new dimensional variables by “’”. We also denote the film height in that region by 𝐿′, 

while the distance to the contact line is denoted by 𝐻2
′ . It can be seen in Figure 4.6 that 

for a wide range of 𝑅𝑒 values the film that wets the downstream wall can be largely 

divided into two different regions. One region near the contact line where the shape of 

the interface is highly curved and a second region far from the contact line where the 

interface can be considered as nearly flat. In the contact line region (𝐻2
′ ≥ 𝑥′ ≥ 𝑋𝑚

′ ) the 

surface tension effects become dominant and thus it is reasonable to assume that the 

shape of the interface will acquire the shape of spherical cap with radius 𝑅′ and center 

(𝑥′𝑜, 𝑦′𝑜) = (𝐻2
′ − 𝑅′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 휃 ′, −𝑅′ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 휃 ′). Thus, we assume that the interface in this region 

can be described by the following equation: 

 𝑦′ = √𝑅′2 − (𝑥′ − 𝐻2
′ + 𝑅′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 휃′)2 − 𝑅′ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 휃′ (4.27) 

Far from the contact line (0 ≤ 𝑥′ ≤ 𝑋𝑚
′ ) the interface can be considered nearly flat and 

therefore it can be described by  
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 𝑦′ = −
𝐿′

𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′ 𝑥′ + 𝐿′ (4.28) 

It can be seen in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 that 𝐿′ is approximately constant for a 

wide range of Re and thus for our analysis, we will assume that 𝐿′ ≈ 𝑊 ∗/2. 𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′ , on 

the other hand, denotes the theoretical limit that the liquid would reach in the absence 

of contact line effects, e.g. in the case of a prewetted solid surface (휃′ = 0), due to the 

effect of inertia that would be counter-balanced by the effect of gravity. It is possible to 

provide an estimate for 𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′  by considering that the hydrostatic pressure at 𝑥′ = 0 

should be balanced by the dynamic pressure in that region which leads to the following 

pressure balance 

 𝜌𝑈 ∗2

2
≈

𝜌𝑔𝑥′𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′

2
=

𝜌𝑔𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′

2
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑎 (4.29) 

For the estimation of the dynamic pressure, we assume that the average velocity in the 

narrowest part of the film, i.e. the velocity at which the film impacts the downstream 

wall, is approximately equal to the Nusselt velocity. This assumption is justified by the 

fact that the cross-section of the neck can be considered approximately equal to the 

Nusselt film height (see Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7). From eq. (4.29) we derive the 

following expression for 2,maxH   

 𝐻2
′ = −

𝑅𝑒

𝑆𝑡 cos 𝛼
𝐻∗ (4.30) 

Due to the fact, though, that the solid is partially wetted, the contact line actually 

equilibrates at 𝐻 ′2 < 𝐻 ′2,𝑚𝑎𝑥. 𝐻 ′2 can be evaluated by realizing that the capillary 

pressure due to the curved liquid-air interface near the contact line should compensate 

for the reduced hydrostatic pressure due to the missing liquid beyond the contact line 

leading to the following pressure balance 

 𝜎

𝑅
≈

𝜌𝑔 (𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′ − 𝐻2

′)

2
cos 𝛼 (4.31) 

and thus  

 
𝐻2

′ ≈ 𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′ +

2

𝑅′

𝐻∗2

𝐵𝑜 cos 𝛼
 (4.32) 
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The slopes and height of the interface should match at the boundary of the two regimes, 

i.e. at 𝑥′ = 𝑋𝑚
′ , and from this matching, we can evaluate the radius of curvature, 𝑅′, as 

follows 

 
𝑅′ =

𝐿′ (𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′ − 𝐻2

′)

√𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′ 2 + 𝐿′2 − 𝐿′ sin 휃′ − 𝐻2.𝑚𝑎𝑥

′ cos 휃′
 (4.33) 

By combing eq. (4.32) and (4.33) we derive the following analytical expressions for 𝑅′ 

 
𝑅′ =

[

 
 −2𝐿′

𝐵𝑜 cos 𝛼 √𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′ 2 + 𝐿′2 − 𝐿′ sin 휃′ − 𝐻2.𝑚𝑎𝑥

′ cos 휃′
]

 
 

𝐻∗ (4.34) 

which can be introduced in eq. (4.32) to compute 𝐻2
′ . Subsequently 𝐻2

∗ can be evaluated 

by noting that the entrance of the film that wets the downstream wall is located 

approximately at the same position where the contact line in the upstream wall resides 

(see Figure 4.6) and thus 𝐻2
∗ ≈ 𝐻1

∗ + 𝐻2
′ .  

 

Figure 4.14 Wetting length of the downstream wall, 𝐻2, as a function of the Reynolds number 

for different values of the contact angle 휃 for a liquid with 𝐾𝑎 = 10 and at inclination angle 𝑎 =

100𝑜. The solid and dashed lines present our numerical calculations and the results from scaling 

analysis, respectively. 
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We plot the latter semi-analytical expression in Figure 4.14 and compare it against our 

numerical computations for three different values of the contact angle. As it is shown, 

our scaling analysis can capture very well the overall dependence of the wetting length of 

the downstream wall for a wide range of parameter values. The agreement is indeed 

remarkable for the highest value of the contact angle and somewhat deteriorates with 

increasing hydrophilicity of the solid surface. The latter could be attributed to some 

extent to the fact that the neck cross-section of the film that impacts the downstream 

wall becomes thicker with decreasing 휃 (see Figure 4.7) which would result in 

deceleration of the flow, i.e. lower velocity than the Nusselt velocity. This effect has not 

been accounted for in eq. (4.29) and may lead to an overestimation of 𝐻2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
′  for lower 

values of 휃. 

4.4.2 Hydrophobic surfaces 

General pattern 

 

Figure 4.15 Dependence of the wetting lengths 𝐻1 (black line, points marked •) and 𝐻2 (green 

line, points marked ◦) on 𝑅𝑒 at contact angles 휃 = 120°, for a liquid with 𝐾𝑎 = 100, at inclination 

angle 𝑎 = 60° and slit width 𝑊  =5. The continuous and discontinuous green lines have been 

obtained by parameter continuation allowing 𝐻1 to be finite when possible or zero, respectively. 

The same curve types are used in similar figures that follow. The arrows indicate the “hysteresis 

jumps” in 𝐻1, when 𝑅𝑒 exceeds the respective values at the two limit points forming the hysteresis 

loop. Film shapes for 𝑅𝑒 less than that in the vertical dotted line have an inner interface which 
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deep inside the trench intersects the upstream wall. Solutions to the left of the one indicated with 

the empty square form contact angles with the upstream wall, which do not satisfy inequality 

(4.35). 

 

In Figure 4.15 we present the wetting lengths for a liquid having 𝐾𝑎 =100 on a 

hydrophobic surface, which can occur only for inclination angles less than 90o, otherwise, 

no slit wetting is possible, as explained already. Here the direction of gravity and 

capillarity is inverted, the y-component of gravity pushes the liquid inwards, but 

capillarity and hydrophobicity oppose it, see eq. (4.20). The flow kinematics are similar 

to the hydrophilic case, except for the significant difference that with a contact angle 

above 90o, the formation of Moffatt eddies is disallowed [117]. Indeed, in the liquid inside 

the slit only a single vortex appears, if it does, which is not of the Moffatt type. As the 

flow rate and 𝑅𝑒 tend to zero, this vortex increases in size, but decreases in strength, 

leaving capillarity as the only remaining force to maintain the liquid from leaking. Hence, 

the velocity pointing outward from the slit in the upper contact point diminishes the 

tendency of the wetting length to increase; compare shapes (i)-(iii) in Figure 4.15. This 

mechanism is similar to the one producing the teapot effect as 𝑅𝑒 decreases [120]. In 

contrast to Figure 4.6, here no local minimum arises in either 𝐻1 or 𝐻2 curve, but both 

decrease monotonically until the first limit point. The reason for this major difference is 

that here the increase in 𝑅𝑒 and the flow rate, although it increases the approach velocity 

to the downstream slit wall, it cannot spread the liquid there because of its hydrophobic 

character. Instead, the increased velocity in the vicinity of the contact point A tends to 

pull the liquid out of the slit. This increased resistance to liquid penetration necessitates 

the increase in the capillary rise in (point E in Figure 4.1) of the outer interface (compare 

shapes i-iv before the slit entrance) in order to counter-balance it. Because a fluid particle 

ejected from the plane in the outer region lands further away from the upstream corner 

as 𝑅𝑒 increases, the inner free surface is at an angle with respect to the outer one and 

the vortex assumes a nearly triangular shape, see Figure 4.15 (iii-iv).  

The previous pattern cannot continue because of the decreasing 𝐻1 forces the vortex to 

detach from the upstream wall. This brings about a limit point at 𝑅𝑒 slightly above 15.2, 

see shape iv in Figure 4.15. Interestingly, at this point 𝐵𝑜∗=0.6, indicating that although 

the gravitational force has been increasing along with 𝑅𝑒, it has not yet balanced 

capillarity. As 𝑅𝑒  starts to decrease after the limit point, recirculation is pushed away 

from the upstream wall. Its approach to the downstream wall forces contact point B to 

advance along the downstream wall. These two effects result in a decrease in 𝐻1 and a 

small increase in 𝐻2, a trend which continues until 𝑅𝑒 ~12.6, typical is the shape (v) in 
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Figure 4.15. Shortly after this value of Reynolds the upstream wall is completely 

dewetted and contact point “A” gets pinned at the upstream corner. Now it is not 

necessary for the contact angle with the upstream wall to equal 120o, but it is free to 

adjust to the flow kinematics and dynamics. This signals a second turning point, with 𝑅𝑒 

increasing again. In this new branch, shape (vi) in Figure 4.15 indicates that in fact the 

film seems to be ejected straight from the plane wall, as its inner interface follows a 

straight path and the capillary rise in its outer interface decreases. The latter effect 

decreases the capillary pressure from the outer interface, which becomes insufficient to 

push the fluid to the downstream wall. Dewetting of the downstream wall starts, while 

the recirculation close to contact line B vanishes; see shape (vi) in Figure 4.15. Further 

increase of 𝑅𝑒 leads to complete dewetting of the slit; see shape (vii) in Figure 4.15. 

Finally, at 𝑅𝑒 ~20 an ideal Cassie-Baxter state appears. This family of solutions is 

depicted with continuous lines in Figure 4.15. 

Considering the stability of the film shapes just presented, one could argue that, when 

𝑅𝑒 is small enough, the inner interface has a constant curvature. Then the capillary force 

that holds the liquid column is constant, but gravity varies with the penetration depth. 

If the interface moves slightly down, gravity prevails, more liquid moves towards the slit 

and the flowing film raptures. In the opposite direction, if the interface moves slightly up, 

capillarity wins, and the liquid is ejected out of the slit. Therefore, these equilibrium 

shapes are unstable. However, the transition from shapes of a rather constant curvature 

in the inner interface to shapes with highly variable curvature as 𝑅𝑒 increases is smooth; 

see Figure 4.15. This transition seems to occur between shapes (ii) and (iii) and makes 

it unclear when the constant curvature assumption is a safe one. To remedy this problem 

we decided to retain all the previously computed shapes without indicating their stability 

along each family and we proceeded to add to this family a second family in which the 

contact point in the upstream wall is pinned at the respective corner of the substrate and 

the corresponding contact angle may adjust freely to almost any value, while the position 

of the contact point “B” is still determined by fixing the contact angle there. It seems 

that this new family extends from very low 𝑅𝑒 values to the second limit point of the 

first family. It is depicted by the dashed line in Figure 4.15 and a typical film 

arrangement is inset (vii). Here the inner surface closer to the upstream corner is nearly 

flat but bends sharply as it approaches the downstream wall to adjust its contact angle 

there. For values of 𝑅𝑒 larger than this limit point the two families merge, because both 

are populated with film shapes in which 𝐻1 = 0 and 𝐻2 is adjusted so that the contact 

line condition is satisfied.  
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In the new solution family, we observe that below a specific value of Re which is ~ 5, the 

calculated width of the inner interface deep inside the trench becomes larger than the 

width of the trench. Then, the inner interface intersects the upstream wall for a second 

time. This corresponds to the case depicted in Fig. 2(f) in [120]. We considered such 

shapes to be beyond the scope of the present analysis and terminated the respective family 

at that 𝑅𝑒 value, as indicated by the vertical dotted line. Moreover, we have calculated 

the angle that the inner interface forms with the upstream wall at the corner. We found 

that the angle varies from 260o at Re=3 to 210o in a region close to the second turning 

point to 185o at Re = 20. Kistler & Scriven refer to the Gibbs inequality that describes 

with simple geometric conditions whether a pinned point will be detached or not. They 

noted that, if 𝛾 is the angle of the substrate (in our case 𝛾 = 90o), the contact point 

remains pinned at the corner, if the calculated angle p  follows the inequality: 

 휃𝑝 < 휃 + 𝛾 (4.35) 

where 휃 is the wettability of the substrate. In the new family of shapes, expression (4.35) 

holds for 𝑅𝑒 >12, which is a region a little to the left from the second turning point. The 

discriminating point is indicated by an “open square”. Then, solutions with a fixed 

contact point at the upstream corner with 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 12 do not obey it, indicating that wetting 

of the upstream wall is preferable. This occurs, even for 𝑅𝑒 values larger than those for 

which the inner interface intersects twice the upstream wall. We could not find another 

family of static solutions with partial wetting for low values of Reynolds, except of course, 

for the ideal Cassie-Baxter state with both contact points pinned at the corners of the 

slit, as long as inequality (4.35) is satisfied. The stability of all three families, when they 

arise, must be determined by a linear stability analysis or transient simulations. Then, it 

will become clear which family exists for each 𝑅𝑒.  

 

Effect of 𝑲𝒂 

 

In Figure 4.16, we present the two wetting lengths, in terms of the Reynolds number 

for different liquids. The previously examined case is included in Figure 4.16 (a). In 

Figure 4.16(a), the new base solution cannot be identified here because in it 𝐻1 = 0. 

On the contrary in Figure 4.16 (b), we present both the original (with continuous 

curves) and the new (with dashed curves) family. In Figure 4.16 along a vertical line 

with, say 𝑅𝑒 =10, increasing 𝐾𝑎 requires decrease in the flow rate, which, in turn, 
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decreases liquid recirculation inside the slit and, because of it, it increases the wetting 

length. In effect the change in the flow kinematics with increasing 𝐾𝑎 is not different 

from what takes place as 𝑅𝑒 decreases along a curve with constant 𝐾𝑎. The shapes of all 

curves in Figure 4.16(a) follow the same pattern: a monotonic, sharp decrease of 𝐻1 as 

𝑅𝑒 increases until the first limit point, followed by a second limit point leading to the 

final branch with 𝐻1=0 for all larger 𝑅𝑒, i.e. inertial hysteresis takes place prior to 

complete dewetting of both slip wall in all liquids shown in this figure. 

 
Figure 4.16 (a) 𝐻1, (b) 𝐻2vs. 𝑅𝑒 for different liquids with 𝐾𝑎 = 40, 80, 100, 200, while 휃 = 120° 

and at inclination angle 𝑎 = 60°. Solutions to the left of the one indicated with the empty square 

form contact angles with the upstream wall, which do not satisfy inequality (4.35). 

 

For lower 𝐾𝑎 the hysteresis occurs at smaller Re and its successive limit points are closer 

together in terms of their Re. For example, they are at 𝑅𝑒 = 4.48 and 4.15 for the liquid 

with 𝐾𝑎 =40; and at 𝑅𝑒 = 30.80 and 24.10 for 𝐾𝑎 = 200. For the latter value of 𝐾𝑎, 

the film is quite distorted, especially in its outer surface, where the deeper minimum is 

preceded by standing capillary waves, see inset (i-ii) in Figure 4.16(a). Although the 

value of 𝑅𝑒 at the turning point is affected drastically by changing 𝐾𝑎, we will see below 

that this is not the case when the dependence of these families on the Bond number or 

the Weber number is examined. Finally, the new solution family is presented in Figure 

4.16 (b) (dashed lines). For Ka=200, for instance, this family follows the same pattern 

discussed in Figure 4.15. In the insets (iii-iv), we observe the transition of the solution 

curve from partial wetting of the downstream wall to almost non-wetting. The contact 

angle in these insets at the pinned contact point has been calculated as 230o and 187o, 

respectively. The “open squares” indicate the 𝑅𝑒 values below which the calculated angle 

at the pinned contact point is below 210o (=90o+120o). Therefore, inset (iii) is an 

acceptable solution because the inner interface lies inside the sidewalls of the slit, but not 

acceptable because the contact angle does not satisfy inequality (4.35). In other words 

for this 𝑅𝑒, the contact point on the upstream wall should be de-pinned and wetting of 
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the upstream wall should be allowed. This would lead to a steady solution in the other 

family indicated by the continuous line and the shape is given as inset (i) in Figure 4.16 

(a). On the contrary, inset (iv) is an acceptable solution. 

At 𝐾𝑎 = 310, a new solution family in the form of an isola is observed close to the base 

solution. Its size rapidly increases with 𝐾𝑎. In Figure 4.17(a) for 𝐾𝑎 =350, we present 

the base solution family and the isola being very close to each other. They merge at Ka

=362, through a transcritical bifurcation (Seydel, 2010), and the new type of solution 

family is abruptly extended to higher 𝑅𝑒, where it exhibits an increase in the velocity, 

up to the new limit point. In shapes (i)-(iii) of Figure 4.17(a) we present film shapes 

and streamlines for 𝐾𝑎 =450. They carry the properties of either the base solution family 

or the isola. 

 
Figure 4.17 (a) 𝐻1, (b) 𝐻2 versus 𝑅𝑒 for different liquids with 𝐾𝑎 = 200, 300, 350, 450, while 

휃 = 120° and inclination angle 𝑎 = 60°. Solutions to the left of the one indicated with the empty 

square form contact angles with the upstream wall, which do not satisfy inequality (4.35). 

The wetting length is large enough and the recirculation strong enough that in shape (i) 

of Figure 4.17(a) we can observe even a second vortex near the downstream contact 

point. Along this family, as 𝑅𝑒 increases, the recirculation inside the slit shrinks, as usual. 

An abrupt change in slope is seen at 𝑅𝑒 ~52 (shape ii), reminding us the merging of the 

two solution families. Its outer interface has characteristics similar to those of shape (ii) 

in Figure 4.17(a). For higher values of 𝑅𝑒, the film and flow patterns resemble the 

corresponding ones of the shapes in the former isola. The solution patterns follow the 

ballistic-type effect, as we have already discussed. The magnitude of 𝑅𝑒 determines the 

distance the fluid particle can travel before it lands somewhere between the slit walls. At 

low 𝑅𝑒 the fluid particle lands closer to the step-in edge of the slit, while as 𝑅𝑒 increases, 

the ballistic effect shifts the fluid particle closer to the middle of the slit, while the 

existence of high pressure at the downstream wall pushes the fluid particles outside the 

slit, compare shapes (ii)-(iii) in Figure 4.17(a). Furthermore, we observe that the 
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wetting of the downstream wall in the new steady state branch increases as Kapitza 

increases in Figure 4.17(b). The curves tend to be more vertical with increasing Ka, 

while the “squares” pinpoint the position in which the contact angle is equal to 210o. 

With further increasing the Reynolds number, the two families merge after the second 

turning approaching the ideal Cassie state (see shapes (vi)-(vii)-(viii)). 

 

Figure 4.18 (a) 𝐻1 vs. 𝐵𝑜𝑚 for lower values of 𝐾𝑎 and (b) 𝐻1 vs. 𝑊𝑒 for higher values of 𝐾𝑎, 

with 휃 = 120°and at inclination angle 𝑎 = 60°. 

As we already mentioned for smaller 𝐾𝑎 the hydrophilic wetting family (Figure 4.13) 

can be split into three regions depending on the dominant force balance in each region. 

For 𝐵𝑜𝑚 ≤ 1.25 the capillary-gravity region exists, while for 𝑊𝑒 >2.8 the inertia-gravity 

region exists initiated by the hysteresis loop and between them, the transition region 

exists. In hydrophobic surfaces, however, this pattern is not followed. No minimum in the 

wetting lengths appears before the first turning point, which occurs at 𝐵𝑜𝑚~0.6 and the 

capillary rise at point E (in Figure 4.1) is prominent at intermediate values of 𝑅𝑒. 

Comparing the wetting lengths in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.15 and in spite of the 

somewhat different 𝐾𝑎, we can generally state that in hydrophobic surfaces, they are 

larger for 𝑅𝑒 <6, but quite smaller for 𝑅𝑒 >6. Moreover, examining the wetting length 

dependence on 𝑅𝑒 in Figure 4.16, we find that it does not provide a characteristic value 

as to where the hysteresis loop arises. On the contrary, if we examine their dependence 

on 𝐵𝑜𝑚 or 𝑊𝑒 things change dramatically, as can be seen in Figure 4.18. In Figure 

4.18(a) we observe that the first limit point occurs in the range 0.625<𝐵𝑜𝑚 <0.675, when 

𝐾𝑎 ≤ 200. Indicatively we also give the corresponding family for 𝐾𝑎 =300 to demonstrate 

that for higher 𝐾𝑎 the critical 𝐵𝑜𝑚~0.585 and the previous pattern is not followed. 

Instead, Figure 4.18(b) shows that the first limit point arises for 1<𝑊𝑒 <1.05, when 

𝐾𝑎 ≥ 300, but for much smaller and widely varying 𝑊𝑒 when 𝐾𝑎 <300. When the isola 

appears and even merges with the original family for 𝐾𝑎 =362 the limit point abruptly 

moves to much larger values of 𝑊𝑒. From these observations we can conclude that in 
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liquids with 𝐾𝑎 <300, the Bond number determines the flow arrangement via a balance 

between gravity and capillarity, while inertia and viscous forces are subdominant. On the 

contrary, in liquids with 𝐾𝑎 >300, the Weber number determines the flow arrangement 

via a balance between inertia and capillarity, while gravitational and viscous forces are 

secondary.  

The abrupt jump of 𝑊𝑒 at 𝐾𝑎 >362 can be explained by examining the variation of the 

dimensionless numbers with the flow rate, 𝑄. Increases in 𝐾𝑎 correspond primarily to 

decreases in liquid viscosity, which become more important when 𝑄 increases. The latter 

causes an increase in the relevant dimensionless numbers as 𝑅𝑒~ 𝑄, 𝐵𝑜𝑚~𝑄2/3 and 

𝑊𝑒~𝑄5/3. In other words, 𝑊𝑒 increases much faster than the other two numbers. There 

is a critical value of 𝐾𝑎𝑐=362, in which 𝑊𝑒 > 1 at the limit point before 𝐵𝑜𝑚 acquires 

its critical value of 0.125. This value of 𝑊𝑒 is large enough so that the inertia starts to 

thrive on the fluid flow [20,127]. This is translated in a transcritical bifurcation and 

henceforth inertia starts dominating all the other forces before gravity balances capillarity 

and the fluid flow abruptly jumps from a capillary-gravity regime to an inertia-gravity 

regime.  

Effect of slit width and substrate inclination 

 

Figure 4.19 The wetting length in the upstream wall vs. the Reynolds number for different values 

of contact angle 휃 for liquid with 𝐾𝑎 = 100, at inclination angle 𝑎 = 60° and for different slit 

widths 𝑊  =4, 5 and 8. 
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In Figure 4.19, we present the dependence of 1H  on the Reynolds number for various 

contact angles. If we recall the expression (4.20) as the hydrophobic contact angle 

increases, the penetration length inside the slit increases as well, in the limit of hydrostatic 

conditions. Indeed in Figure 4.19 and for 𝑊  =5 when 𝑅𝑒 tends to zero, the penetration 

is deeper for the larger contact angles. However, as Reynolds increases this trend is not 

maintained. For contact angles 휃=110o-130o the critical Re for which the limit point 

appears increases, while when 휃 increases further the critical Re decreases. This is a 

geometric effect caused by the interplay between the inner free surface and the width of 

the groove, as explained next.  

 

To this end, we consider 2 limiting cases, one with narrower (𝑊  =4) and the other with 

wider (𝑊  =8) slits. For a smaller width, the fluid arrangement is governed by the balance 

between capillarity and gravity, according to eq. (4.20) and the wetting lengths increase 

as the hydrophobicity increases. In Figure 4.19 we observe this case for 𝑊  =4, as the 

higher the contact angle is, the greater the wetting length and the critical Re at the limit 

increases monotonically. In the other limit with a larger slit width, the capillary force 

cannot maintain a constant curvature over the entire inner surface and, although the 

contact angle increases, a smaller wetting length can be supported by capillarity because 

additionally the volume of the liquid in the slit has increased. This is observed in Figure 

4.19 for W=8. Finally, intermediate widths carry the properties of these two limits, which 

means that non-monotonicity will be observed in the critical value of Reynolds number 

for different contact angles, an example of that is at Figure 4.19 for 𝑊  =5. Comparing 

the results for the different widths we conclude that in wider slits finite wetting lengths 

exist for smaller 𝑅𝑒 and within a narrower range of values for different contact angles. In 

other words, the flow rate must decrease for the film to penetrate a wider slit. On the 

contrary, as the slit width decreases the wetting length increases and for very narrow slits 

(𝑊  <1) the liquid always wets the groove. This is an extension of eq. (4.20). More 

generally, as the width of the slit increases, the solution families become steeper.  
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Figure 4.20 The wetting lengths (a) 𝐻1 and (b) 𝐻2 vs. 𝑅𝑒 for different values of inclination angle 𝛼 for 
a liquid with 𝐾𝑎 = 100 at contact angles 휃 = 120°. 

 

Figure 4.20 presents the dependence of the wetting lengths on the Reynolds number for 

different inclination angles. The lower the inclination angle is, the smaller the range of 

Reynolds numbers over which a non-zero value of either 𝐻1 or 𝐻2 exists. This can be 

explained by resorting to eq. (4.20) or as follows: Given that 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 are long enough, 

the fluid flow is effectively the same as the Nusselt flat film flow in the entrance and exit 

boundaries. Therefore, the Stokes number varies with inclination angle as 𝑆𝑡 = 3/ 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝛼), 

which means that, as the inclination angle decreases from 𝛼 =90o towards 𝛼 =0o, the 

thickness of the film and the characteristic length in our simulations increases. This 

implies that for the same liquid, as in Figure 4.20, the same dimensionless wetting 

lengths will be attained at larger 𝑅𝑒 or inversely the thicker the film the earlier the limit 

point occurs in terms of 𝑅𝑒, see the insets (i-iv) in the Figure 4.20(b). Moreover, for 

𝛼 ≤ 40𝑜 hysteresis does not arise, while it becomes more prominent for 𝛼 = 80𝑜.  

 

4.5 Conclusions 

We investigated the liquid film flow over an inclined plane featuring periodic slits normal 

to the main flow direction and the conditions leading to their partial wetting. The film 

inside the slit forms a second liquid/air interface between two contact lines. The air in 

contact with both interfaces is at the ambient air pressure. The locations of the three-

phase contact lines are adjusted along the upstream or downstream slit walls so that the 

contact angle remains fixed. The parameters affecting the wetting lengths on either of the 

slit walls are flow rate, capillarity, gravitational, viscous and inertia forces, surface 

wettability, slit width, and the inclination angle of the substrate. The spectrum of the 

inclination angles is naturally split into two large groups. When this angle is less than 
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vertical, only hydrophobic surfaces produce finite wetting lengths, while when it is greater 

than vertical, only slits with hydrophilic surfaces can be wetted by the liquid. When the 

substrate is vertical, the wetting lengths can assume any value, even infinity, because no 

gravitational force component exists to balance capillarity. Parametric continuation in 

terms of the Reynolds number predicts a non-trivial behavior of the wetting lengths, 𝐻1 

and 𝐻2. In both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces, they increase sharply as the flow 

rate tends to zero, which is in qualitative agreement with theory and experiments on the 

teapot effect [120]. Depending on the size of 𝐻1 and 𝐻2, the liquid inside the slit may 

form a counter-rotating vortex that occupies the slit in whole or in part.  

Simulations with hydrophilic substrates reveal that the variation of the wetting lengths 

with 𝑅𝑒 can be split into three regions depending on which forces dominate. For rather 

small flow rates the dominant balance is between capillarity and gravity and is 

characterized by small values of 𝐵𝑜𝑚<2.5, when 휃 = 60𝜊. The upper boundary of this 

region is signaled by a minimum in both wetting lengths. For rather large flow rates, the 

dominant balance is between inertia and gravity and is characterized by larger values of 

𝑊𝑒 >2.8. The lower boundary of this region is signaled by a sequence of two limit points 

forming a hydrodynamic hysteresis (unrelated to the contact angle hysteresis) and 

connecting three branches of the same solution family. Pseudo-arc-length continuation 

was used to capture all steady states in the solution family. It is argued that the 

intermediate branch between the two turning points is occupied by unstable steady states 

and the other two branches by stable ones, but stability analysis is still needed to verify 

this. The hysteresis loop introduces a jump in film arrangements where 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 switch 

abruptly from high to low values or inversely. Under conditions that lead to a sharp 

increase in 𝐻2, a sequence of Moffat vortices appears next to the downstream slit wall. A 

new solution family appears for 𝐾𝑎~16. As 𝐾𝑎 increases, its two branches merge with 

the intermediate and lower branch of the original family through a transcritical 

bifurcation, a new isola is formed, which eventually disappears. New solution families 

appear as 𝛼 or 𝑊  increase. They undergo similar rearrangements.  

Hydrophobic surfaces do not follow the same dependence on 𝑅𝑒 as hydrophilic ones. 

Moffatt eddies cannot arise in hydrophobic surfaces. Most importantly, neither 𝐻1 nor 

𝐻2 exhibit a local minimum at small 𝑅𝑒, but they decrease monotonically until a similar 

hysteresis loop. Now solutions can be grouped together for 𝐾𝑎 < 300 because their first 

limit point arises in a very narrow range of Bond numbers, 0.625<𝐵𝑜𝑚<0.675 and for 

Ka >300, because it arises in a very narrow range of Weber numbers 1.05<𝑊𝑒 <1.1 (these 

specific values, hold for the specific inclination and contact angles given in the text). At 

𝐾𝑎 =310 a new solution family appears in the form of isola, which at higher 𝐾𝑎 merges 
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with the original one through a transcritical bifurcation and extends the steady solutions 

to considerably higher values of 𝑅𝑒. Thus a critical value of Ka  has been identified 

signaling an abrupt transition from the capillary-gravity region to the inertia-gravity 

region via a transcritical bifurcation that takes place for 𝑊𝑒𝑐~1. It is noteworthy that in 

hydrophobic surfaces, a second family arises for 𝑅𝑒 below the second limit point, with 

the contact point in the upstream wall pinned at the corresponding corner. These families 

are limited to not very small 𝑅𝑒 because the Gibbs inequality signals that de-pinning of 

the contact point should take place. Of course, a family of shapes with both contact 

points pinned at the respective corner are also possible. Finally a narrower slit leads to 

longer wetting lengths, while a wider one to shorter ones and eventually may lead to film 

breakup above the slit and to a transient flow with continuous dripping of the liquid, as 

predicted by Lampropoulos et al. [62]. It is very interesting that, contrary to the often-

used assumption, under a variety of often encountered conditions wetting of a 

hydrophobic slit is predicted, when the inclination angle is less than 90o. Certainly a 

stability analysis is needed to definitively determine which shapes can be observed. 
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5. Steady viscoelastic film over an inclined 

plane featuring periodic slits * 

5.1 Abstract 

We consider the steady flow of a viscoelastic film over an inclined plane featuring a 

periodic arrangement of slits, which are oriented normal to the main direction of flow. 

The film creates a second gas-liquid interface connecting the two hydrophilic sidewalls of 

a slit. This interface forms two three-phase contact lines and supports a widely varying 

amount of liquid under different physical and geometrical conditions. We develop a 

computational model and carry out detailed numerical simulations, based on the finite 

element method to investigate this flow. To this end, we solve the two-dimensional 

momentum and mass conservation equations, while employing the Phan-Thien-Tanner 

(PTT) constitutive model to account for the rheology of the viscoelastic material. An 

elliptic grid generation scheme is used to follow the large deformation of the film shape. 

We perform a thorough parametric analysis to investigate the combined effects of elastic, 

inertia, capillary and viscous forces on the characteristics of the steady flow. The results 

of our simulations indicate that increasing fluid elasticity decreases the two wetting 

lengths along each sidewall of a slit. On the contrary, the wetting of the slit is enhanced 

by the shear-thinning of the fluid. Multiple steady solutions connected by turning points 

forming a hysteresis loop and transcritical bifurcations as well as isolated solution 

branches are revealed by pseudo-arc-length continuation. In particular, it is predicted 

that under certain conditions, the transition from the capillary to the inertia regime is 

not smooth; instead a hysteresis loop arises. This is the signature of an abrupt decrease 

of the film penetration with increasing flow rate since higher deformations cannot be 

sustained. Additionally, we have performed calculations for a wide range of the 

geometrical characteristics of the substrate. We find that the elastic effects of the fluid 

become more pronounced when the slits are closer together in their periodic arrangement 

and of width decreasing to become almost comparable to the capillary length of the liquid. 

These can lead to almost no wetting of the slit, i.e. the Cassie-Baxter state, even in a 

hydrophilic surface. 

 

 

* Material from this chapter has been submitted for publication on Journal of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics 

under the title: “Steady flow of a viscoelastic film over an inclined plane featuring periodic slits”. 
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5.2 Problem formulation 

We consider the steady, two-dimensional, free-surface flow of the previous Chapter (see 

p. 67). In this case, the fluid is a polymeric solution or suspension of particles which in 

general has non-Newtonian properties. In what follows, a superscript “*” will indicate a 

dimensional quantity. The viscoelastic fluid has relaxation time 𝜆∗ and total dynamic 

viscosity under zero shear 𝜇∗ = 𝜇𝑠
∗ + 𝜇𝑝

∗ , where 𝜇𝑠
∗ and 𝜇𝑝

∗  are the viscosities of the solvent 

and the polymer, respectively. In these applications the total, the zero shear viscosity 

varies between 𝜇 = 10−2 − 10 𝑃𝑎 ⋅ 𝑠𝑒𝑐, the relaxation time between 𝜆∗ = 10−3 − 1 𝑠𝑒𝑐, 

while density is considered constant 𝜌∗ ≈ 103 𝐾𝑔/𝑚3, see [30–32,114,115,128]. A cross-

section of the substrate and the film is depicted in Figure 4.1, where the geometric 

characteristics of the substrate and the film are defined. The primary flow input is the 

volumetric flow rate per unit length normal to the cross-section, 𝑞∗. In this case, we follow 

the non-dimensionalization of Chapter 2, in which the geometric lengths are scaled with 

the capillary length: 

 
𝑙𝑐
∗ = √

𝜌∗𝑔∗

𝜎∗
 (5.1) 

Both pressure and stress components are scaled with a viscous scale, 𝜇∗𝑈𝑁
∗ /𝐻𝑁

∗ . Thus, 

the dimensionless numbers that arise in the problem and the corresponding representative 

values are given in Table 2.1. Note that due to the specific choice of the characteristic 

length, velocity and inclination angle, the value of the Stokes number is constant. 

5.2.1 Governing equations 

The two-dimensional steady-state flow is governed by the laws of momentum and mass 

conservation, see equations (2.3) and (2.4). Here the extra stress tensor, 𝝉 , is split into a 

purely Newtonian part 2𝛽�̇�, and a polymeric contribution 𝝉𝑝. 

 𝝉 = 2𝛽�̇� + 𝝉𝑝 (5.2) 

where �̇� = 1
2
(𝛁𝒖 + 𝛁𝒖𝑻 ) is the rate of strain. To account for material viscoelasticity, we 

use the affine exponential form of the Phan-Thien and Tanner model [33]: 

 𝑌 (𝝉𝑝)𝝉𝑝 + 𝑊𝑖 𝝉𝑝

∇
− 2(1 − 𝛽)�̇� = 𝟎, 𝑌(𝝉𝑝) = exp (

휀

1 − 𝛽
𝑊𝑖 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 (𝝉𝑝)) (5.3) 
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where 𝝉𝑝

∇
= 𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝝉𝑝 − 𝝉𝑝 ⋅ ∇𝒖 − (𝝉𝑝 ⋅ ∇𝒖)𝑇  is the upper convective derivative of 𝝉𝑝. The 

viscoelastic fluid properties depend on the dimensionless parameters 𝑊𝑖, 𝛽, 휀. Finite 

values of the “strain-thinning” parameter 휀 set an upper limit to the elongational 

viscosity, which increases as the parameter decreases, while it introduces elongational and 

shear thinning to the fluid model. The predictions for the elongational and shear viscosity 

of this model for various values of 𝜀 appear in Fig. 9 of [93]. We should note that the 

Weissenberg number depends on flow properties such as the volume rate and the film 

thickness of the flow, see Table 2.1. Consequently, this dimensionless quantity cannot 

be constant under different values of 𝑅𝑒. Following the ideas introduced in 3 (see page 

61), instead of 𝑊𝑖 it is preferable to use the elasticity number by scaling the relaxation 

time of the polymeric solution with the viscous timescale, 𝑡𝑣
∗ = ( 𝜇∗

𝜌∗𝑔∗)
1/3

.  

 𝐸𝑙 =
𝜆∗

𝑡𝑣
∗

≡
𝜆∗𝜌∗1/3𝑔∗2/3

𝜇1/3
 (5.4) 

The definition of this number is advantageous also for an experimentalist because it 

depends only on the physical properties of the liquid such as the relaxation time, zero-

shear viscosity and liquid density. The expression below gives the relation between this 

and the Weissenberg number: 

 𝑊𝑖 = 𝐸𝑙 𝑅𝑒1/3𝑆𝑡−2/3 (5.5) 

Clearly, by changing 𝐸𝑙, we can describe the effect of the relaxation time of a viscoelastic 

fluid independently of the flow rate.  

5.3 Numerical implementation 

In order to solve accurately and efficiently the above set of equations, we employ the 

DEVSS-G [129] method that has been successfully used in the past for the solution of 

viscoelastic flows [94,130]. In this method, the extra term 2�̇� − (𝑮 + 𝑮𝑇 ) is introduced 

into the momentum equation, where 𝑮 is the continuous approximation of the velocity 

gradient tensor 𝛁𝒖. Thus, the momentum and constitutive equations become 

 𝑅𝑒(𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝒖) − 𝑆𝑡 𝒈 + ∇P − ∇ ⋅ 𝛕𝐷𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆 = 𝟎,  (5.6) 

 𝑌 (𝝉𝑝)𝝉𝑝 + 𝑊𝑖[𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝝉𝑝 − 𝝉𝑝 ⋅ 𝑮 − (𝝉𝑝 ⋅ 𝑮)𝑇 ] − (1 − 𝛽)(𝑮 + 𝑮𝑇 ) = 𝟎 (5.7) 
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where 𝝉𝐷𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆 = 𝝉𝑝 − 2(1 − 𝛽)�̇� + (𝑮 + 𝑮𝑇 ). To solve the above set of equations 

numerically, we employ the mixed finite element/Galerkin method and approximate the 

velocity and the position vector with 6-node Lagrangian basis functions while the 

pressure, the elastic stresses, as well as the velocity gradients, are approximated with 3-

node Lagrangian basis functions. Due to the hyperbolic character of the constitutive 

equation and to preserve the numerical stability of the scheme, we also employ the SUPG 

method [95] introducing the corresponding basis functions, see Pavlidis et al. [31].  

 

Figure 5.1  Close-up views of a coarse mesh in the vicinity of the slit, demonstrating the quality 

of the structured mesh that is produced. The total number of triangular elements is 2400 (see 

mesh M1 in Table 5.1) while the material parameters are: 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 𝐸𝑙 = 1.5, 휀 = 0.05, 𝛽 = 0.1 

and 휃 = 60𝑜. The Reynolds number and the inclination angle are 𝑅𝑒 = 10 and 𝛼 = 100𝑜. 

To account for the deformations of the flow domain, we employ a robust elliptic grid 

generation scheme. The mesh is generated by solving a system of two quasi-elliptic partial 

differential equations (see eqs. (4.11) and (4.12)) which map the physical domain (𝑥, 𝑦) 

to the computational domain (𝜉, 휂), and it is dynamically adapted to the deforming liquid 

domain. This is a very robust method that has been applied successfully to a variety of 

problems, e.g. see [99,129,131], suitable for highly deforming domains. The interested 

reader may refer to [98,101] where this method is described in detail. Moreover, a blow-

up of the mesh is presented in Figure 5.1; for presenting purposes, a mesh of 2400 

triangular elements is presented, in contrast with the mesh that is used for the production 

of the results, which contains 19200 triangles. Moreover, to trace the steady-state solution 

in parameter space; the pseudo-arc-length continuation is incorporated as part of the 

solution of the finite element code, see [96,97]. 
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5.3.1 Mesh convergence study 

The accuracy of the numerical results reported in this paper is verified by examining their 

rate of convergence with mesh refinement. A very efficient way to do so in this problem 

is by observing the position of the contact line at the upstream wall with consecutively 

finer meshes, as this is the most sensitive and important feature of this problem. Table 

5.1 presents the sequence of meshes that were used to test convergence along with the 

corresponding wetting length, for three different values of the Reynolds number. The rate 

of convergence is defined as [130]: 

 
𝑃 =

ln (
𝐻1,𝑀2 − 𝐻1,𝑀1

𝐻1,𝑀3 − 𝐻1,𝑀2
)

ln 2
,  

(5.8) 

In all cases, the rate of convergence was calculated to be close to 2, which is the 

theoretically predicted value, verifying that the solution converges quadratically as the 

characteristic element size decreases. 

Finally, to trace the steady-state solution in the parameter space, we employ the pseudo-

arc-length continuation technique (4.14), which has been incorporated into our in-house 

finite-element code. 

Table 5.1. Properties of typical finite element meshes. 

Mesh 

No. of 

triangular 

elements 

No. of 

Unknowns 
𝚫𝒙 𝚫𝒚 𝑯𝟏 

     𝑅𝑒 = 2.5 𝑅𝑒 = 10 𝑅𝑒 = 12.5 

M1 2400 29411 0.10 0.10 0.5625 2.2280 0.6913 

M2 9600 114011 0.05 0.05 0.5417 1.9676 0.3773 

M3 38400 448811 0.025 0.025 0.5363 1.9021 0.3025 

  Rate of Convergence (P): 1.9433 1.9924 2.0694 
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5.3.2 Validation with previous results 

  

Figure 5.2 Comparison of (a) our predictions with (b) transient VOF simulation using OpenFoam 

by Lampropoulos et al. [62]. The liquid is Newtonian with 𝐾𝑎 = 0.139 and 휃 = 120𝑜 for 𝑅𝑒 =

5.54 × 10−4. The width of the slit and the inclination angle are 𝑊 = 2.2 and 𝛼 = 90𝑜, respectively; 

in figure (a) the depth of the trench is 𝐷 = 0.73. 

Before we proceed to the discussion of our results, it is essential to validate the predictions 

of our in-house code against relevant flows that exist in the literature. To this end, our 

predictions were compared with the results of Lampropoulos et al. [62], who performed 

transient simulations of gravity-driven Newtonian films over substrates with rectangular 

topographical features. Using the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method implemented in the 

OpenFoam software package they found that the transient coating process does not 

always lead to full coating, because the film may surpass the topographical variations 

without wetting the bottom of the trenches, eventually reaching a steady state. In Fig. 

3, we present such a comparison between the predicted steady state (a) by this work for 

the corresponding dimensionless values and (b) by Lampropoulos et al. [35] when this is 

achieved at 𝑡 = 126.4. One has to take into account that VOF computes the velocity field 

in both the air and the liquid assuming them to be a single phase and accounting for a 

abrupt but continuous change in the relevant physical properties. Moreover, it determines 

the liquid-air interfaces a posteriori locating them approximately within an element, see 

for example, Fraggedakis et al. [132].  
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5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 General pattern 

 

Figure 5.3. Dependence of the wetting lengths 𝐻1 (black line) and 𝐻2 (red line) on the Reynolds 

number for 𝐾𝑎 = 15, for Newtonian liquid. The arrows indicate the “jumps” in 𝐻1 when 𝑅𝑒 

exceeds the respective values at the two limit points forming the hysteresis loop. 

 

Pettas et al. [96] showed that partial wetting of the slit by the liquid film could be 

achieved only when the 𝑦-component of gravity opposes the capillary force, which is 

applied at the contact point. Consequently, finite wetting is possible either for hydrophilic 

substrates with inclination angles 𝛼 > 90𝑜 or for hydrophobic substrates with inclination 

angles 𝛼 < 90𝑜. In the latter case, the Kapitza number must be over 100. However, the 

large viscosity of polymeric solutions requires that 𝐾𝑎 < 50, so we will not discuss 

hydrophobic surfaces in this work. Interestingly, as the substrate tends to become vertical, 

𝛼 → 90𝑜, the y-component of gravity tends to vanish leading to continuous leaking of the 

liquid through the slit in a hydrophilic substrate. In the same limit but for a hydrophobic 

substrate, increasingly more material must exist inside the slit so that the decreasing 

hydrostatic pressure can counterbalance capillarity, see fig. 5 in Pettas et al. [96]. On the 

contrary, the liquid cannot penetrate the slit at all, when the material is hydrophobic 

and 𝛼 = 90𝑜. 

We begin our discussion by presenting in Figure 5.3 the effect of increasing the flow 

rate, via the proportionately increasing Reynolds number, on steady Newtonian film flow 

along a substrate with contact angle 휃 = 60𝑜 for liquids with 𝐾𝑎 = 15, while the 

inclination angle is set at 𝛼 = 100𝑜. The figure depicts the variation of the two wetting 

lengths, 𝐻1 and 𝐻2, along with a few representative film shapes and streamline patterns 

at specific Reynolds numbers.  
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First, we examine the film flow with 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 2. Given that the material, i.e. 𝐾𝑎, and the 

angles 𝜃 and 𝛼 remain constant, decreasing 𝑅𝑒 to such small values means that the effect 

of inertia can be neglected, leaving viscous forces as well as the small y-component of 

gravity to balance with the capillary forces. In particular, under creeping flow conditions, 

𝑅𝑒 → 0, the film thickness decreases, while 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 approach a constant value, which 

depends only on the orientation of the substrate, 𝛼, the contact angle, 휃 and the surface 

tension of the fluid. Recalling that low values of 𝑅𝑒 correspond to low values of 𝐵𝑜, 

eq.(4.8), while 𝑆𝑡 remains constant, once more we conclude that the main forces balancing 

the film are the surface capillarity with the viscous forces and gravity. Hence the term 

“capillary-gravity (viscous)” region, as described by Pettas et al. [96] and Varchanis et 

al. [97]. In that limit in Figure 5.3, 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 were calculated to be 0.44 and 1.48, 

respectively. Throughout the parametric study the wetting distance 𝐻2 is larger than 𝐻1 

due to gravity. The inset (i) in Figure 5.3 presents the flow pattern for low values of 

𝑅𝑒, in which the outer interface of the film creates a weak capillary rise just before the 

corner in the upstream wall. In fact, the capillary rise creates a pressure gradient and an 

additional force that pushes the liquid inside the slit as described by Kalliadasis and 

Homsy [14], while the contact lines are located close to the corresponding corners of the 

substrate. Inside the slit, the film cross-section decreases, because the film is accelerated 

by the 𝑥-component of gravity, while the drag force from the wall is no longer applied. 

When the film reaches the downstream wall, the dominant viscous force prevents its 

excessive spreading to the left and the film is terminated at contact point “B”. A 

recirculation region near “B” or a flow stagnation point are not visible and all the liquid 

continues its flow in the mainstream direction.  

Now, increasing the Reynolds number with 𝑅𝑒 > 2, the liquid film progressively advances, 

first gradually and then more abruptly, on the sidewalls of the substrate, as indicated by 

𝐻1 and 𝐻2 in Figure 5.3. Here inertia starts to participate in the flow configuration, 

while capillary, viscous and gravity forces remain important. Interestingly, increasing the 

flow rate all the free film enters more inside the slit area. Upon impacting on the 

downstream wall, it spreads considerably more to the left and generates a stagnation 

point, which through the locally increased pressure, forces liquid either to change course 

and exit the slit or to get entrapped producing an eddy, see inset (ii) in Figure 5.3. 

Increasing 𝑅𝑒 further, more liquid is entrapped to the left of the stagnation point because 

liquid spreading is accommodated by the hydrophilic surface and the increased inertia, 

see inset (iii) in Figure 5.3. The increased inner surface curvature further decreases the 

liquid pressure close to the inner interface, forcing the liquid to enter much deeper inside 

the slit. In addition, the outer interface exhibits no maximum, but a very deep minimum, 
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which lies close to the downstream wall. Finally, the pattern changes dramatically at 

𝑅𝑒 = 12.43, where the tendency of the minimum of the outer interface to decrease further 

is inhibited by the pressure generated at the stagnation point. Hence, the previous pattern 

cannot be sustained and similar solutions with 𝑅𝑒 larger than 12.43 cannot be obtained. 

Instead, a hysteresis loop arises for 11.83 < 𝑅𝑒 < 12.43, denoting the presence of multiple 

steady solutions under the same parameter value; see gray arrows in Figure 5.3, 

indicating the sharp decrease in wetting lengths for 𝑅𝑒 just surpassing 12.43 and their 

sharp increase for 𝑅𝑒 just falling below 11.83. Clearly, for 𝑅𝑒 just outside this region, the 

steady flow pattern changes abruptly.  

In the new flow pattern for larger 𝑅𝑒, inertia dominates the fluid flow and the upstream 

wall is almost non-wetted, see inset (iv) in Figure 5.3. This reduces the drag force on 

the film, while partial wetting of the slit is observed only at the downstream wall. It is 

interesting to note that in this branch of the steady curves, the wetting lengths obtain 

almost constant values, see 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 in Figure 5.3 for 𝑅𝑒 > 14, denoting that the 

further increase in inertia will not affect the wetting lengths substantially. In addition, 

the minimum of the outer interface is located close to the corner of the downstream wall, 

forming an inertia-rise. Pettas et al. [96] described this region as “inertia-gravity”, since 

inertia dominates the fluid flow. They employed order-of-magnitude estimations and 

showed that the transition to the inertia regime occurs at a constant value of the Weber 

number, which is larger than 1, indicating that inertia dominates over the capillary force.  

The patterns appearing in Figure 5.3 qualitatively correspond to those in Fig. 6 of 

Pettas et al. [96] and Chapter 4, except for the region with small Reynolds numbers. 

The difference between the two figures is caused by the different characteristic length 

scale used in [96], i.e. 𝐻𝑁
∗ . Because of this scaling, in that figure and similar ones that 

follow therein, particularly when 𝑅𝑒 decreases towards zero, the flow rate and hence 𝐻𝑁
∗  

must decrease leading to an increase of the dimensionless wetting lengths, defined there 

as 𝐻1 = 𝐻1
∗/𝐻𝑁

∗  and 𝐻2 = 𝐻2
∗/𝐻𝑁

∗ . Avoiding this trend is one of the advantages of the 

new scaling used herein. 

 

5.4.2 Effect of elasticity  

As mentioned before, the rheological parameter 𝜀 of the ePTT model introduces both 

elongational and shear thinning to the fluid, while it poses an upper limit to the 

elongational viscosity. However, its effect is intensified as 𝐸𝑙 increases. Therefore, for low 

values of 𝐸𝑙, the effect of shear-thinning is insignificant, allowing for elasticity alone to 
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act on the film and cause the deviation of the steady curves from the Newtonian limit. 

The effect of such small values of 𝐸𝑙  on the wetting lengths 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 are depicted in 

Figure 5.4, as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 휀 = 0.05 and 𝛽 = 0.1. In Figure 5.4 (a) we 

observe that in the case of viscoelastic liquids the “capillary-gravity” regime (low values 

of 𝑅𝑒) and the “inertia-gravity” regime (high values of 𝑅𝑒) are almost unaffected, 

implying that in those regions the effect of elasticity on the 𝐻1 is rather weak compared 

with these other forces that dominate in each of these two regions. However, large 

deviations between the wetting curves are observed in the so-called “transition” region 

(intermediate values of 𝑅𝑒) in which the maximum wetting length was calculated to be 

4.02, 3.21, 2.52 and 2.02 for 𝐸𝑙 = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, respectively. Therefore, the presence 

of small but finite fluid elasticity reduces the wetting lengths by up to 60% with respect 

to the Newtonian limit. Additionally, the area of the “capillary-gravity” region seems to 

be extended in terms of 𝑅𝑒, since it is found that for 𝐸𝑙 = 0.75 the contact point “A” 

remains unaffected for up to 𝑅𝑒 = 6. More specifically, this observation implies that for 

low values of 𝑅𝑒, elasticity reinforces the effect of capillarity, because both try to prevent 

advancing of the contact line “A” in the upstream wall. Similar results have been reported 

also by Pavlidis et al. [129], who showed that when the film fully coats the topographical 

features of the substrate, fluid elasticity acts in the same direction as capillarity producing 

more intense capillary waves on the free surface of the film.  

Figure 5.4(b) shows that elasticity affects the wetting length on the downstream wall, 

𝐻2, in a somewhat different way than 𝐻1. In particular, for low values of 𝑅𝑒, the position 

of contact line B is only slightly affected by fluid elasticity, while, as 𝑅𝑒 increases in the 

transition region, it becomes more apparent that the film wets less the downstream wall 

as 𝐸𝑙 increases. This pattern continues up to the first turning point, which arises for 𝑅𝑒 

between 11 and 12, depending on the value of 𝐸𝑙. After that point, the film succeeds to 

overpass the slit, while 𝐻2 reaches a value that is nearly independent of 𝑅𝑒. In this inertia 

dominated regime, 𝐻2 decreases considerably faster with increasing 𝐸𝑙 denoting that 

elastic effects decrease the wetting of the downstream wall, while they left unaffected 𝐻1. 
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Figure 5.4 Wetting lengths (a) 𝐻1 and (b) 𝐻2 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for different values of the 

elasticity parameter, 𝐸𝑙 = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75. The continuous black line represents the Newtonian 

fluid. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 휀 = 0.05, 𝛽 = 0.10.  

 

In Figure 5.5(a, b), we present the spatial variation of the normal 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 components 

of the polymeric stress tensor for 𝐸𝑙 = 0.25, respectively, and for 𝑅𝑒 = 10, i.e. just before 

the first turning point. In general, the 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑦 has the inverse pattern of 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥, while the 

higher the elasticity is, the stronger the stress field is, characterized by higher stretching 

of the polymeric chains. The maxima in the 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 arises at the upstream corner of the 

substrate, where the polymeric chains stop being sheared by the substrate but get 

extended to conform to the extension-dominated flow of the film over the slit, see Figure 

5.5 (a). However, the 𝑥𝑥-component of the stress field obtains large values not only on 

the upper corner but also inside the slit close to the inner interface. It seems that the 

stretching that the chains undergo very close to upper corner is immediately followed by 

a relaxation indicated by the local decrease in 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 and then by a rebound indicated by 

the increase of 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 in a larger area inside the slit. Moreover, in the same region of the  
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Figure 5.5 Spatial variation of the (a, c) 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 and (b, d) 𝜏𝑝.𝑦𝑦 of the polymeric stress tensor for 

(a,b) 𝐸𝑙 = 0.25 and (c,d) 𝐸𝑙 = 0.75 calculated at 𝑅𝑒 = 10. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 =

15, 휀 = 0.05, 𝛽 = 0.1 and the inclination angle is 𝛼 = 100𝑜. 

flow, the 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑦 obtains negative values denoting that the polymer chains are squeezed in 

the y-direction of the flow to conform with the fluid flow arrangement. Just beyond the 

midplane of the slit, the two interfaces of the accelerating liquid film come close to each 

other, and the polymeric chains are squeezed again to fit the decreased cross-section of 

the flow. On the contrary closer to the downstream wall, 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 reaches a local minimum 

while the 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑦 is maximized, see Figure 5.5 (b), as the chains are pulled towards the 

downstream corner in the y-direction. Upon exit from the slit and more so towards the 

end of the periodic cell of the domain, the 𝑢𝑦 velocity vanishes as the liquid flows over a 

flat plane while the 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑦 tends to zero, indicating that the material is relaxed as it flows 

to the next periodic cell of the substrate. From Figure 5.5(a, c) and Figure 5.6  (b, d) 
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one can deduce that the polymeric stress gradients 
d𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥

d𝑥
 and 

d𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑦

d𝑦
 close to the inner 

interface at the upstream wall obtain positive values. The large variations of the stress 

gradients indicate that the liquid viscosity increases locally; as a result the wetting length 

decreases as the elasticity of the liquid increases. It is interesting to note that due to the 

flow detachment and with the aid of elasticity, the outer free surface forms a cusp in the 

vicinity of the upstream wall, similar to the one predicted in [129].  

 

5.4.3 Combined effect of Elasticity and Shear-Thinning 

 

As discussed previously, the ePTT model above a certain value of 𝐸𝑙 exhibits shear-

thinning also, even for such low values of the 𝜀 parameter. Hence, when 𝐸𝑙 increases 

above the previous range, shear-thinning effects are expected to arise. This is 

demonstrated in Figure 5.6(a) which depicts 𝐻1 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for values of 𝐸𝑙 

between 1 and 1.75; with the rest of the rheological parameters the same as in Figure 

5.5. Clearly, increasing the elasticity parameter in this range, a different pattern emerges, 

indicating that wetting has a non-monotonic dependence on 𝐸𝑙. In fact, we observe that 

the maximum wetting is minimized for 𝐸𝑙 ≈ 1 with 𝐻1 = 1.96. After that point, this 

maximum increases considerably, since it is calculated to be 2.39, 3.84, 5.54 for 𝐸𝑙 = 1.25, 

1.50, 1.75, respectively. The different pattern that is observed is attributed to a new 

viscoelastic mechanism. Indeed, the local reduction of the fluid viscosity creates an 

imbalance between capillary and viscous forces in favor of the former. This increases fluid 

mobility despite the drag from the wall and so this liquid will coat the substrate more 

effectively than a Newtonian liquid. However, increasing the wetting length cannot be 

sustained to very large values of 𝑅𝑒, since inertia itself tends to dewet the substrate 

leading to a higher jump in the hysteresis loop. We should mention that for 𝑅𝑒 = 14.55 

the wetting length of the upstream wall was calculated to be 𝐻1 = 5.54 and 0.29 

corresponding to the upper and lower branch, respectively. Finally, in this range of 

intermediate 𝐸𝑙 values, the maximum occurs at higher 𝑅𝑒, because larger inertia is 

required to overcome the increased elastic effects and produce the hysteresis jump. 
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Figure 5.6 The wetting length of the upstream wall, 𝐻1, as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for (a) 𝐸𝑙 = 1,

1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and (b) 𝐸𝑙 = 2.0 ,2.5 ,3.0 ,3.5. The remaining parameters are 휀 = 0.05, 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 

𝛽 = 0.1. 

 

In Figure 5.6 (b) we observe that, for even larger values of 𝐸𝑙, the maximum of the 

wetting still increases with 𝐸𝑙, but at a slower rate. Moreover and opposite to the previous 

trend, this maximum moves to lower values of 𝑅𝑒. This effect is attributed to stronger 

shear thinning, which leads to a considerable viscosity decrease locally and, therefore, the 

local 𝑅𝑒 number actually is considerably higher than the nominal value of 𝑅𝑒, which is 

defined based on the zero-shear viscosity. The increased wetting distance, 𝐻1, makes the 

velocity field that arises close to contact line A weaker, as can be seen in Figure 5.7 in 

which we present the spatial variation of the magnitude of the velocity field. Indeed, due 

to the deep penetration of the film inside the slit, the velocity field around the contact 

line at the upstream wall is almost zero. Thus, the liquid film cannot penetrate further 

on the upper wall and, above a certain value of 𝐸𝑙, 𝐻1 obtains an almost constant 

maximum value, which is calculated to be 6.52 for 𝐸𝑙 = 3.5. 
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Figure 5.7 Spatial variation of the magnitude of the velocity field (||u||) for 𝐸𝑙 = 3.5 for 𝑅𝑒 =

12.52. The value of 𝑅𝑒 corresponds to the maximum of wetting length. The remaining parameters 

are 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 휀 = 0.05, 𝛽 = 0.1. 

To address the impact of shear-thinning on the fluid flow, in Figure 5.8 we present the 

spatial variation of the shear polymeric stress component, 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥, for 𝐸𝑙 = 1 and 3.5 and 

𝑅𝑒 = 10.65 and 12.5, respectively; the corresponding value of 𝑅𝑒 represents the value 

where 𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 arises on each curve. In Figure 5.8 (a) we observe that this polymeric 

stress field acquires large values close to the corner of the upstream wall since in that 

area the liquid loses its contact with the substrate and the polymeric chains are sheared 

to conform with the deformations that are imposed by the location of the contact line. 

Additionally, at the downstream wall, this stress component exhibits a weak boundary 

layer close to the corner, since in that area the polymeric chains are sheared again over 

the substrate following the fluid motion.  

In  Figure 5.8 (b), the increased value of the elasticity parameter 𝐸𝑙 = 3.5 makes the 

above-described phenomena more apparent. Comparing this figure with Figure 5.8(a), 

we observe that the wetting of the film on the upstream wall is almost tripled. In fact, 

the more intense shear field that arises close to the upstream wall leads to a local 

reduction of the liquid viscosity. Then capillarity prevails in the inner interface and the 

contact line advances on the sidewall of the substrate. At the midplane of the slit, the 

polymeric shear field is weaker and the two shear-free interfaces come close to each other. 

At the downstream wall, the boundary layer of shear stress is also more prominent, see 

Figure 5.8(b), although 𝐻2 is not affected as much. In conclusion, the increased 𝐻1 is 
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attributed to the more intense polymeric stress field that arises close to the upstream 

sidewall of the slit, which locally decreases the viscosity allowing the capillary phenomena 

to pull the contact point A further inward.  

 

 

Figure 5.8 Spatial variation of the shear polymeric stress component (𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥) for (a) 𝐸𝑙 = 1 and 

(b) 𝐸𝑙 = 3.50 calculated at 𝑅𝑒 = 10.65 and 12.5, respectively. The values of 𝑅𝑒 correspond to the 

maximum of wetting lengths. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 휀 = 0.05, 𝛽 = 0.1. 

 

Next, we examine the effect of increasing the rheological parameter of the ePTT model, 

𝜀, while keeping fluid elasticity constant at 𝐸𝑙 = 1.5. In Figure 5.9(a), we present 𝐻1 as 

a function of 𝑅𝑒 for different values of 휀. Now increasing 휀, shear and elongational 

thinning increase considerably. We should mention that the ePTT model reduces to the 

Oldroyd-B model by setting 휀 = 0; this model does not exhibit shear-thinning, while it 

predicts an unbounded increase on the normal polymeric stresses in extensional flow. In 

that limit, due to the strong elastic phenomena, the film cannot wet the sidewalls of the 

slit and the inner interface is pinned at the corners of the cavity. For this reason, under 

a broad range of examined parameters, we could not find solutions with partial wetting 

for values of 휀 lower than 0.03. On the other hand, in Figure 5.9(a) we observe that 𝐻1 

is not affected significantly in the limits of low or high values of 𝑅𝑒, as before. However, 

at intermediate values of the flow rate (6 < 𝑅𝑒 < 12.5) the liquid film wets more 

effectively the slit. As shown in this figure for increasing 휀, 𝐻1 monotonically increases 

denoting deeper wetting length. This is another clear evidence that it is the shear-thinning 

of the fluid that enhances wetting.  
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Figure 5.9 (a) The wetting length of the upstream wall, 𝐻1, as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values 

of 𝜀 of the ePTT model, for 𝐸𝑙 = 1.5. (b) Maximum wetting length, 𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 as a function of 𝐸𝑙 

for 휀 = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15. The marks represent the calculated data points for different values of 휀. 

The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 𝛽 = 0.1.  

 

To summarize the effect of viscoelasticity on the fluid flow, we have prepared Figure 

5.9(b). In this figure, we track the maximum wetting length of the film, 𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥, as a 

function of 𝐸𝑙 for 휀 = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15. This figure gives us a clear picture of the non-

monotonic dependence described above. Starting with the Newtonian limit (𝐸𝑙 = 0), first, 

the increasing elasticity of the fluid prevents the contact lines from advancing on the 

sidewalls of the slit and the contact distance decreases up to a certain point, where the 

𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is minimized. The location, as well as the value of the minimum, is strongly 

affected by the value of 휀; with increasing 휀, this minimum moves to lower values of 𝐸𝑙. 

Indeed, for 휀 = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 the 𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is minimized for 𝐸𝑙 = 0.85, 0.61, 0.39, 

respectively. After that point, the shear-thinning is stronger than fluid elasticity and the 

𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 increases. Finally, at large values of elasticity number, 𝐸𝑙 > 1.5, 𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 reaches 

a plateau, since the velocity field close to the contact line “A” weakens reducing the effect 

of shear-thinning in the opposite direction. The small deviations between the curves that 

arise for different values of 휀 for 𝐸𝑙 > 1.7 are attributed to the increasing flow rate, since 

the corresponding 𝑅𝑒 was calculated to be 12.51, 11.16 and 10.04 for 휀 = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 

respectively. Of course, varying 𝑅𝑒 will vary 𝑊𝑖 even for the same 𝐸𝑙  as observed in 

Figure 5.9(b), because of eq. (3.27). 
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5.4.4 Effect of Zero-Shear-Viscosity and solvent viscosity ratio 

 

Figure 5.10 The liquid wetting length on the upstream wall, 𝐻1, as a function of the (a) Reynolds 

and (b) Weber numbers for different values of 𝐾𝑎 at 𝐸𝑙 = 1.5, 휀 = 0.05 and 𝛽 = 0.1. 

 

In Figure 5.10(a) we present the dependence of 𝐻1 on the Reynolds number for different 

values of 𝐾𝑎. Since all lengths have been made dimensionless using the capillary length, 

𝐿 = 𝐿∗

𝑙𝑐
∗ , examining flows over substrates with the same geometrical characteristics, the 

variation of 𝐾𝑎 implies the change of zero-shear viscosity (𝑙𝑣
∗  is the only parameter that 

changes, see eq. (2.9)). Therefore, larger values of 𝐾𝑎 correspond to liquids with lower 

zero-shear viscosity. Following the reasoning for the effect of shear-thinning on fluid 

wetting, we expect that with increasing 𝐾𝑎, the wetting distance 𝐻1 will increase, 

primarily for intermediate values of 𝑅𝑒. Consequently, even the maximum at the 

interfacial deformation for different 𝑅𝑒 grows with increasing 𝐾𝑎. Moreover, at very high 

viscosity liquids, see Figure 5.10 for 𝐾𝑎 = 10, the transition to the inertia regime is 

smooth since the hysteresis loop is suppressed by viscous forces which prevent inertia 

from initially increasing and then abruptly decreasing the wetting length via hysteresis. 

We also note that with increasing 𝐾𝑎 the liquid film becomes thinner, see eq. (2.16), and 

therefore the second turning point moves to higher values of 𝑅𝑒, which is calculated at 

𝑅𝑒 = 11.55, 14.41 for 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 20, respectively. In Figure 5.8 (b) we plot 𝐻1 now as a 

function of Weber number, see eq. (4.7). Interestingly, the location of the second turning 

point of the hysteresis loop in obtained for the same 𝑊𝑒𝑐 ≈ 2.96 indicates that the 

transition of the flow to its inertia regime is caused by a delicate balance between inertia 

and capillary forces. We should mention that the critical value of 𝑊𝑒 remains constant 

for both Newtonian [96] and polymeric solutions denoting that viscoelastic phenomena 

do not contribute to this regime. 
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Figure 5.11 Wetting length on the upstream wall as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values of solvent 

viscosity ratio 𝛽, for 𝐸𝑙 = 1.5, 𝐾𝑎 = 15 and 휀 = 0.05. 

 

In Figure 5.11, we present the effect of the viscosity of the Newtonian solvent by 

increasing the parameter 𝛽 of the ePTT model from 0.1 − 0.4. Increases in 𝛽 lead to mild 

variations of the wetting length. First, we observe a monotonic decrease in the value of 

𝑅𝑒  at which 𝐻1 is maximized with increasing 𝛽 . Indeed, as 𝛽  increases, the Newtonian 

limit is approached, giving the same trend observed in Figure 5.6 (a) with decreasing 

𝐸𝑙. In terms of the magnitude of the maximum value of 𝐻1, the tendency is first to revert 

the effect of viscoelasticity and the wetting length decreases for 𝛽 = 0.2. Subsequently, 

the wetting length increases again for 𝛽 = 0.3 and 0.4, as the liquid approaches the 

Newtonian behavior. This nonmonotonic variation of the maxima resembles the one 

caused by 𝐸𝑙 in Figure 5.9 (b). We have not considered values above 𝛽 = 0.4, since in 

this case, the liquid corresponds to a very dilute polymer solution in which different 

phenomena may arise, such as polymer migration that cannot be described by this model 

[92].  
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5.4.5 Effect of substrate geometry 

 

Figure 5.12 Wetting length on the upstream wall as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values of the 

width of the slit (a) 𝑊 = 6, 5, 4.25 and (b) 𝑊 = 4, 3, for 𝐸𝑙 = 1.5, 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 휀 = 0.05 and 𝛽 = 0.1. 

The symbols in the solution curves correspond to one of the flow patterns in Figure 5.13 and 

Figure 5.14. 

 

Next, we turn our attention to the effect of the substrate characteristics on the flow. In 

Figure 5.12, we examine the effect of changing the width of the slit, while keeping 

constant the distances of the inflow and outflow regions at 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 5. Figure 5.12 (a) 

shows that increasing the width of the slit from the base case of 𝑊 = 5, decreases 𝐻1. 

This is because the larger width increases the elastic effects since film extension has more 

“space” to develop and gravity acts for a longer time increasing the x-velocity. Thus, 

polymeric chains extend from their previous conformation under shear, producing a 

considerably larger normal polymeric stress 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥. On the contrary, with decreasing the 

width of the slit, elasticity becomes less significant, allowing still the shear stress to cause 

shear-thinning by the increased wall contact and, hence, to increase the wetting length, 

see Figure 5.12(a) for 𝑊 = 4.25. The complex interplay of elasticity and shear thinning 

in this width generates four limit points on this family and five branches of solutions, all 

around the boundary between the intermediate and inertia regions. There, part of the 

curve protrudes to larger 𝑅𝑒.  
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Figure 5.13 Streamline patterns of three of the possible five steady states for 𝑅𝑒 = 14.5 in the 

original family. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 𝐸𝑙 = 1.5, 휀 = 0.05 and 𝛽 = 0.1. The width 

of the slit is equal to 𝑊 = 4.25. The locations of the different panels are indicated in figure 10 (a) 

by the corresponding symbols. 

 

The three more distinct of the possible five arrangements along with the corresponding 

streamlines are depicted in Figure 5.13; the corresponding symbols indicate the position 

of the steady states in Figure 5.12 (a). The arrangement in Figure 5.13 (a) belongs to 

the uppermost branch and, hence, it has the largest wetting length 𝐻1. A large lip vortex 

exists along the upper wall and the separatrix lies deep inside the trench. As a result, the 

fluid entering the slit makes a large deviation inside it before reaching the downstream 

wall. Moffatt vortices exist further inside the slit. It is possible that a sequence of much 

weaker vortices arises as we approach contact line “B”, resembling those reported by 

Moffatt [117] between a solid wall and a free surface. In Figure 5.13 (b), 𝐻1 has 

decreased considerably giving less space to the lip vortex. On the other hand, 𝐻2 remains 

almost the same with the previous case, allowing the fluid to deviate considerably inside 

the slit and the separatrix to lie quite deep in it as in the previous case. The third panel, 

Figure 5.13 (c), belongs to the lowermost branch, hence 𝐻1 is very small and the lip 

vortex vanishes. 𝐻2 decreases considerably, while the separatrix lies close to the outer 

film surface. As a result of these two observations, the fluid is forced to follow a nearly 
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straight path and the sequence of the Moffatt vortices covers almost the entire wetting 

length in the downstream wall. 

Interestingly, for such relatively low values of the width, a new family with two branches 

of steady state solutions emerges for 𝑅𝑒 > 15, denoting that partial wetting is possible 

up to very high values of the Reynolds number; a part of this new solution can be seen 

in Figure 5.12 (a) for 𝑅𝑒 > 15 and 𝑊 = 4.25. In addition to the inertia branch of the 

original solution, the existence of this new family indicates that under the same flow rate, 

two additional steady states are possible for 𝑅𝑒 > 15. Specifically, for 𝑊 = 4.25, the new 

steady state family nearly touches the original one, as can be seen in Figure 5.12 (a). 

At slightly lower widths, a transcritical bifurcation takes place between the two families. 

Decreasing 𝑊  slightly further, the two solution branches with larger 𝐻1 reconnect and 

similarly the two solution branches with lower 𝐻1 also reconnect, as expected from 

bifurcation theory [125]. In this new arrangement, the wetting length of the liquid reaches 

a high plateau in 𝐻1 indicating that in narrow slits this wetting length will be 

considerably longer in the inertia regime, see Figure 5.12 (b) for 𝑊 = 4. As always, 𝐻2 

remains larger than 𝐻1, as the film “splashes” on the downstream wall. With an even 

smaller width, 𝑊 = 3, and with increasing 𝑅𝑒, the contact line advances further inside 

the substrate, and due to the narrow width the two contact lines strongly interact with 

each other and the wetting lengths on both walls are almost the same. Decreasing 𝑊  

further, the effective inertia inside the slit will decrease, because the increased wall friction 

will decrease the velocity there, making the pressure almost hydrostatic. Therefore, the 

inner interface will obtain the shape of an almost spherical cap, as dictated by the Young-

Laplace equation. In the inertia dominated region and in addition to the new family with 

large 𝐻1 throughout, a new family with two branches both having very small 𝐻1 

throughout exists, see Figure 5.12(b) for 11 < 𝑅𝑒 < 18. However, this family vanishes 

when the width decreases down to 𝑊 = 2.8.  

 

Figure 5.14 Streamlines of the new steady state family of the film flow over partial wetting slit 

for 𝑅𝑒 = 14. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 𝐸𝑙 = 1.5, 휀 = 0.05 and 𝛽 = 0.1. The width 
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of the slit is equal to 𝑊 = 3. The locations of the different panels are indicated in Figure 5.12(b) 

by the corresponding symbols. 

 

Regarding the flow configurations of the new solution family, in Figure 5.14 (a, b) we 

present the steady states of the upper and lower branch, respectively, for 𝑅𝑒 = 14. In 

both states, the outer film interface is relatively smooth since the fluid flow bypasses the 

wall corrugations without interacting with the fluid entrapped therein; hence, no 

significant depressions are observed. At the upper branch, see Figure 5.14 (a), the 

streamlines reveal the existence of a large recirculation inside the cavity, due to flow 

detachment. This reverse flow is bounded in this case between the inner interface near 

the upper contact point and a streamline intersecting the two side walls of the slit near 

the respective corners (separatrix). The vortex keeps the liquid within this region. The 

rest of the flow inside the slit is quite slow, because of viscous dissipation, whereas a 

second vortex counter-rotating with respect to the first one arises. The inner interface 

acquires an almost spherical shape since its curvature balances mainly with the pressure 

of the liquid inside the slit. The rest of the film quickly bypasses the trench. At the lower 

branch of the new family, see Figure 5.14 (b), the steady state is quite different from 

the one in the upper branch but resembles the arrangement in the lowest branch of the 

original family, panel (c) in Figure 5.13. Here the wetting length at the upstream wall 

is very small corresponding to an almost dry surface. On the contrary, on the downstream 

wall, the contact line “B” advances much deeper, indicating that the increased inertia 

has an active role in the balance of the inner interface. The flow exhibits a clearer sequence 

of Moffatt vortices close to the downstream wall. 
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Figure 5.15 Wetting length distance on the upstream wall as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values 

of inflow and outflow distances, 𝐿1, 𝐿2, for 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 𝐸𝑙 = 1.5, 휀 = 0.05 and 𝛽 = 0.1. 

 

Another significant aspect of the geometry is the influence of the inflow and outflow 

lengths of the periodic domain. Varying these lengths, while keeping the width constant, 

affects the concentration of slits in a period of the substrate; the shorter these distances 

are, the higher the slit concentration. It is anticipated though, that in polymer solutions 

the flow will be more sensitive in inflow and outflow regions than the Newtonian liquids 

since the viscoelastic properties of the fluid may be influenced by these lengths and, in 

turn, affect the wetting lengths reached by the liquid. Indeed, in Figure 5.15 we present 

𝐻1 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for different values of inflow and outflow distances. Interestingly, 

the wetting length is insensitive for different substrate lengths up to 𝑅𝑒 = 8, while above 

that value the curves deviate from each other until the second turning point arises. From 

this point onwards, inertia dominates and for larger values of the Reynolds number the 

wetting lengths are not affected by changes in slit periodicity. In the intermediate regime, 

though, the wetting lengths decrease considerably, as the periodic slits come closer to 

each other. In fact, the decreases in 𝐻1 are nearly proportional to the decreases of 𝐿1 and 

𝐿2. Interestingly, for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 2 the transition to the inertia dominated region is smooth 

since no hysteresis loop is observed.  
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Figure 5.16 Spatial variation of the normal polymeric stress component (𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥) for (a) 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 =

2 and (b) 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 6 calculated  at 𝑅𝑒 = 10.8. The remaining parameters are  𝐸𝑙 = 1.5, 𝐾𝑎 =

15, 휀 = 0.05, 𝛽 = 0.1 and the inclination angle is 𝛼 = 100𝑜. 

 

To explain this observation, in Figure 5.16 (a, b) we present the spatial variation of 

𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 2 and 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 6, respectively for 𝑅𝑒 = 10.8, in which the 𝐻1 

acquires its maximum value for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 2. In this figure, we observe that the reason 

for the reduction of 𝐻1 lies in the variation of the normal stress in the main flow direction, 

which becomes much larger as the inflow and outflow regions decrease. In fact, for 𝐿1 =

𝐿2 = 2 the polymeric stresses are not relaxed as the material reaches the end of the 

periodic cell. As a result, the normal residual stresses are transferred from one unit-cell 

of the domain to the next, producing larger overall extensional stress field. On the 

contrary, in Figure 5.16 (b) the outer interface is flat and the lines of constant 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 

parallel to the wall at the inflow and outflow regions of the periodic domain, denoting 

that the polymeric stress field had enough time between consecutive slits to relax. 
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5.4.6 Effect of Substrate Wettability and Inclination angle. 

 

Figure 5.17 (a) The liquid wetting length on the upstream wall, 𝐻1, versus the Reynolds number 

for different values of contact angle, 휃, (b) The liquid wetting length on the downstream wall 

versus the 𝑅𝑒 for different values of inclination angles, 𝛼. The liquid parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 15, 𝐸𝑙 =

1.5, 𝜀 = 0.05, 𝛽 = 0.1. 

 

So far, we have investigated the flow configurations of a film which forms a contact angle 

휃 = 60𝑜 with the substrate, which is inclined to form an angle of 𝑎 = 100𝑜 with the 

horizontal. To complete our parametric study, we examine first the effect of the substrate 

wettability, 휃, on the wetting length of the upstream wall, keeping the rest of the liquid 

properties fixed and the inclination angle at 𝛼 = 100𝑜. Clearly, the more hydrophilic the 

substrate is, the larger the force applied on the contact point, since 𝐹𝐶𝐿
∗ ~𝜎∗ cos 휃, and the 

larger the wetting length. In Figure 5.17 (a), we observe that indeed this is the case 

and that 𝐻1 exhibits the same variation with 𝑅𝑒 as in previous figures, irrespective of 

the particular value of 휃. Now however, both the capillary-gravity regime and the inertia 

regime are affected by the value of the substrate wettability. As 𝑅𝑒 → 0 the wetting 

length was calculated to be 0.44, 0.52 and 0.68 for 휃 = 600, 45𝑜 and 30𝑜, respectively.  

In Figure 5.17 (b) we present the effect of the inclination of the substrate wall on the 

wetting length at the downstream wall for different 𝑅𝑒. Here, we prefer to use 𝐻2 because 

it is more sensitive to variations of 𝛼. Decreasing the inclination angle, the 𝑦-component 

of gravity, which opposes liquid entering the slit, decreases. Hence, the wetting length 

increases since the capillary force has to balance a smaller component of gravity, as 

observed in Figure 5.17 (b) for 𝛼 = 95𝑜. As we described in §5.4.1 , when the substrate 

is vertically positioned there is no force to balance hydrophilicity and the wetting lengths 

𝐻1, 𝐻2 tend to infinity. On the other hand, when the inclination angle increases to 100𝑜, 

in addition to the usual family with the hysteresis loop, an additional one arises with very 
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small wetting lengths and extends to a very limited range of Reynolds numbers, 6.15 ≤

𝑅𝑒 ≤ 7.48. For inclination angles larger than 100𝑜 the wetting length 𝐻2 decreases 

following the increase of the 𝑦-component of gravity. Now, the transition to the inertia-

gravity regime is smooth, because the hysteresis loop is suppressed by the stronger gravity 

force. Interestingly, at moderate values of 𝑅𝑒 the two families we had for 𝛼 = 100𝑜 break 

and rearrange to two new families through a transcritical bifurcation, see Figure 5.17 

(b) for 𝛼 = 105𝑜. The first new family has two branches and resides in the region of 𝑅𝑒 <

6.51, while the other one also has two branches that exist for 𝑅𝑒 > 7.24. Consequently, 

at intermediate values of 6.51 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 7.24, there are no steady state solutions for this 

inclination angle. As can be seen in the inset of Figure 5.17 (b) this arrangement is 

caused by the increased gravity component opposing the liquid from entering the slit and 

leading to a solution branch that turns 𝐻2 to nearly zero values.  

5.5 Conclusions 

We studied the steady film flow of a polymer solution obeying the PTT constitutive law 

over an inclined plane featuring periodic slits normal to the main flow direction. The film 

inside the slit forms a second liquid/air interface between two contact lines. The air in 

contact with both interfaces is at the ambient pressure. Moreover, the locations of the 

three-phase contact lines are adjusted along the upstream and downstream side walls of 

the slit via a complex interplay of capillary, viscous, gravity, inertia and elastic forces. 

We performed a thorough parametric analysis to identify the effect of these forces as well 

as the geometry of the substrate on the film arrangement as determined by the two 

wetting lengths. 

It was shown that liquid elasticity suppresses the wetting of the slit because it extends 

the polymeric chains in the flow direction. As a result, the contact lines remain closer to 

the corners of the slit. It is anticipated, that in the limit of the Oldroyd-B fluid model, 

which predicts an unbounded increase of the extensional viscosity, the inner interface will 

be pinned at the edges of the slit, i.e. favor the ideal Cassie-Baxter arrangement. On the 

other hand, the wetting lengths have a non-monotonic dependence on 𝐸𝑙 due to the shear-

thinning of the polymer solution. The viscosity of the fluid decreases locally, close to the 

upstream wall where the fluid is sheared to conform to the movement of the contact line 

“A”. As a result, capillarity prevails, and the liquid penetrates deeper in the slit. Finally, 

shear-thinning cannot decrease the viscosity above a certain extent, so the maximum of 

the wetting length exhibits a plateau with increasing 𝐸𝑙 further. It is interesting to note, 

though, that the criterion for the transition to the “inertia-gravity” region remains the 

same as in the limit of the Newtonian liquids, which was predicted to be 𝑊𝑒𝑐 ≈ 3. 
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Regarding the effect of the geometric characteristics of the substrate, we found that for 

narrow slits, a new solution family emerges at large values of 𝑅𝑒, which collides with the 

original solution family. The new solution family is composed of film arrangements with 

finite wetting lengths even at large values of 𝑅𝑒. Moreover, we predicted that as the 

inflow and outflow distances of the periodic domain decrease the polymeric stress field 

strengthens since stresses do not relax between geometric unit cells and are transferred 

from one cell to the next resulting to a considerable decrease of 𝐻1. Fluid hydrophilicity 

and decrease of the inclination angle towards the vertical position of the substrate increase 

the wetting lengths. 

The present analysis has contributed to a better understanding of the possible steady 

state patterns of a viscoelastic film flowing over a substrate with periodic slits. This may 

lead to a better design of substrate patterns to either enhance the air entrapment inside 

the trenches or attain their complete coating. However, the present analysis is based on 

the usual steady state assumption but leaves open the question about the stability of the 

computed steady states. Recently, Pettas et al. [91] prepared stability maps for the steady 

viscoelastic flow over fully coated substrates with variable topography. They showed that 

the effect of elasticity stabilizes the flow, while shear-thinning destabilizes it. Thus, a 

linear stability analysis of the herewith obtained steady states is necessary to determine 

which configuration will prevail. 
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6. Viscoelastic film flow over a substrate with 

rectangular trenches forming air inclusions * 

6.1 Abstract 

In this chapter, we examine the steady flow of a viscoelastic film over an inclined plane 

featuring periodic rectangular trenches normal to the main direction of flow. Due to the 

orientation of the substrate, the film fails to coat the topographical feature entirely, 

forming a second gas-liquid interface inside the trench and two three-phase contact lines 

at the walls of the trench. Moreover, the liquid film entraps a different amount of air 

under different physical conditions. We develop a computational model and carry out 

detailed numerical simulations, based on the finite element method to investigate this 

flow. To this end, we solve the two-dimensional momentum and mass conservation 

equations while employing the Phan-Thien-Tanner (PTT) constitutive model to account 

for the rheology of the viscoelastic material. An elliptic grid generation scheme is used to 

follow the large deformation of the liquid film. Multiple steady state solutions connected 

by turning points forming a hysteresis loop and transcritical bifurcations as well as 

isolated solution branches are revealed by pseudo-arc-length continuation. We perform a 

thorough parametric analysis to investigate the combined effects of elasticity, inertia, 

capillary, and viscous forces on the characteristics of each steady flow configuration. We 

show that the fluid elasticity creates an additional mechanism opposing inertia, while 

shear-thinning promotes the wetting length of the liquid inside the trench. Interestingly, 

under conditions, the transition to the inertia regime is not smooth and hysteresis loop 

arises, which is the signature of an abrupt change of the film wetting length. Additionally, 

calculations for a wide range of different geometrical characteristics of the substrate 

indicate that there is a combination of geometry and viscoelastic properties that either 

enhance or prevent the wetting penetration.  

 
* The material will be submitted to Journal of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics. 
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Figure 6.1 Cross-section of the film flowing over a substrate inclined with respect to the horizontal 

by an angle α and featuring a trench. 𝐿1
∗  and 𝐿2

∗  are the entrance and exit lengths before and after 

the cavity, respectively. 𝑊 ∗ is the trench width, 𝐻∗ is the film height at the inlet, 𝐻1
∗ and 𝐻2

∗ are 

the distances from the respective corners of the contact lines along the upstream and the bottom 

cavity walls. 

6.2 Problem Formulation 

We consider the steady free-surface flow of a viscoelastic liquid film driven by gravity 

along an inclined plane featuring periodic trenches normal to the main flow direction, see 

Figure 6.1; for the most part, we will take 𝛼 = 90𝑜. In what follows, a superscript “*” 

will indicate a dimensional quantity. The fluid is incompressible with constant density 

𝜌∗, surface tension 𝜎∗, relaxation time 𝜆∗ and zero-shear viscosity 𝜇∗ = 𝜇𝑠
∗ + 𝜇𝑝

∗ , where 

𝜇𝑠
∗ and 𝜇𝑝

∗  are the viscosities of the solvent and the polymer, respectively. The film of 

thickness 𝐻∗ is flowing over the topographic feature with a sudden expansion in the flow 

cross-section, called a step-down hereafter, and located at a distance 𝐿1
∗ from the entrance 

of the periodic domain. The topographical feature that is formed has depth 𝐷∗ and width 

𝑊 ∗, while the inflow and outflow lengths are located at 𝐿1
∗ and 𝐿2

∗ see Figure 6.1. The 

primitive flow input is the volumetric flow rate per unit length normal to the cross-

section, 𝑞∗. Under gravity, the liquid film flows downward along the substrate and may 
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partially enter the cavity, forming two interfaces with the air: the usual one over the 

substrate and outside the trench and the second one inside it. The inner interface defines 

two triple-contact-points with the solid wall, one at the upstream sidewall of the trench 

and the other one at the bottom of the cavity. Their location is determined by liquid 

properties and flow conditions along with the apparent contact angles 휃1 and 휃2, 

respectively.  

The flow is governed by the momentum balance equations and continuity equation see 

(2.3) and (2.4) in Chapter 2, along with the ePTT constitutive model for the calculation 

of the extra polymeric stress field (2.6). At the two interfaces, a local force balance is 

applied between capillary forces and stresses (2.7), while we impose the same contact 

angles at both contact points, see eq. (4.9). Finally, periodic boundary conditions are 

imposed in the velocity and stress field between the inflow and the outflow of the domain, 

see (2.13), (2.14).  

 

6.3 Numerical Implementation/ Mesh generation 

In order to solve accurately and efficiently the above set of equations, we employ the 

DEVSS-G method that has been successfully used in the past for the solution of 

viscoelastic flow [96,129–131]. Thus, after reformulation the momentum and constitutive 

equations we obtain the equations (2.18) and (2.19). 

To solve numerically the above set of equations we employ the mixed finite 

element/Galerkin method and approximate the velocity and the position vector with 6-

node Lagrangian basis functions while the pressure, the elastic stresses, as well as the 

velocity gradients, are approximated with 3-node Lagrangian basis functions. Due to the 

hyperbolic character of the constitutive equation and to preserve the numerical stability 

of the scheme, we also employ the SUPG [95] method introducing the corresponding basis 

functions. To trace the steady-state solution in parameter space; the pseudo-arc-length 

continuation is incorporated as part of the solution of the finite element code, see [96,97]. 

To account for the deformations of the flow domain, we employ a robust elliptic grid 

generation scheme. The mesh is generated by solving a system of two quasi-elliptic partial 

differential equations (see eqs. (6.1) and (6.2)) which map the physical domain (𝑥, 𝑦) to 

the reference domain (𝜉, 휂), and it is dynamically adapted to the deforming liquid domain. 

The mesh generation equations are 
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 𝛁 ⋅ {[휀1√
𝑥𝜂

2 + 𝑦𝜂
2

𝑥𝜉
2 + 𝑦𝜉

2 + (1 − 휀1)] 𝛁𝜉} = 0, 
 

(6.1) 

 𝛁 ⋅ {[휀2√
𝑥𝜉

2 + 𝑦𝜉
2

𝑥𝜂
2 + 𝑦𝜂

2
+ (1 − 휀2)] 𝛁휂} = 0, (6.2) 

where the parameters 휀1 and 휀2 control the smoothness and orthogonality of the mesh 

lines and ε1, ε2 are selected by trial and error. This is a very robust method which has 

been applied successfully to a variety of problems, e.g. see [96,99,131], suitable for highly 

deforming domains. The interested reader may refer to [101] where this method is 

described in detail.  

The computational domain is chosen appropriately for different problems. However, the 

structure of the reference domain affects the conformation of the triangular elements 

along the moving boundaries and hence the mesh quality. A rational choice as a 

computational domain is the shape of the substrate, see Figure 6.2 (a); the two interfaces 

are mapped at the top and bottom boundaries, respectively. In this scenario, during the 

parametric study, the elements of the mesh suffer from large anisotropic distortions, see 

Figure 6.2 (b) often making the Jacobian matrix singular. Under different values of the 

parameters, the free surfaces change shape and length. As a result, the elements may 

become much larger in one direction adding error to the transformation and after a few 

steps leading to the divergence of the numerical scheme. To overcome this problem, 

Varchanis et al. [97] used an adaptive remeshing algorithm that can add elements in the 

outer or inner free surface, if needed, preventing the boundary elements from considerable 

stretching by creating more degrees of freedom at the moving boundaries. Although this 

technique conserves the high quality of the mesh, the number of unknowns increases 

rapidly leading to very dense meshes, increased of the computational time. 
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Figure 6.2 Possible coarse meshes to describe the conformation of the elements for two different 

reference domains. For clarity, we present only the region close to the cavity. The panels (a, c) 

represent the reference domain and (b, d) the corresponding physical domain for 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝑅𝑒 = 2 

and 𝛼 = 90𝑜. 

An alternative option is to assume a different reference domain, exploiting the geometrical 

properties of the inner interface. In this case, we choose as a computational domain, the 

one is shown in Figure 6.2 (c), while the inner interface is mapped into two consecutive 

boundaries. Hence, a part of the inner interface is mapped at the horizontal boundary 

and the other part at the vertical boundary of the reference domain, allowing the 

triangular elements to conform better to the free surface deformations, see Figure 6.2 

(d). In this case an artificial singularity arises at the intersection of the two boundaries 

due to the Jacobian of transformation from the physical to the reference domain. To 

overcome this problem, the weak formulation of the force balance equation, see eq. (2.7), 

and the kinematic condition, see eq. (2.12), are transformed directly from the physical 

domain to the parent element, bypassing the reference domain. Finally, for the optimal 
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discretization of the boundary, at the remaining degrees of freedom the node 

equidistribution is employed, see [101]. We prefer to follow the second procedure since it 

is more efficient and produces a better mesh quality. 

Regarding the accuracy of the numerical results reported in this paper, we performed 

mesh convergence tests to assure that our solution converges. A very efficient way to do 

so in this problem is by monitoring the position of the two contact lines with consecutively 

finer meshes, as this is a very sensitive and essential feature of this problem. In all cases 

examined, we use meshes in which doubling the number of their elements resulted in error 

less than 10−2 dimensionless units in the position of the contact lines. Different mesh sizes 

were used in each simulation; the trench size mainly defines the number of the elements 

in each mesh, as well as the deformation of the outer and inner free surface. A typical 

mesh for a trench whose dimensions are 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 𝑊 = 𝐷 = 7 consists of about 13000 

triangular elements. 

 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 General Pattern 

We begin our discussion by presenting in Figure 6.3 (a, b) the dependence of the wetting 

lengths 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 on the flow rate. Interestingly, at least two independent equilibrium 

states coexist for most of the 𝑅𝑒 where the simulations were performed, see Figure 6.3; 

defined as the upper family (dashed line) and the lower family (continuous line). Here, 

we are going to briefly discuss the flow dynamics of each family since the interested reader 

may refer to Varchanis et al. [97] who extensively study this type of flow configuration 

for Newtonian liquids. Starting from the upper family, the liquid deeply penetrates the 

topographical feature leading to almost full coating; only a tiny air inclusion arises close 

to the upstream wall. With increasing the flow rate, the positions of contact lines “A” 

and “B” only slightly affected while they are located close to the upstream concave corner, 

see insets (i, ii) in Figure 6.3. The rest of the flow configuration resembles the flow 

characteristics of liquid films over fully coated substrates since the deformation amplitude 

of the outer interface is affected significantly exhibiting a large depression at the midplane 

of the trench. Additionally, increasing 𝑅𝑒 to moderate values, a large recirculation inside 

the cavity arises, see inset (iii) in Figure 6.3, separating the fluid flow into two sections, 

the outer one, where the fluid flow is driven by gravity and the inner one, inside the 

cavity where the large vortex exists. Note that the two zones cannot communicate with 

each other, because of the separatrix. At even higher values of 𝑅𝑒, the intensity of the 
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vortex increases, while the existence of the rotating flow inside the cavity leads to the 

dewetting of the upstream wall (𝐻1 decreases), see Figure 6.3(a); the 𝐻2 monotonically 

increases, indicating that the air inclusion is stretched in the 𝑦-direction.  

 

Figure 6.3 Map of the steady-state solutions for a Newtonian liquid in terms of the wetting 

lengths at the (a) upstream wall, 𝐻1, and (b) downstream wall, 𝐻2, for 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 휃 = 60𝑜, 𝐿1 =

𝐿2 = 𝑊 = 𝐷 = 7. Here and in similar figures that follow the symbols in the solution family 

correspond to one of the flow patterns. The different styles of the line ( ), ( ) 

the lower and the upper solution branches, respectively. 

 

At the lower solution family, a different pattern emerges since the liquid penetrates the 

trench partially forming a large air inclusion. At low values of 𝑅𝑒 the liquid wets slightly 

the upstream wall and the film falls almost vertically above the trench, see inset (iv) in 

Figure 6.3. Additionally, the liquid enters the trench by wetting the upstream wall, 

whereas, inside the cavity, the liquid is accelerated by gravity. Hence, the film forms a 

neck at the midplane, which induces the 𝑥-component of the velocity field to reach its 

maximum value. After that point, the liquid decelerates as it approaches the downstream 
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wall, while a stagnation point arises splitting the flow into two regions: the outer one 

where the flow is driven by gravity and the inner one, in which the fluid recirculates 

always remaining in contact with the downstream wall of the trench. Note that inside 

the cavity, the pressure field is mainly hydrostatic denoting that the flow is almost 

stagnant [97]. At even higher values of 𝑅𝑒, see inset (v) in Figure 6.3, the contact line 

“A” penetrates deeper the upstream wall of the trench and the wetting length 𝐻1 

increases, while it reaches a maximum at 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 3.25 which was calculated to be 𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

2.48. Therefore, the recirculation area shrinks near the downstream concave corner which 

is an outcome of the increased 𝐻1 with further increasing 𝑅𝑒, fluid inertia tends revert 

to the previous pattern, while at 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 3.79 two successive turning points arise defining a 

hysteresis loop, which resembles the hydrodynamic hysteresis observed by Kistler and 

Scriven [120] in the so-called teapot effect. Regarding the lower solution family, for a 

narrow range of 𝑅𝑒 (3.61 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 3.79), three different steady states coexist with 

distinctly different flow patterns. At the new steady state, see inset (vi) in Figure 6.3, 

the wetting length at the upstream wall is minimized, since the contact line “A” is located 

close to the upstream convex corner. Furthermore, the recirculation region inside the 

cavity is progressively intensified with increasing 𝑅𝑒, inducing the contact line “B” to 

wet the bottom of the trench approaching the upstream concave corner. Finally, for this 

set of parameters, we could not perform parametric continuation on the lower family for 

𝑅𝑒 > 7.12, because of numerical difficulties generated by the cusp formed on the inner 

gas-liquid interface at the point where the falling film meets the recirculating liquid.  

Varchanis et al. [97] showed that the solution curves and the flow patterns in the case of 

Newtonian films could be grouped into three regimes based on the dominant force. They 

mentioned that at low inertia, 𝑅𝑒 < 1, capillarity prevails and inertia is not a significant 

force in that limit. Note that for this particular case, the Bond number, see eq. (4.8), 

acquire too small values underlying the importance of surface tension. They defined this 

region as “capillary-gravity” since the position of the contact line “A” is an outcome of a 

balance between the contact line force (𝐹𝐶𝐿
∗ = 𝜎∗ cos 휃) and gravity. Additionally, at high 

values of flow rate, 𝑅𝑒 > 4, inertia, which tends to dewet the substrate, dominates over 

capillarity and the wetting penetration at the upstream wall is minimized. As we 

previously mentioned, the flow pattern changes abruptly as it passes through the 

hysteresis loop. Interestingly, Varchanis et al. [97] found that the second turning point of 

the hysteresis loop arises under constant values of the Weber number, see eq. (4.7), 

indicating that there is a delicate balance between inertia and surface tension that 

signifies the “inertia-gravity” region. At intermediate values of 𝑅𝑒 (1 < 𝑅𝑒 < 4), neither 

inertia nor surface tension dominates the fluid flow, however, the interplay between the 
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capillary, viscous, and inertia forces push the film inside the cavity. This chapter examines 

the effect of viscoelastic phenomena on such flow configurations, and in particular the 

effect of elasticity and shear-thinning on each solution family independently as well as 

the impact of these mechanisms on the wetting lengths. 

 

6.4.2 Effect of Elasticity 

 

Figure 6.4 Solution families for the wetting length (a) 𝐻1 and (b) 𝐻2 for various values of the 

Elasticity number for 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 휀 = 0.10, 𝛽 = 0.1. The colors of the lines correspond to different 

values of 𝐸𝑙, while the different styles of the line ( ), ( ) the lower and the 

upper solution branches, respectively. 

 

In Figure 6.4 (a, b), we present the wetting lengths 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 respectively, as a function 

of 𝑅𝑒 for various values of 𝐸𝑙, while the rheological parameter 휀 is set equal to 0.10 and 

𝛽 = 0.10. As mentioned above, the rheological parameter 휀 of the ePTT model introduces 

both elongational and shear thinning to the fluid, while it poses an upper limit to 

elongational viscosity. Although, for low values of 𝐸𝑙 (𝐸𝑙 < 1) the shear-thinning is weak, 

so elasticity alone is responsible for the deviation of the steady curves from the Newtonian 

case. Overall in Figure 6.4, we observe that the fluid elasticity has a different impact 
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on the two solution families. In the upper solution family, the wetting lengths 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 

are almost unaffected up to 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 6 indicating that at low inertia fluid elasticity has no 

distinct role. However, as 𝑅𝑒 increases, the vortex that arises inside the cavity tends to 

stretch the air inclusion forcing the 𝐻1 to decrease considerably, while the position of the 

contact line “B” is almost unaffected. The insets (i, ii) in Figure 6.4 represent the 

corresponding streamline patterns calculated at 𝑅𝑒 = 8 for 𝐸𝑙 = 0 and 𝐸𝑙 = 0.75, 

respectively. Under the same flow rate, fluid elasticity creates a force that tends to 

maintain the spherical shape of the air inclusion since 𝐻1 increases with increasing 𝐸𝑙, 

see panels (i, ii) in Figure 6.4. 

At the lower solution family, the wetting length at the upstream and downstream wall is 

inversely proportional to 𝐸𝑙 since 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 monotonically decrease as 𝐸𝑙 increases, 

indicating that fluid elasticity intensifies the air entrapment inside the cavity, see Figure 

6.4 (a). It is interesting to note that the hysteresis loop vanishes by the presence of small 

but finite elasticity, see Figure 6.4 (a) for 𝐸𝑙 > 0.25. Thus, elasticity creates an 

additional force that opposes fluid inertia, preventing the contact line “A” from advancing 

along the upstream wall. The latter effect is more prominent at higher values of 𝐸𝑙 since 

the maximum value of 𝐻1 was calculated to be 0.98 and 0.67 for 𝐸𝑙 = 0.50 and 0.75, 

respectively. The contact line “B” mainly follows the same variation as the contact line 

“A”, so the study of this is not an additional source of information, and in the rest of the 

paper we will not monitor on the wetting length on the upstream wall. For a better 

understanding, in Figure 6.5 (a, b) we present the spatial variation of the 𝑥𝑥-component 

of the polymeric stress tensor, 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥, for 𝐸𝑙 = 0.75 at 𝑅𝑒 = 2.5 for steady-states that lie 

at the upper and lower solution families, respectively; the continuous black lines depict 

the streamlines of the flow. In Figure 6.5 (a), as we have already described, the 

streamline pattern indicates that the fluid penetrates deep in the topographical feature. 

Moreover, the normal polymeric stress field obtains its maximum value at the upstream 

convex corner where the polymeric chains are stretched in the direction of gravity as the 

flow loses its adhesion with the substrate. Additionally, the flow is decelerated inside the 

cavity by the broad cross-section, causing a weak velocity field. Therefore, inertia is not 

strong enough, resulting in an additional weak polymeric stress field, especially in the 

vicinity of the air inclusion. The extra polymeric stress field has a weak impact on the 

inner interface and in fact the position of the contact line “A” and “B” are almost 

independent of 𝐸𝑙, see the upper solution family in Figure 6.4 (a, b). 
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Figure 6.5 Spatial variation of normal polymeric stress field, 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 for steady states that lies at 

(a) the upper and (b) lower solution family, respectively. The remaining parameters are 𝑅𝑒 = 2.5, 

𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝐸𝑙 = 0.75, 휀 = 0.10 and 𝛽 = 0.10.  

On the contrary, at the lower solution family, flow configuration as well as the normal 

polymeric stress field, is different from the previously mentioned, see Figure 6.5 (b). The 

fluid flow cannot penetrate deep in the topographical feature; the inner interface is located 

close to the upstream convex corner where the highest value of polymeric stress field 

exists. Note that, the two interfaces are interacting, and the flow cross-section decreases 

at the midplane, producing an intense velocity field which is maximized at the minimum 

distance between the two interfaces. Hence, the polymeric chains are extended by the 

strong velocity field affecting the inner interface and the location of the contact line “A”. 

The larger 𝜏𝑝,𝑥𝑥 adjusts in the shape and location of the inner interface, preventing the 

contact line “A” to advance at the upstream wall. Consequently, as the elasticity 

increases, 𝐻1 will decrease considerably. Moreover, as the liquid approaches the 

downstream wall the flow cross-section increases, the liquid is decelerated, while the 

polymeric solution is rearranged to conform to the outer flow region. Furthermore, inside 

the recirculation region, the fluid flow is rather weak, and the normal polymeric stress 

field is almost zero. However, a cusp is formed at the inner interface in the region where 

the two flow regions meet, and the normal polymeric stress field obtains finite values due 

to the small extension field that arises in that region. 
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6.4.3 Effect of shear-thinning 

 

Figure 6.6 Solution families for the wetting length 𝐻1 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values of 

𝐸𝑙. The insets (i, ii) indicate the spatial variation of shear-polymeric stress field for 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝐸𝑙 =

4, 휀 = 0.10, 𝛽 = 0.1. The colors of the lines correspond to different values of 𝐸𝑙, while the different 

styles of the line ( ), ( ) the lower and the upper solution branches, 

respectively. 

In Figure 6.6(a) we present the wetting length 𝐻1 as a function of Reynolds number for 

various values of elasticity number. Further increasing 𝐸𝑙 results in a different pattern 

for both families, and 𝐸𝑙 has a nonmonotonic impact on the 𝐻1. Starting from the lower 

solution branch at moderate values of 𝐸𝑙 the calculated 𝐻1 increases as the corresponding 

𝐸𝑙 increases, since its maximum value was calculated to be 𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.56 and 1.02 for 

𝐸𝑙 = 1 and 4, respectively. This phenomenon is associated with shear-thinning that arises 

for small values of 𝐸𝑙, reverting the effect of elasticity by decreasing the liquid viscosity. 

At the inset (i) of Figure 6.6, we present the spatial variation of 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥 for a steady state 

that lies at the lower solution family at 𝑅𝑒 = 2.8. The shear polymeric stress obtains large 

values at the flat part of the substrate where the liquid flows towards the outflow 

boundary. Primarily, high values of polymeric shear stress denotes that the viscosity 

decreases locally triggering the mean velocity field to increase. As a result, the reduction 

of viscosity creates an imbalance at the inner interface, causing the contact line “A” to 

advance at the upstream wall. Besides, the inflow and outflow regions, the impact of 

shear-thinning inside the cavity is rather weak, since the existence of the two interfaces 

which create an almost shear-free region and hence the 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥 acquires almost zero values. 

However, close to the downstream wall, the existence of the separatrix creates a liquid-
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liquid shear region where the 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥 obtains finite values again. Finally, the film overpasses 

the cavity and flows towards the periodic boundary of the unit cell. 

On the other hand, it is anticipated that the impact of shear-thinning will be greater for 

steady-states of the upper solution family since the film is in more contact with the 

substrate. Indeed, as the 𝐸𝑙 increases, the film tends to dewet the upstream wall, 

especially for 𝑅𝑒 > 6, see Figure 6.6. At the inset (ii) in Figure 6.6, we present the 

spatial variation of 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥 for 𝑅𝑒 = 10. The dynamics of the flow indicate that most of the 

shear-thinning takes place at the inflow and outflow regions, however, in this case, the 

inner interface does not interact with the outer free surface, since it exists inside the 

recirculation region of the flow field. Interestingly, due to the presence of the recirculating 

vortex, the outer film region cannot penetrate the cavity efficiently, whereas the existence 

of the separatrix creates a liquid-liquid interface where the shear stresses obtain finite 

values. Consequently, shear-thinning increases the velocity at the separatrix which in 

turn intensifies the vortex inside the cavity resulting in stretching the air inclusion to the 

𝑦-direction inducing reduction of 𝐻1. Interestingly, at moderate values of 𝑅𝑒, see Figure 

6.6 for 𝐸𝑙 = 3, multiple steady states arise connected via turning points forming a 

hysteresis loop for 5.94 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 6.34. Further increasing 𝐸𝑙, the hysteresis loop becomes 

more prominent since it arises for 4.51 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 5.34. 

 

Figure 6.7 Enlarged region of the upper solution family close to the hysteresis loop of the outer 

solution family for 𝐸𝑙 = 4, 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 휀 = 0.10, 𝛽 = 0.10. 

In order to discuss further the impact of shear-thinning on the upper solution family in 

Figure 6.7, we present a segment of this close to the hysteresis loop while the insets (i-

iii) present the contours of 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥, for 𝑅𝑒 = 4, 5, 4.9, respectively. At low values of 𝑅𝑒, the 

liquid film penetrates the trench, see inset (i) in Figure 6.7, while the shear polymeric 

stress field does not vary only at the inflow and outflow regions but also at the sidewalls 
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of the trench as the liquid is sheared at the corresponding step-up and the step-down 

regions, respectively. Therefore, the liquid viscosity drops locally, interfering with the 

interfacial balance between capillarity and viscous forces. Increasing the flow-rate further, 

shear-thinning is getting stronger affecting the shape of the bubble significantly, while at 

𝑅𝑒 = 5.34, the liquid is thin enough and the spherical shape of the entrapped air cannot 

be supported, whereas a turning point arises forcing 𝑅𝑒 to decrease. Regarding the new 

solution branch, we observe that under the same flow-rate the air-inclusion occupies more 

space inside the cavity, see inset (ii) in Figure 6.7, while 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥 acquires large values in 

the vicinity of the bubble denoting that in this region the local viscosity is lower than the 

zero-shear viscosity. As the flow rate decreases, the entrapped air decreases 

proportionally. As the two interfaces come close to each other, the existence of an almost 

shear-free region minimizes the shear stress field, forcing the liquid viscosity to retrieve 

its nominal value, see inset (iii) in Figure 6.7. Hence, the previous pattern is inhibited, 

and a second turning point arises. Increasing 𝑅𝑒 further, the 𝐻1 increases again as the 

depression of the outer film region moves closer to the downstream wall and the bubble 

tends to acquire its spherical shape. However, a second hysteresis loop is observed at 

slightly higher values of 𝑅𝑒, 6.71 ≥ 𝑅𝑒 ≥ 6.31, see Figure 6.7. This can be attributed to 

the ballistic-like effect of the outer interface since with increasing 𝑅𝑒 the depression of 

the outer film moves deeper and closer to the downstream wall. This pattern is restrained 

by the large pressure field that arises in that region and the minimum of the interface 

drastically decreases, generating the second hysteresis, see [97].  

Figure 6.8 Solution families for the wetting length 𝐻1 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various 

values of 𝐸𝑙. The insets (i, ii) depict the spatial variation of shear-polymeric stress field 

for 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝐸𝑙 = 4, 휀 = 0.10, 𝛽 = 0.1. The colors of the lines correspond to different 

values of 𝐸𝑙, while the different styles of the line ( ), ( ), ( ) 

and ( ) represent the lower, upper, left and right solution branches, respectively. 
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Increasing 𝐸𝑙 further at moderate values of 𝑅𝑒 the fluid flow is dominated by shear-

thinning leading to a dramatic change in flow patterns. In fact, for 𝐸𝑙 = 4.97, the 

maximum penetration at the upstream wall of the lower solution family and the minimum 

of the upper family was calculated to be 𝐻1 = 2.16 and 2.23, respectively. Eventually, at 

𝐸𝑙 = 5.02 the two solution families merge since the second turning point of the upper 

hysteresis loop is connected with the first turning point of the lower solution family via 

a transcritical bifurcation [125], see Figure 6.8. For values of elasticity number larger 

than 5.02, the wetting curves are slit, creating two individual curves in the ranges 0 ≤

𝑅𝑒 ≤ 3.44 and 𝑅𝑒 ≥ 3.08, respectively, see  Figure 6.8 for 𝐸𝑙 = 8. It is interesting that 

the transcritical bifurcation, which induced by shear-thinning, leads to an abrupt increase 

of the wetting lengths inside the trench; 𝐻1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 was calculated to be 2.16, 5.58 for 𝐸𝑙 =

4.97 and 8, respectively. Note that, the steady states cannot be distinguished as upper or 

lower families, but both curves carry a segment of them. We observe that the wetting 

length rapidly increases with increasing 𝑅𝑒, since the 𝐻1 is 0.54 and 4.64 for 𝐸𝑙 = 8 at 

𝑅𝑒 = 1 and 3.5, respectively. The insets (i, ii) in Figure 6.8 depict the spatial variation 

of 𝜏𝑝,𝑦𝑥 for 𝑅𝑒 = 2 and 3, respectively. Clearly, the wetting length increases by the strong 

shear stresses that arise in the proximity of the upstream wall. 

In Figure 6.9 (a) we present the wetting curves for different values of 휀. In general, 휀 

controls shear and elongation thinning. These are intensified with increasing 휀, while the 

휀 = 0 is distinguished since the ePTT model is reduced to the Oldroyd-B model, which 

does not exhibit shear-thinning. In Figure 6.9 we observe that for 휀 = 0.05 the wetting 

length on the lower solution branch is relatively constant for most of the range of 𝑅𝑒, 

indicating that the strong elastic phenomena that arise at small values of 휀 prevent the 

contact line A from advancing at the upstream wall. We should mention that in the limit 

of the Oldroyd-B fluid, we cannot find any solution with 𝐻1 ≠ 0 denoting that high elastic 

liquids cannot penetrate the step-up region of the trench leaving the contact line “A” to 

be pinned at the convex corner. Moreover, the air inclusion at the upper solution family 

obtains an almost spherical cap up to 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 7. Increasing, 𝜀 the corresponding wetting 

length at the lower and upper solution families are affected considerably, see Figure 

6.9(a) for 휀 = 0.10 and 0.14, since the solution curves come close to each other. There is 

a critical point of 휀 where the two families are connected via a transcritical bifurcation.  
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Figure 6.9 (a) Solution families for the wetting length 𝐻1 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values 

of rheological parameter 휀. (b) Critical conditions for the transcritical bifurcation in the (𝑊𝑖, 휀)-

plane. The insets (i, ii) depict the spatial variation of shear-polymeric stress field for 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝐸𝑙 =

4, 휀 = 0.10, 𝛽 = 0.1. The colors of the lines correspond to different values of 휀, while the different 

styles of the line ( ), ( ), ( ) and ( ) represent the lower, 

upper, left and right solution branches, respectively. 

 

In Figure 6.9 (b) we present the critical conditions for the transcritical bifurcation in 

the (𝑊𝑖, 휀) plane, splitting the plane into the subcritical and supercritical conditions, 

respectively. Note that under a constant value of 𝑅𝑒, the Weissenberg number and the 

corresponding Elasticity number are connected directly via the expression eq. (5.5). As it 

is anticipated, the critical value of 𝑊𝑖 rapidly increases as the ePTT model approaches 

the Oldroyd-B model, while it was calculated the 𝑊𝑖𝑐 to be 7.49 and 3.07 for 휀 = 0.05 

and 0.10, respectively. It seems that the elimination of shear-thinning from the 

viscoelastic model as well as the high elastic phenomena that arise as 휀 → 0, force 𝑊𝑖 to 

increase.  
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6.4.4 Effect of zero shear viscosity 

 

Figure 6.10 Solution families for the wetting length 𝐻1 as a function of (a) 𝑅𝑒 and (b) 𝑊𝑒 for 

various values of 𝐾𝑎. The remaining parameters are 𝐸𝑙 = 3, 휀 = 0.10, 𝛽 = 0.1. The colors of the 

lines correspond to different values of 𝐾𝑎, while the different styles of the line ( ), (

), ( ) and ( ) represent the lower, upper, left and right solution 

branches, respectively. 

In Figure 6.10 (a) we present the dependence of 𝐻1 on the Reynolds number for different 

values of the Kapitza number. Under a constant value of 𝐿 = 𝐿∗/𝑙𝑐
∗, and assuming flows 

over trenches with the same geometrical characteristics, the variation of 𝐾𝑎 implies the 

change of zero-shear viscosity (𝑙𝑣
∗  is the only parameter that changes, see eq. (2.10)); 

therefore, smaller values of 𝐾𝑎 correspond to liquids with higher viscosity. Thus, with 

increasing 𝐾𝑎, the viscous dissipation is strong, and the position of the contact line “A” 

is mildly affected by the fluid inertia. Subsequently, the wetting length 𝐻1 decreases since 

its maximum value was calculated to be 0.70 and 1.05 for 𝐾𝑎 = 2 and 2.5, respectively. 

For large values of 𝐾𝑎, though, the combination of small zero-shear viscosity along with 

shear-thinning of the fluid gives rise to a transcritical bifurcation and the wetting 

penetration increases rapidly up to 𝑅𝑒 = 6.36 for 𝐾𝑎 = 4. After that point, inertia 

prevails, and the wetting length of the fluid flow abruptly decrease since the steady state 

drops to the “inertia-gravity” region of the fluid flow. 

We also note that with increasing 𝐾𝑎 the second turning point of the hysteresis loop at 

the lower solution family moves to higher values of 𝑅𝑒; its position was calculated at 

𝑅𝑒 = 3.50, 3.94, 4.9 for 𝐾𝑎 = 2.5, 3 and 4, respectively. In Figure 6.10 (b) we plot the 

wetting length at the upstream wall as a function of Weber number. Interestingly, the 

location of the second turning point lies for 𝑊𝑒 = 2.24, indicating that again the transition 

to inertia gravity region is caused by a delicate balance between inertia and capillary 

forces.  
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6.4.5 Effect of Geometry 

 
Figure 6.11 Solution families for the wetting length 𝐻1 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values of 

inflow and outflow regions. The insets (i, ii) indicate the spatial variation of shear polymeric stress 

field for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 7 and 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 3 for 𝑅𝑒 = 7. The remaining parameters are 𝐸𝑙 = 3, 휀 = 0.10 

and 𝛽 = 0.1. The colors of the lines correspond to different values of inflow and outflow lengths, 

while the different styles of the line ( ), ( ) present the lower and the upper, 

respectively. 

 

So, far, we have investigated a film flowing over a substrate with 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 𝑊 = 7. To 

complete our parametric study, we examine in Figure 6.11 the effect of inflow and 

outflow regions of the periodic unit cell on the 𝐻1 by keeping constant the size of the 

cavities. In Figure 6.11, we present the variation of the wetting length at the upstream 

wall as a function of Reynolds number. The insets (i, ii) in Figure 6.11 depict the film 

shapes and the contour plots of the polymeric shear stress for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 7 and 𝐿1 =

𝐿2 = 3, respectively. Note that the presented steady-state profiles were calculated at the 

upper solution family for 𝑅𝑒 = 7, see symbols in Figure 6.11. Interestingly, the upper 

solution family is affected more by the variation of the inflow and outflow lengths, since 

the hysteresis loop that arises in the range of 5.94 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 6.34 for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 7 is 

eliminated as the periodic trenches are packed closer to each other, see Figure 6.11 for 

𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 5 and 3, respectively. The latter could be attributed to the fact that as the 

inflow and outflow regions decrease the polymeric stresses cannot relax as the liquid enters 

the next cavity too soon. As can be seen in the inset (i) of Figure 6.11, at large values 

of 𝑅𝑒 the film forms an inertia ridge, at the step-up region of the cavity, which is 

suppressed about 5-6 unit lengths away from the downstream convex corner. After that 

point, the outer free surface is relatively flat, indicating the relaxation of the normal 
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polymeric stresses. However, as the inflow and outflow lengths decrease the viscoelastic 

liquid cannot relax due to the small distance between the cavities. Consequently, at the 

inflow region, the free surface is not flat, see inset (ii) in Figure 6.11, denoting that 

residual polymeric stresses are convected from one cavity to the other. Furthermore, it is 

observed that the shear polymeric stress field gets weaker as the distance between the 

trenches decrease, indicating that elasticity prevails over shear-thinning and the wetting 

penetration increases again on the upper solution family. Interestingly, the reduction of 

the inflow and outflow region has no impact on the lower solution family, since in that 

solution family shear-thinning is weak and 𝐻1 was calculated to be the same for all the 

curves, see lower solution family in Figure 6.11. 

 
Figure 6.12 Solution families for the wetting length 𝐻1 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for different 

size of square trenches. The insets (i, ii) represent the spatial variation of normal 

polymeric stress field for 𝑊 = 𝐷 = 5 and 𝑊 = 𝐷 = 8 for 𝑅𝑒 = 2.5. The remaining 

parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝐸𝑙 = 3, 휀 = 0.10 and 𝛽 = 0.1. The remaining parameters are 𝐸𝑙 =

3, 휀 = 0.10 and 𝛽 = 0.1. The colors of the lines correspond to different values of 𝑊  and 

𝐷, while the different styles of the line ( ), ( ) present the lower and 

the upper, respectively. 

 

In Figure 6.12, the wetting length of contact line “A” is plotted as a function of 𝑅𝑒 

assuming different sizes of the square trench. Examining the lower solution family, we see 

that increasing the trench size has only a slight impact on 𝐻1. This phenomenon can be 

attributed to the fact that normal polymeric stresses close to the upstream wall do not 

affect by the variation of the trench size since its magnitude is almost the same, see insets 

(i, ii) in Figure 6.12. In addition, at the midplane, the film is freely falling. Thus, the 

neck of the film is more pronounced with increasing 𝑊  due to the acceleration of gravity, 

resulting in a higher velocity field. Therefore, the polymeric chains are extended until the 
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minimum distance between the two interfaces reached. We also notice that the contact 

line “B” does not change appreciably by increasing the size 𝐷 = 𝑊 = 5 to 8, since it is 

always located 2-unit lengths away from the downstream concave corner. Subsequently, 

with increasing the size of the cavity, the air inclusion inside the topographical feature 

increases proportionally. 

On the other hand, at the upper solution family the location of contact line “A” is almost 

unaffected at low values of flow rate since it balances at 0.50-unit lengths away from the 

upstream concave corner. However, it is anticipated that shear-thinning effects will be 

more prominent as the size of the trench increases because the fluid will be in contact 

with the sidewalls of the substrate for longer distance. Indeed, as the size of the groove 

increases a hysteresis loop arises at the upper solution family, see Figure 6.12 for 𝑊 =

𝐷 = 7. Additionally, the hysteresis loop is more prominent for larger square trenches, 

since it was calculated to be for 𝑅𝑒 in range 6 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 6.31, see Figure 6.12 for 𝑊 =

𝐷 = 8. As previously described, the film is sheared at the upstream sidewall of the cavity, 

producing a shear field that decreases the viscosity locally; the larger the size of the trench 

the more the shear area will be.  

Figure 6.13(a) presents the solution families of the wetting distance of contact line “A” 

for different values of substrate wettability as a function of 𝑅𝑒. The extent of the liquid 

penetration strongly depends on the apparent contact angles, since the more hydrophilic 

the substrate, the larger the force applied on the contact point, 𝐹𝐶𝐿 = 𝜎∗ cos 휃. In 

addition, the contact angles do not affect qualitatively the bounds of the region defined 

and analyzed in the previous section. In comparison to the previous case (휃 = 60𝑜), for 

휃 = 45𝑜the entire solution family has moved upwards, while the film penetrates deeper 

the topography. Note that under creeping flow conditions the 𝐻1 increases considerably, 

while the transition to “inertia-gravity” regime is shifted to larger values of 𝑅𝑒. The latter 

could be attributed to the fact that in the more hydrophilic substrate, its easier for the 

to wet the trenches and, thus, more inertia is needed to dominate over capillarity and to 

move the transition to the inertia region to higher values of flow rate. Although, at even 

smaller values of 휃, see Figure 6.13(a) for 휃 = 30𝑜, the large wetting penetration due to 

the hydrophilic character of the substrate, which is accompanied by the shear-thinning 

of the fluid gives rise to transcritical bifurcation connecting the two solution families. 
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Figure 6.13 Solution families for the wetting length 𝐻1 as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for various values of 

(a) substrate wettability and (b) inclination angle. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝐸𝑙 = 3, 

휀 = 0.10, 𝛽 = 0.1. The colors of the lines correspond to different values of 휃 and 𝛼, while the 

different styles of the line ( ), ( ), ( ) and ( ) represent the 

lower, upper, left and right solution branches, respectively. 

Furthermore, in many cases of coating processes, the inclination angle is not fixed at 𝛼 =

90𝑜. In Figure 6.13 (b) we present the impact of 𝛼 on the evolution of the solution 

families as a function of the flow rate. For 𝛼 = 85𝑜 we observe a more profound wetting 

distance of contact point “A”, the capillary gravity region is found again in an isolated 

solution family and there is no continuous transition to the inertia-gravity region. The 𝑦-

component of the gravity vector is getting stronger, pushing more fluid inside the trench, 

see Figure 6.14. Hence, we observe a smaller air inclusion. The fact that the solution 

branches are disconnected is caused by the breaking of a transcritical bifurcation, as 

discussed in the previous section. Furthermore, the decrease of the inclination angle leads 

to a shrinkage of the isolated branch and displacement of the inertia gravity region to 

higher values of 𝑅𝑒. In fact, for inclination angles lower that 68𝑜, solutions of this type 

cease to exist, indicating that after that limit the film will thoroughly coat the periodic 

topography since the y-component of the gravity will push more effectively the liquid 

inside the grooves of the substrate.  

 

Figure 6.14 Streamline pattern formation for different inclination angles for 𝑅𝑒 = 2. The 

remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝐸𝑙 = 3, 휀 = 0.10 and 𝛽 = 0.10 
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6.5 Conclusion 

The steady film flow of a viscoelastic liquid driven by gravity over periodic rectangular 

trenches has been studied. The film fails to coat the topography entirely, and thus air is 

entrapped inside the grooves of the substrate. Hence, the film inside the topographical 

structure forms a second gas/liquid interface between two contact lines, which are free to 

migrate towards the upstream and bottom wall of the cavity. Multiple steady solutions, 

connected by turning points and transcritical bifurcations as well as isolated solution 

branches, are revealed by pseudo-arc-length continuation. The polymeric solution obeys 

the exponential form of the PTT constitutive model, while the air in contact with both 

interfaces is at the ambient air pressure. To this end, we have performed a thorough 

parametric analysis to identify the effect of the rheological properties along with the 

interplay of inertia, viscous and capillary forces on the fluid flow characteristics in all 

possible flow configurations.  

It is shown that viscoelastic phenomena have a different impact on the two distinct 

solution families that arise in this problem: in the upper solution family elasticity 

enhances the wetting length, while at the lower prevents wetting. In general, the 

polymeric chains are extended to the direction of the flow, creating a force that opposes 

inertia. Subsequently, with increasing 𝐸𝑙 the entrapped air inside the trench is either 

maximized or minimized based on the two independent solution families. The effect of 

shear-thinning has also been examined. In fact, the shear-thinning of the polymer solution 

affects mostly the upper solution family, whereas under certain conditions a hysteresis 

loop is formed at moderate values of 𝑅𝑒 denoting that different steady state may exist 

under the same flow rate. We found that there is a critical pair of 𝐸𝑙 and 𝜀 where the 

two solution families merge each other forming a transcritical bifurcation, leading to an 

abrupt change in flow profiles. Interestingly, it was found that shear-thinning may 

improve the coating quality up to 3 times considering that case of a Newtonian film.  

The understating of the non-Newtonian mechanisms of the fluid flow may lead to design 

of substrates that exploit the viscoelastic properties of the polymer solution, either 

enhancing or eliminating the air entrapment inside the grooves of the substrate. Although, 

this study leaves an open question about the stability of the computed steady state 

solutions. Recently, Pettas et al. [91] used Floquet theory to predict the stability of the 

flow over periodic substrates subjected to disturbances that in general are longer than 

the wavelength of periodic substrate, implying that under conditions elasticity stabilizes 
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the flow. An analysis of this short should be contacted in the present steady-state 

solutions to determine its own stability. 
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7. Stability of a Newtonian film partially 

wetting a substrate with rectangular periodic 

trenches * 

7.1 Abstract  

In this chapter, we study the linear hydrodynamic stability of a film of Newtonian liquid 

flowing down an inclined, solid substrate featuring periodic rectangular trenches. Due to 

the geometric characteristics of the substrate, the film fails to thoroughly wet the 

topography creating an enclosure of air inside the cavity, as described in the previous 

chapter. In this chapter, we are interested in the linear stability of the calculated steady 

states described by Varchanis et al. [97]. Therefore the generalized eigenvalue problem 

arises which is solved using Arnoldi’s algorithm, in a Newton-like procedure to calculate 

faster the critical conditions for the onset of the instability, while we employ Floquet 

theory [91] to predict the stability of periodic disturbances of arbitrary wavelengths, 

which in general are different from the periodicity of the substrate. Numerical simulations 

highlight the effect of inertia, viscous and capillary forces along with the substrate 

wettability and orientation with respect to gravity and the geometric characteristics of 

the substrate on the stability of the fluid flow. Due to the existence of air inside the 

trench, multiple steady states may occur which are analyzed for their stability. 

Interestingly, it is shown that the presence of air inclusions in the trenches act as a 

damper preventing the growth of disturbances on the outer free surface of the film. 

7.2 Problem formulation  

The steady flow configuration is described in Chapter 6, although here the flowing 

material is a Newtonian liquid (𝐸𝑙 = 0). Specifically, the liquid has constant density, 𝜌∗, 

viscosity, 𝜇∗ and surface tension, 𝜎∗, while the primitive flow input is the volumetric flow 

rate per unit length normal to the cross-section, 𝑞∗. A schematic of the flow along with 

the geometric characteristics of the substrate and the film is presented in the previous 

chapter (see Figure 6.1). Regarding calculation of the base state equations and the 

corresponding boundary conditions, we use the same procedure as described in Chapters 

5 and 6. 

 
* The material will be submitted to Physical Review Fluids. 
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7.3 Linearized Contact Line Equation 

To determine the stability of the system, the perturbed flow is governed by the linearized 

equations and the corresponding boundary conditions that can be found in the Appendix 

B. Moreover, the boundary conditions applied at the contact lines require special 

attention which will be described in the following subsection.  

 

Figure 7.1 Schematic of the contact line along the sidewalls and the coordinate system in the xy-

plane. Base state and perturbed interface profile and definition of 𝑙𝐴 and 𝑙𝑏,𝐴 which denote the 

distance from the wall. 

 

An approach similar to Spaid and Homsy [133] is followed. We denote the base state 

position of the contact line A with 𝐱𝑐𝑏,𝐴 while its disturbance is denoted by 𝐱𝑐𝑑,𝐴. We 

will also define 𝑙𝐴 and 𝑙𝑏,𝐴 (see Figure 7.1) which denote the distance of the liquid-air 

interface from the wall for the perturbed and unperturbed flow domain, respectively. 

Expanding 𝑙𝐴 in a Taylor series about 𝑦𝑐𝑏,𝐴 we get  

 
𝑙𝐴 = 𝑙𝑏,𝐴 + 𝛿

[
 
 𝑙𝑑,𝐴 + 𝑦𝑐𝑑,𝐴 (

𝜕𝑙𝑏,𝐴

𝜕𝑦
)

𝑏

|

𝑦𝑐𝑏,𝐴]
 
  (7.1) 

where 𝑙𝐴 = 𝑙𝑏,𝐴 + 𝛿𝑙𝑑,𝐴. At the contact line, the distance must be zero which implies 

𝑙𝐴|𝑦𝑐𝑑,𝐴
= 𝑙𝑏,𝐴|𝑦𝑐𝑏,𝐴

= 0. Therefore from Eq. (7.1) we get that the amplitude of the 

perturbation at the contact line is given by 

 
𝑦𝑐𝑑,𝐴 = −

𝑙𝑑,𝐴|𝑦𝑐𝑏,𝐴

(
𝜕𝑙𝑏,𝐴

𝜕𝑦
)

𝑏

|
𝑦𝑐𝑏,𝐴

 
(7.2) 
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Performing a similar expansion for the no-penetration condition for the velocity 

component normal to the wall yields  

 
𝑢𝑥,𝑑 = −𝑦𝑐𝑑,𝐴 (

𝜕𝑢𝑥,𝑏

𝜕𝑦
)

𝑏

|

𝑦𝑐𝑏,𝐴

 (7.3) 

We also expand the boundary condition (𝒏𝑤 ⋅ 𝒏𝑠 = cos 휃), see eq. (4.9),  and get the 

following expression: 

 
𝒏𝑤,𝐴 ⋅ 𝒏𝑠,𝐴|𝑑 + 𝑦𝑐𝑑,𝐴

𝜕(𝒏𝑤,𝐴 ⋅ 𝒏𝑠,𝐴|𝑏)

𝜕𝑦
|
𝑦𝑐𝑏,𝐴

= 0 (7.4) 

The latter two conditions (eqs. (7.3) and (7.4)) in combination with the linearized 

kinematic condition (eq. (B20)) are sufficient to describe the contact line motion in the 

perturbed flow domain. In order to apply this boundary condition, we will also need to 

provide an appropriate definition for both 𝑙𝑏,𝐴 and 𝑙𝑑,𝐴. In our case, the contact angle A 

is located at the upstream wall which is oriented in the y-direction and therefore at the 

upstream wall we obtain 

 𝑙𝑏,𝐴 = 𝑥𝑏,𝐴 − 𝑥𝑤,1 and 𝑙𝑑,𝐴 = 𝑥𝑑 (7.5) 

A similar procedure is employed for the disturbance of contact line B. Although in this 

case the contact line is moving along the bottom of the trench at the fix plane 𝑦 = −𝐷.  

7.4 Steady State results 

Before we proceed to the stability analysis of the flow field, it is important to briefly 

describe the most significant characteristics of the steady flow. As we already mentioned 

in the previous chapter, due to the presence of the contact lines, multiple steady states 

arise at all examined 𝑅𝑒. In Figure 7.2 we present the wetting length at the upstream 

wall (𝐻1) as a function of 𝑅𝑒; the insets depict the streamline pattern for the 

corresponding values of Reynolds number. The blue and red lines represent the different 

steady flow configurations that may arise, respectively.  

Starting from the upper solution family, the entrapped air inside the groove is located 

close to the upstream concave corner see insets (i, ii, iii) in Figure 7.2, while the inner 

interface obtains an almost spherical shape. In this scenario, the generated by the 

curvature capillary pressure is balanced by the pressure gradient that arises inside the 
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fluid. As 𝑅𝑒 increases the air inclusion shrinks, see inset (ii) in Figure 7.2, while at large 

values of 𝑅𝑒 the recirculation region which arises inside the cavity, stretches the bubble 

in the 𝑦-direction forcing, hereafter, 𝐻1 to decrease, see inset (iii) in Figure 7.2. Hence, 

the upstream sidewall is dewetted at large values of the Reynolds number. The rest of 

the fluid flow resembles the dynamics of fully coated regime. 

 

Figure 7.2 Map of the steady-state solutions for a Newtonian liquid in terms of the wetting length 

at the upstream wall. The red discontinuous and blue continuous lines correspond to the upper 

and lower solution families for 𝐾𝑎 = 2 and 휃 = 60𝑜. The trench width and depth are 𝑊 = 𝐷 = 6  

while the inflow and outflow lengths are 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 3.  
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In fact, the outer free surface forms a very deep minimum at the midplane, while at larger 

values of flow-rate a ballistic-like flow [27,92,97] moves the minimum of the outer free 

surface towards the downstream wall.  

Conversely, at the lower solution family, see blue continuous line in Figure 7.2, the air 

inclusion is large and occupies most of the area inside the cavity, see inset (iv). In the 

absence of inertia (low values of 𝑅𝑒), the film slightly advances at the upstream wall. 

Meanwhile, at the downstream wall, the flow forms a stagnation point which separates 

the flow into inside regions, the one into the groove, where a recirculation takes place and 

the main flow region, where the flow is driven by gravity. As the flowrate increases the 

film progressively wets the upstream wall up to a maximum point the value of which 

depends on liquid viscosity, the substrate wettability and inclination angle [97]. With 

further increasing 𝑅𝑒 further, inertia prevails over all the other forces and the wetting 

length at the upstream wall is minimized. Nevertheless, Pettas et al. [96] and Varchanis 

et al. [97] reported that the flow characteristics of the lower solution family could be split 

into three regimes depending on the dominant force. Hence, for low values of flowrate 

(𝑅𝑒 < 1) the “capillary-gravity” region arises (𝐵𝑜 > 1) while for higher values of 𝑅𝑒 

(𝑊𝑒 > 3) the “inertia-gravity” region exists. Moderate values of 𝑅𝑒 correspond to the 

transition region from the capillary to the inertia regime, where the wetting length 

exhibits a monotonic behavior. We should mention that under conditions (𝐾𝑎 ≥ 2.5) the 

transition to inertia dominated regime is not smooth but a hysteresis may arise. 

7.5 Linear Stability Analysis 

It is anticipated that the stability analysis of this system important but complex due to 

the appearance of multiple steady solution families and hysteresis loops. In the following 

subsections, we are going to examine the stability of each solution family. To categorize 

the type of steady state, we borrow from bifurcation theory [125] the definitions: node, 

saddle point and unstable focus. The term “node” describes a steady state to which all 

the proximate trajectories exponentially converge since all the eigenvalues of the system 

have a negative real part. On the contrary, the term “saddle point” refers to cases where 

the time-dependent trajectories exponentially deviate from it, whereas there is at least 

one eigenvalue of the system that is real and positive; there is at least one eigendirection 

of the steady state that points away from it. Finally, if a conjugate pair of eigenvalues of 

the system has a positive real part, the steady state is an “unstable focus,” since 

oscillations will grow in time as the trajectories depart from the corresponding steady 

state. In the latter case, the oscillations may form a time-periodic solution in the vicinity 

of the corresponding steady state. In the following sections, we use the terms “Non-
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oscillatory instability” and “Oscillatory instability” to describe if the steady state is a 

saddle point or an unstable focus. 

 

7.5.1 Non-oscillatory disturbances  

 

Figure 7.3 Eigenspectrum calculated at 𝑅𝑒 = 2 for a steady states that lie at the (a) upper and 

(b) lower solution family, respectively. The parameter 𝑄 varies from 0 to 1 composing the 

continues spectrum that passes from the origin of the axes. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 

𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 3 and 𝛼 = 90𝑜. 

 

In Figure 7.3 (a, b) we present the spectrum for two steady states for 𝑅𝑒 = 2 that lie 

at the upper and lower solution family (see insets (ii) and (v) in Figure 7.2), respectively. 

Note that in both steady states, the corresponding spectrum consists of a continuous part 

that intersects the x-axis while the presence of the inner interface along with the two 

contact lines create some additional discrete eigenvalues. The spectrum in Figure 7.3 

(a) depicts some eigenvalues with a positive real part, while for 𝑄 = 0 the corresponding 

eigenvalue is 𝜆 = 0.151, indicating that the corresponding steady state is a saddle point. 

As mentioned by Tseluiko et al. [29] discrete eigenvalues form close loops as the Bloch 

wavenumber (𝑄) varies in the range of [0,1]. Apart from 𝑅𝑒 = 2, we have computed the 

spectrum for 𝑅𝑒 = 0.5 and 6 and 10 (not presented here). In all cases, there is a real and 

positive eigenvalue, indicating that the upper solution family is unstable for all 𝑅𝑒. 

Consequently, this solution family cannot be observed in nature.  

As already mentioned, the small radius of curvature of the inner interface at the upper 

solution family, see inset (ii) in Figure 7.2, generates a strong capillary pressure which 

is balanced by the pressure gradient that arises inside the cavity. However, this balance 

is delicate since if the air inclusion were smaller, the capillary pressure would prevail over 
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the pressure gradient and the air inclusion would collapse. On the other hand, if the air 

inclusion was larger, the under pressure inside the trench could be not supported by the 

capillary pressure and the air inclusion would expand inside the cavity. In other words, 

there is no mechanism in addition to capillarity for the inner interface to retrieve its 

original position if perturbed, given that the flow is very slow near the bubble surface. 

On the other hand, in Figure 7.3 (b), the typical spectrum of the lower solution family 

is different. Interestingly, the real part of all the eigenvalues of the system is negative. 

Thus, this steady state is stable, indicating that it can be observed in experiments. The 

latter is supported by the work of Lampropoulos et al. [62] who performed transient 

simulations of gravity-driven viscous films over substrates with rectangular topographical 

features using the VOF method. In their analysis, they demonstrated that under certain 

conditions an air inclusion could be formed and sustained as the system reaches a steady 

state; the reported steady formations resemble the states of the lower solution family. 

Recently, Varchanis et al. [97] validated the results of Lampropoulos et al. [62] using the 

finite element method, depicting that indeed, the transient simulations converge to steady 

states that lie at the lower solution family. 

 
Figure 7.4 (a) Steady wetting penetration at the upstream wall as a function of 𝐻1. (b-d) 

Streamline patterns of three steady states for 𝑅𝑒 = 4.25 in the lower family for 𝐾𝑎 = 2.5. The 

width of the slit is equal to 𝑊 = 6. The symbols indicate the corresponding spectrum presented 

in Figure 7.5. 
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As we already mentioned, the wetting is intensified as the viscosity of the liquid decreases 

(Kapitza number increases), while for 𝐾𝑎 ≥ 2.5 the transition to inertia dominated regime 

is not smooth but two saddle-node bifurcations arise forming a hysteresis loop, see Figure 

7.4 (a). Note that the upper family in Figure 7.4 (a) is presented with dashes indicating 

that this state is unstable and cannot be observed in nature, while in Figure 7.4 (b-d) 

we present the streamline pattern for the three different steady-states that arise for 𝑅𝑒 =

4.25. According to bifurcation theory [125], a real eigenvalue of the system changes sign 

at each turning point. To verify this transition, in Figure 7.5 (a-c) we present the 

spectrum for the three different steady states that arise for 𝑅𝑒 = 4.25, the symbols in 

Figure 7.4 (a) indicate the corresponding eigenspectrums of Figure 7.5 (a-c). Starting 

from the upper branch of the lower solution family, as expected, the spectrum indicates 

that the steady solution of Figure 7.5 (a) is stable since all the eigenvalues have a 

negative real part. Interestingly, apart from the main continuous part of the spectrum, 

there is a discrete eigenvalue located at −0.012 + 0 𝑖 for 𝑄 = 0 whereas for 𝑅𝑒 = 4.33 this 

eigenvalue becomes positive.  

 
Figure 7.5 Eigenspectrums calculated at 𝑅𝑒 = 4.25 for steady states that lie at the (a) upper, (b) 

middle and (c) lower branch of the solution family, respectively. The parameter 𝑄 varies from 0 

to 1 composing the continues spectrum. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 3 and 

𝛼 = 90𝑜. The depth of the square trench is 6. 

 

 

Therefore, up to the first turning point the solutions are stable. Beyond it the computed 

Reynolds number decreases until the second turning point arises (𝑅𝑒 = 4.17). In Figure 

7.4 (b) we present the steady state at the intermediate branch of the hysteresis loop, 

while in Figure 7.5 (c) we present the corresponding spectrum. Indeed, after the first 

turning point, the discrete eigenvalue becomes positive with value 0.018+0i for 𝑄 = 0, 

indicating that this branch of the solution curve is unstable. Additionally, as the solution 

family approaches the second turning point, the discrete eigenvalue moves back towards 
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zero values while at 𝑅𝑒 = 4.17 it becomes negative again. At the new state, see Figure 

7.4 (d), all the real eigenvalues are negative (see Figure 7.5 (c)), while a part of the 

continuous spectrum becomes positive,  for 0.75 ≤ 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔(𝜆) ≤ 2. As we have showed in 

Section §2.4 , this part of the spectrum is related with the disturbances of the outer 

interface, indicating that the outer free surface will become distorted. The onset of this 

type of instability will be the subject of the next section. 

 

7.5.2 The onset of Oscillatory instabilities 

 

Effect of 𝑲𝒂 

In this section, we will present in the critical conditions for the appearance of the 

interfacial instabilities of the lower solution family. Scanning the critical conditions as 𝑄 

varies in the range of [0,1] we can create stability diagrams. In Figure 7.6 (a) we present 

the steady wetting length of the upstream wall as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 2.5 and 

3.5. For clarity, in case of 𝐾𝑎 = 2 and 2.5 we refrain from presenting the upper solution 

family since it corresponds to an unstable regime. Additionally, the dashed lines depict 

the unstable branches for 𝐾𝑎 = 3.5 (saddle points) while the continuous lines represent 

the stable solution branches (nodes according to bifurcation theory). Note that for 𝐾𝑎 =

3.5 the upper and lower solution family are crossed since a transcritical bifurcation has 

taken place for 𝐾𝑎 ≈ 3.2, while the gray arrows underline the abrupt change of the steady 

solution as it passes from the left solution branch to the right. 

 
Figure 7.6 Steady wetting length at the upstream wall for 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 2.5, 3.5 and the corresponding 

stability map. The remaining parameters are 휃 = 60𝑜, 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 3 and 𝛼 = 90𝑜. The depth and 

the width of the square trench are 6. 
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In Figure 7.6 (b) we present the frequency (see eq. (3.22)) of the critical disturbance as 

a function of the Reynolds number for 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 2.5 and 3.5. Note that the colored areas 

represent the unstable regions while the white area represents the stable regime. Special 

attention is given to the black dashed line since it represents the neutral curve for 𝐾𝑎 =

2 where the inner interface does not participate in the stability of the flow (i.e. the 

displacement of the disturbances at the internal interface is equal to zero). The latter 

consists of a “toy” problem which aids in understanding the impact of the inner interface 

on the stability of the film. Comparing the black dashed line with the neutral curve for 

𝐾𝑎 = 2, we can extract some useful information about the impact of the inner interface 

on the stability of the fluid flow. First of all, the “toy problem” suggests that the most 

critical value of 𝑅𝑒 was computed to be 𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 0.017 under longwave conditions. 

Interestingly, the analytical expression for flow over flat plate predicts that for vertically 

oriented substrates the flow becomes unstable for 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 = 0 (see eq. (3.23)). The small 

but finite difference between the black dashed line with the analytical expression comes 

from the weak steady capillary depression that arises at the outer interface since in this 

particular configuration the air inclusion does not have an additional role. Interestingly, 

for 𝐾𝑎 = 2 the most critical value of 𝑅𝑒 was computed to be 3.38 for 𝑓 ≈ 0.14 and 𝑄 =

0.34, depicting that the presence of the inner interface primarily stabilizes the flow.  

Additionally, it seems that the reported value of 𝑅𝑒𝑐 is associated with the steady 

transition to the inertia-gravity regime since there 𝐻1  is minimized, see Figure 7.6 (a). 

With increasing the Kapitza number, we observe that the transition to the inertia regime 

as well as the neutral stability curve is shifted to higher values of flowrate. In fact, the 

corresponding value of 𝑅𝑒 was calculated to be 4.17 and 5.20 for 𝐾𝑎 = 2.5, 3.5, 

respectively. It is astonishing that the outer interface becomes unstable exactly where 

inertia prevails in the fluid flow. We should mention however that for 𝐾𝑎 = 3.5 there is 

a discontinuity at the neutral curve which arises for 𝑅𝑒 = 5.2. In fact, due to the 

transition to the inertia regime a part of the continuous spectrum becomes unstable 

directly, as the solution falls from the upper to the lower branch of the solution curve. 

As a result, the corresponding steady state in which the real part of the eigenvalue is zero 

cannot be observed. The latter is translated as a discontinuity in the stability diagram. 

Interestingly, the flow is always stable when subjected to longwave disturbances. We 

should mention that as 𝑓 → 0 , numerous cavities of the periodic substrate participate in 

the stability of the fluid flow. In that limit, the inner interfaces of consecutive trenches 

produce a great stabilization on the fluid flow. Note that for 𝑄 < 0.25 all the 

corresponding eigenvalues appear to have negative real part denoting the strong 
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stabilization of the flow field since disturbances with wavelength larger than 4𝐿 are always 

stable; the latter corresponds to the cutoff wavenumber. Conversely, as the frequency 

increases the neutral curve approaches the black line, see Figure 7.6 (b) for 𝐾𝑎 = 2 

indicating that the stabilization effect of the inner interface is weakened. In fact, the 

existence of the dashed black line defines the upper limit of the unstable region. 

Eventually, the flow becomes unstable in the inertia gravity region of the flow, while 

“capillary-gravity” and transition region are stable under all possible frequencies of a 

disturbance. Ultimately, in the inertia region, the low frequencies are attenuated by the 

presence of air inclusion. It seems that the outer free-surface disturbances are dampened 

by the oscillations of the inner interface, preventing the distortions of the outer interface 

from growing. 

Effect of substrate wettability 

 
Figure 7.7 Steady wetting length at the upstream wall for 휃 = 600, 45𝑜, 30𝑜 and the corresponding 

stability map. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 3 and 𝛼 = 90𝑜. The depth of the 

square trench is 6. 

 

Another significant parameter is the wettability of the substrate. In Figure 7.7(a,b) we 

present the wetting length at the upstream wall as a function of 𝑅𝑒 as well as the 

corresponding stability maps. Clearly, the more hydrophilic the substrate is, the larger 

the force applied at the contact line (𝐹𝐶𝐿
∗ = 𝜎∗ cos 휃). Therefore, the wetting length 

monotonically increases for any value of 𝑅𝑒 as 휃 decreases, see Figure 7.7 (a). Hence, a 

larger amount of inertia is needed in order for the film to surpass the cavity. As a result, 

the maximum wetting is shifted to larger values of 𝑅𝑒; it is calculated to be 1.82, 2.61 

and 3.14 for 휃 = 600, 45𝑜, 30𝑜. Moreover, the transition to the “inertia-gravity” regime is 

smooth since no hysteresis loop is observed. 
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In Figure 7.7 (b) we present the neutral curves for the onset of the interfacial instabilities 

for the corresponding steady curves of Figure 7.7(a). As it was anticipated, the film is 

stable for low values of 𝑅𝑒, whereas above a certain value of 𝑅𝑒, the flow becomes 

unstable and disturbances grow in space and time at the outer interface. The main 

characteristics of the flow have already been described; however, in Figure 7.7 (b), we 

observe that the stability boundaries are mildly affected by the value of the contact line 

휃. In fact, the most critical value of 𝑅𝑒 was computed to be 3.9 and 4.18 for 휃 = 45𝑜 and 

30𝑜, respectively, pointing out the stabilizing of the hydrophilicity. It is noteworthy that 

for all cases the 𝑅𝑒𝑐 of the most dangerous frequency coincides with the transition to 

inertia region.  

Effect of Inflow and Outflow lengths 

 
Figure 7.8 Steady wetting length at the upstream wall for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 3, 6, 12 and the 

corresponding stability map. The remaining parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 2, 휃 = 60𝑜 and 𝛼 = 90𝑜. The 

depth of the square trench is 6. 

 

Next, we turn our attention to the impact of the geometric characteristics on the stability 

of the film. In Figure 7.8 we present the steady wetting length 𝐻1 and neutral curves 

as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for different values of the inflow and outflow lengths of the periodic 

domain. Varying these lengths, while keeping the width and depth of the grooves 

constant, the concentration of trenches is affected; the shorter these distances are the 

higher the trench concentration. Interestingly, as can been seen in Figure 7.8 (a), the 

variation of the inflow and outflow lengths does not affect the position of the wetting 

length. This can be attributed to the fact that as the distance between two consecutive 

trenches increases the film forms a flat interface which resembles Nusselt flow and the 

steady flow inside the trench cannot feel the presence of the others. In Figure 7.9 (a, b, 

c) we present the steady state formation along with the streamline pattern for 𝑅𝑒 = 3 
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and 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 3, 6, 12, respectively. As already described due to the long distance 

between the cavities, the calculated free surface at the inflow and outflow region is flat 

while the wetting conditions are identical in each case. Although, as already mentioned 

in Chapters 5 and 6, in polymer solutions the wetting is strongly affected by the length 

of the inflow and outflow regions. 

 

Figure 7.9 Streamline patterns of three steady states for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 3, 6, 12, 𝑅𝑒 = 3.2 and 𝐾𝑎 =

2.5. The width of the slit is equal to 𝑊 = 6.  

 

Although the inflow and outflow regions have no significant impact on steady wetting 

lengths, this is not the case with the stability of the system since as 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 increase 

the 𝑅𝑒𝑐 decreases, see Figure 7.8 (b). Specifically, for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 6 apart from the main 

neutral curve, there is an additional creation of unstable isle for 𝑅𝑒 in between 1.46 and 

2.38. Although the flow continues to be stable under long-wave disturbances. With further 

increasing the inflow and outflow regions to 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 12, the unstable isle is merged 

with the main neutral curve composing a larger area where the film becomes unstable. 

Note that, the most critical 𝑅𝑒 dramatically decreases with increasing the inflow and 

outflow lengths. It is 0.44 for 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 12 which is relatively closer to 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡. In fact as 

the 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 increases the neutral curve of the system approaches the black dashed line 
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of Figure 7.6. Consequently, increasing the distance between the cavities the existence 

of the topographical structure is less important for the stability of the film. Actually, the 

neutral curve of the flow converges to the semi-parabolic shape as in the Nusselt flow, 

since most of the part of the substrate is a flat plane. However, the flow remains stable 

when subjected to very long-wave disturbances. In fact, there is an opposing influence 

between the air inclusion inside the cavities, which stabilizes the flow, with the flat part 

of the periodic substrate which destabilizes it. Actually, the flat plane of the substrate, 

see Figure 7.9, assists in the amplification of the interfacial disturbances; as a result, 

the stability of the flow approaches the critical conditions of Nusselt flat film flow.  

Influence of inner free surface configuration 

 

Figure 7.10 Steady wetting length at the upstream wall for flow over periodic trenches (red lines) 

and over periodic slits and the corresponding stability map (continuous blue line). The remaining 

parameters are 𝐾𝑎 = 4, 휃 = 60𝑜 and 𝛼 = 100𝑜. The inflow and outflow lengths are 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 1 

while the width and the depth of the square trench are 5. 

 

Another important characteristic that affects the steady flow configuration is the depth 

of the topographical feature. As already described in Chapter 4, the film fails to coat 

the bottom of the trench, when the depth of the groove exceeds a critical value. The 

latter formation resembles the film flow over periodic slits. In this subsection, we compare 

the stability of the latter flow configuration with the flow over periodic trenches forming 

air inclusions (BUC). In Figure 7.10 (a), we present the wetting penetration at the 

upstream wall as a function of 𝑅𝑒 for the two previously mentioned configurations for 

𝐾𝑎 = 4; the red lines describes the BUC solution while the blue line corresponds to flow 

over periodic slits for 𝛼 = 100𝑜. Note that for inclination angles larger than 90𝑜 the flow 

over a flat substrate is always unstable. Interestingly, in these flow configurations the 
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critical Reynolds number obtains finite values. Except for some small deviations for low 

values of 𝑅𝑒, it is intriguing that the lower solution of the BUC problem is in very good 

agreement with the wetting penetration for flow over periodic slits. Note that the 

maximum wetting penetration was calculated to be 𝐻1 = 1.41 in both cases. In fact, in 

Figure 7.11(a, c) we present the steady state formations for the BUC and flow over 

periodic slits configuration, respectively. Note that the continuous black line corresponds 

to the separatrix. In principle, the steady states of Figure 7.11 (a, b) correspond to 

different solution families since in one case the film wets the bottom of the trench while 

in the second case the film forms a contact line at the downstream wall. However, as it 

can be observed in both cases, the streamline pattern of the outer flow region and the 

outer free surface deformation are almost identical. In fact, the only thing that changes 

between these steady solutions is the area of the recirculation region. Interestingly, it is 

found that the separatrix line appears in the same position for both flow configurations. 

In Figure 7.11 (b, d) we present only the outer region of the previously mentioned 

steady states. Clearly, in both cases the outer flow region is almost the same, indicating 

that the presence of the recirculation region does not contribute to the formation of the 

outer region as well as in the wetting penetration at the upstream wall. 

 

Figure 7.11 (a,b) Steady streamline pattern for a BUC flow configuration and flow over periodic 

slits. The dashed black line corresponds to the separatrix line between the outer and the 

recirculation region. The subfigures (b,d) present the outer region of the steady states (a,c). The 

remaining parameters are 𝑅𝑒 = 4, 𝐾𝑎 = 4, 휃 = 60𝑜, 𝛼 = 100𝑜, 𝑊 = 𝐷 = 5, 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 1. 
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In Figure 7.10 (b) we present the linear stability of the film of the two steady state 

solution families. As it was anticipated the two neutral curves are more or less the same; 

some small deviations are observed for 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 5 and 𝑓 ≈ 0.1, while the most critical value 

of 𝑅𝑒, its minimum value was computed to be 2.22 for 𝑓 = 0.11. This is a clear 

demonstration that the presence or the location of the second contact line do not affect 

the stability of the film. To this end, it seems that the stability of the flow is independent 

of the depth of the topographical feature. 

 

7.6 Conclusions 

We carried out a theoretical analysis of the stability of a Newtonian liquid film which 

partially wets an inclined solid substrate featuring periodic rectangular trenches. Multiple 

steady state flow configurations are revealed using the pseudo-arclength continuation. It 

was observed that at least two steady states coexist for all the examined values of Re, 

the upper and lower solution family, respectively. In the upper family, the air inclusion 

is located near the upstream concave corner, while on the lower family, the air inclusion 

occupies a significant portion of space inside the trench. Examining the stability of the 

calculated solution families, we concluded that the upper solution family is unstable since 

there is a real eigenvalue which is positive for every value of flow rate. Moreover, the 

lower solution family was computed to be stable, since all the eigenvalues of the spectrum 

have a negative real part. Consequently, the lower solution family will be observed by 

the experiments. When the steady curves form a hydrodynamic hysteresis, it was found 

that the intermediate branch of the hysteresis is unstable as well. Next, we turned our 

attention to determining the critical conditions for the onset of the outer surface 

distortions. Linear stability analysis unveiled that a robust stabilization is induced by the 

presence of the encapsulated air inside the cavity. The inner interface acts as a damper 

which stabilizes the flow mainly under long-wave disturbances. Conditions that lead to 

the onset of free surface distortions of the film were identified.  
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8. Recommendations for Future Work 

 

The present dissertation provides new theoretical insights into the effects of the 

topographies on the steady formation and the corresponding stability of gravity-driven 

film flows. Multiple steady states connected via turning points were revealed by pseudo-

arclength continuation and analyzed for their stability. Moreover, a Hopf-continuation 

algorithm was developed to predict with high accuracy the transition of the solution from 

steady to the time-periodic regime. The main goal of this dissertation was to identify and 

categorize the calculated steady states based on the linear stability analysis, as well as to 

understand the mechanisms which are responsible for the appearance of the interfacial 

instabilities in each case. Interesting questions for future research that can be deduced 

from this dissertation. 

Starting with the case where the film thoroughly wets the bottom undulations, 

experimental studies would be beneficial for verification of the findings with different 

polymeric solutions. From a theoretical point of view, the effect of the inclination angle 

and shape of the substrate on the stability of the viscoelastic fluid flow can be studied 

further. Regarding the stability of Newtonian films, it is an intriguing idea to investigate 

the stabilizing effect of the sidewalls on the gravity-driven film flow over a flat substrate. 

In fact, at the point where the free surface of the film meets the sidewall of the channel, 

a triple contact line is formed. It is anticipated that the contact angle, as well as the 

channel width, will affect the stability of the flow significantly. Moreover, recent studies 

in Newtonian liquids report that the evolution of gravity-driven nonlinear traveling waves 

introduces interesting phenomena such as the abrupt collapse of high amplitude waves or 

phenomena like an eddy break-up due to traveling free surface waves. Very recently, 

Dauth and Aksel [134] experimentally investigated the pathway from regular to chaotic 

traveling waves, revealing among others fingering instability. However, the effects of 

viscoelastic mechanisms in these phenomena have not been studied yet. Additionally, in 

this study, we chose to focus on viscoelastic liquids, however, in many engineering 

applications (coating processes in paint, food, plastic) or geophysical phenomena (glaciers, 

mud and debris flow) the liquids involved may express some plasticity. In principle, it 

will be useful the expand the ideas of this dissertation in cases where the flowing material 

has elasto-viscoplastic (EVP) properties.  
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Conversely, in cases where the film partially wets the periodic grooves of the substrate, 

we addressed the main dynamics of the steady flow. To this end, the last chapter of the 

thesis needs to be completed by examining in more detail the effects of the substrate 

geometry on the stability of the film flow configuration. Moreover, in various industrial 

applications, the manipulation of a liquid film is achieved by using the electro-

hydrodynamics. The electric field affects the flow with the appearance of an additional 

Maxwell stress tensor in the normal force balance on the film free surfaces. Note that the 

magnitude and the orientation of the electric potential may control the wetting regime 

as well as the size of the air inclusion.  

In principle, in many industrial operations, the film and the substrate may have not the 

same temperature. In this case, the spatial variation of the substrate will produce a 

temperature gradient close to the free surfaces of the liquid, resulting in the formation of 

surface-tension gradients. It is anticipated that the developed stresses due to the 

Marangoni effect will affect the shape and the location of the free surfaces contributing 

to increasing or decreasing the wetting length of the film inside the topographical 

variations depending on the corresponding relative temperature difference between the 

film and the substrate. 
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Appendix A: Mixed Finite Element Method 

– Base State 

 

We consider a 2D physical domain and flow field and approximate the velocity and the 

position vector with 6-node Lagrangian basis functions, 𝜙𝑖, and the pressure, the elastic 

stresses as well as the velocity gradients with 3-node Lagrangian basis functions, 𝜓𝑖. 

 [
𝒖
𝒙

] (휂, 𝜉) = ∑ [𝒖𝑖

𝒙𝑖
] 𝜙𝑖(휂, 𝜉)

𝑖

 and 

[
 
 

𝑃
𝑮
𝝉𝑝]

 
  (휂, 𝜉) = ∑

[
 
 

𝑃 𝑖

𝑮𝑖

𝝉𝑝
𝑖
]
 
 𝜓𝑖(휂, 𝜉)

𝑖

 (A1) 

We employ the finite element/Galerkin method, which after applying the divergence 

theorem results in the following weak form of the momentum and mass balances:   

 

∫[(𝑅𝑒 𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝒖 − 𝑆𝑡 𝒈) ⋅ 𝒆𝑗𝜙
𝑖 − 𝑃𝑰: ∇(𝒆𝑗𝜙

𝑖) + 𝝉𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆
𝑇 : ∇(𝒆𝑗𝜙

𝑖)] 𝐽2𝐷𝑑Ω

Ω

− ∫ 𝒏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑰 + 𝝉𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆) ⋅ 𝒆𝑗𝜙
𝑖𝐽1𝐷 𝑑Γ

𝜕Ω

= 0, 𝑗 = 𝑥, 𝑦 

(A2) 

 ∫ 𝜓𝑖∇ ⋅ 𝒖 𝐽2𝐷 𝑑Ω = 0

Ω

 (A3) 

Where 𝑑Ω = 𝑑휂𝑑𝜉 and 𝑑Γ are the differential area and arc length in the computational 

domain, respectively, while 𝐽2𝐷 = 𝑦𝜉𝑥𝜂 − 𝑦𝜂𝑥𝜉 and 𝐽1𝐷 = √𝑥Γ
2 + 𝑦Γ

2 , denote the 

corresponding Jacobians of the transformation from physical to computational domain. 

The weak form of the mesh generation equations is derived similarly by applying the 

divergence theorem: 

 ∫ ∇𝜙𝑖 ⋅ ∇𝜉[(1 − 휀1) + 휀1𝑆] 𝐽2𝐷𝑑Ω

𝑒

= 0 (A4) 

 ∫ ∇𝜙𝑖 ⋅ ∇휂 𝐽2𝐷 𝑑Ω

𝑒

= 0 (A5) 
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Where 𝑆 = √(𝑥𝜉
2 + 𝑦𝜉

2 ) (𝑥𝜂
2 + 𝑦𝜂

2 )⁄  and 휀1 is a parameter that controls the smoothness 

of the mapping relative to the degree of orthogonality of the mesh lines; here we set 𝜀1 =

0.1. For a more detailed description of this method, the interested reader may refer to 

[100,104,105,112,135,136].  

The continuous approximation of the components of the velocity gradient tensor is 

determined by:  

 ∫ 𝜓𝑖(𝑮 − ∇𝒖) 𝐽2𝐷 𝑑Ω

𝑒

= 0 (A6) 

Finally, the hyperbolic character of the constitutive equation necessitates discretizing it 

using the SUPG method proposed by [94]:  

 ∫ 𝜒𝑖 [𝑌 (𝝉𝑝)𝝉𝑝 + 𝑊𝑖 𝝉
∇

𝑝 − (1 − 𝛽)(𝑮 + 𝑮𝑇 )] 𝐽2𝐷𝑑Ω

𝑒

= 0 (A7) 

Where 𝝉
∇

𝑝 = 𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝝉𝑝 − 𝝉𝑝 ⋅ 𝑮 − (𝝉𝑝 ⋅ 𝑮)𝑇 . The weighting function 𝜒𝑖 is formed from the 

finite element basis function for the elastic stress components according to: 

 𝜒𝑖 = 𝜓𝑖 +
ℎ𝑐ℎ

|𝒖|
𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝜓𝑖 (A8) 

where |𝒖| is the magnitude of the mean velocity and ℎ𝑐ℎ is a characteristic length in each 

element.  

The mean velocity |𝒖| in an element is defined as |𝒖| = 1
3
∑ |𝒖|𝑛

3

𝑛=1
, |𝒖|𝑛 denoting the 

magnitude of the velocity at the vertices of the corresponding triangular element. As a 

characteristic length ℎ𝑐ℎ, we used the square root of the area of each triangular element.  
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Appendix B: Formulation of The Linear 

Stability Analysis Problem 

Finite element discretization 

In order to account for 3D disturbances, we have employed Fourier modes in the 

transverse 휁 -direction; 𝑘 denotes the wavenumber of the perturbation in the 휁-direction. 

Therefore, according to our ansatz, the disturbances are given by the following finite 

element interpolation: 

 𝒖𝑑
′ (휂, 𝜉, 휁) = ∑ �̂�𝑖 ⋅ [𝜙𝑖(휂, 𝜉)𝑫(𝑘휁)]

𝑖

, (B1) 

 𝑃𝑑
′(휂, 𝜉, 휁) = ∑ 𝑃̂ 𝑖𝜓𝑖(휂, 𝜉) cos(𝑘휁)

𝑖

, (B2) 

 𝑮𝑑
′ (휂, 𝜉, 휁) = ∑ 𝑮̂

𝑑
𝑖 : [𝜓𝑖(휂, 𝜉)𝑬(𝑘휁)]

𝑖

, (B3) 

 𝝉𝑝,𝑑
′ (휂, 𝜉, 휁) = ∑ 𝝉�̂�,𝑑

𝑖 : [𝜒𝑖(휂, 𝜉) 𝑬(𝑘휁)]
𝑖

 (B4) 

 𝒙𝑑
′ (휂, 𝜉, 휁) = ∑ �̂�𝑑

𝑖 𝜙𝑖(휂, 𝜉) cos(𝑘휁)
𝑖

 (B5) 

The symbol “: ” denotes the double inner product. In a similar fashion with the approach 

described by [104,137], we choose a control volume consisting of the two-dimensional flow 

domain extended over one wavelength in the 𝑧-direction and employ weighting functions 

of the form 𝜙𝑖𝑫(𝑘휁) for the momentum equations, 𝜓𝑖 cos(𝑘휁) for the continuity equations, 

𝜒𝑖𝑬(𝑘휁) for the constitutive equations, 𝜓𝑖𝑬(𝑘휁) for the continuous approximation of the 

gradient tensor, and 𝜙𝑖 cos(𝑘휁) for the mesh equations; k denotes the wavenumber of the 

perturbation in the 휁-direction. The tensors 𝑫(𝑘𝜁) and 𝑬(𝑘𝜁) are given by 

 
𝑫(𝑘휁) =

(
  

cos 𝑘휁 0 0
0 cos 𝑘휁 0
0 0 sin 𝑘휁)

   (B6) 

 
𝑬(𝑘휁) =

(
  

cos 𝑘휁 cos 𝑘휁 sin 𝑘휁
cos 𝑘휁 cos 𝑘휁 sin 𝑘휁
sin 𝑘휁 sin 𝑘휁 cos 𝑘휁)

   (B7) 
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and their form is dictated by the incompressibility condition and the kinematic relation 

at the free surface [104,137–139]. 

Linearized equations 

The linearized equations are obtained using the weak formulation of the time-dependent 

form of the governing equations, introducing eq. (3.13) and neglecting terms of order 

higher than the first in the perturbation parameter 𝛿, the following set of linearized 

equations is obtained from the corresponding momentum and mass balances, respectively,  

 
    ∫[(𝑅𝑒 𝒖𝑏 ⋅ (∇𝒖)𝑏 − 𝑆𝑡 𝒈) ⋅ 𝒓𝑗

𝑖 − 𝑃𝑏𝑰: (∇𝒓𝑗
𝑖)𝑏 + 𝝉𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆,𝑏

𝑇 : (∇𝒓𝑗
𝑖)𝑏  ]𝐽2𝐷,𝑑𝑑𝑉

𝑉

 
 

 
+ ∫ [𝑅𝑒 (

𝜕𝒖𝑑

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝒖𝑏 ⋅ (∇𝒖)𝑑 + (𝒖𝑑 −

𝜕𝒙𝑑

𝜕𝑡
) ⋅ (∇𝒖)𝑏)] ⋅ 𝒓𝑗

𝑖  𝐽2𝐷𝑑𝑉

𝑉

 
 

 
+ ∫[−𝑃𝑏𝑰: (∇𝒓𝑗

𝑖)𝑑 − 𝑃𝑑𝑰: (∇𝒓𝑗
𝑖)𝑏 + 𝝉𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆,𝑑

𝑇 : (∇𝒓𝑗
𝑖)𝑏 + 𝝉𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆,𝑏

𝑇 : (∇𝒓𝑗
𝑖)𝑑  ]𝐽2𝐷 𝑑𝑉

𝑉

 (B8) 

 
− ∫ 𝒏𝑏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑏𝑰 + 𝝉𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆,𝑏

𝑇 ) ⋅ 𝒓𝑗
𝑖  𝐽1𝐷,𝑑 𝑑𝐴

𝜕𝑉

 
 

 
− ∫[𝒏𝑑 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑏𝑰 + 𝝉𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆,𝑏) + 𝒏𝑏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑑𝑰 + 𝝉𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆,𝑑)] ⋅ 𝒓𝑗

𝑖   𝐽1𝐷 𝑑𝐴

𝜕𝑉

= 0,    𝑗 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 
 

 
 

 

 

∫[(∇ ⋅ 𝒖)𝑑  𝐽2𝐷 + (∇ ⋅ 𝒖)𝑏  𝐽2𝐷,𝑑 ]𝜓𝑖 cos 𝑘휁 𝑑𝑉

𝑉

= 0, (B9) 

 𝒓𝑗
𝑖 = 𝒆𝑗 ⋅ 𝜙𝑖𝑫(𝑘휁) (B10) 

The expression for the base state and perturbation of the total stress is readily obtained 

from 

 𝝉𝐸𝑉𝑆𝑆,𝑖 = 𝝉𝑝,𝑖 + 2(1 − 𝛽)�̇�𝑖 − 2(𝑮𝑖 + 𝑮𝑖
𝑇 ),      𝑖 = 𝑏, 𝑑 (B11) 
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Moreover, 𝐽2𝐷,𝑑 = (𝑦𝑏,𝜉 𝑥𝑑,𝜂 − 𝑦𝑏,𝜂 𝑥𝑑,𝜉) + (𝑦𝑑,𝜉 𝑥𝑏,𝜂 − 𝑦𝑑,𝜂 𝑥𝑏,𝜉) and 𝐽1𝐷,𝑑 =

(𝑥𝑏,Γ 𝑥𝑑,Γ+𝑦𝑏,Γ 𝑦𝑑,Γ)

√𝑥𝑏,Γ
2 +𝑦𝑏,Γ

2
, while 𝑑𝑉 = 𝑑휂𝑑𝜉𝑑휁 and 𝑑𝐴 = 𝑑Γ𝑑휁 are the differential volume and 

surface area in the computational domain, respectively; 𝐽2D and 𝐽1D are given in 

Appendix A. It should be noted that integration over one wavelength in the 휁-direction 

ultimately gives a common factor of 𝜋/2  which can be safely ignored; this is due to the 

휁-dependence that arises in factors of cos2 𝑘휁 and sin2 𝑘휁 in the weak form of the 

equations.  

The disturbance of the continuous approximation of the components of the velocity 

gradient tensor is determined by: 

 
∫(𝑮𝑑 − (∇𝒖)𝑑): 𝑬(𝑘휁)𝜓𝑖 𝐽2𝐷 𝑑𝑉

𝑉

+ ∫(𝑮𝑏 − (∇𝒖)𝑏): 𝑬(𝑘휁)𝜓𝑖𝐽2𝐷,𝑑 𝑑𝑉

𝑉

= 0 (B12) 

The linearized PTT constitutive model is derived 

 
∫ [𝑌 (𝝉𝑝,𝑏)𝝉𝑝,𝑏 + 𝑊𝑖 𝝉

∇

𝑝,𝑏 − (1 − 𝛽)(𝑮𝑏 + 𝑮𝑏
𝑇 )] : 𝑬(𝑘휁) 𝜒𝑑

𝑖  𝐽2𝐷𝑑𝑉

𝑉

  

 
+ ∫ [𝑌 (𝝉𝑝,𝑏)𝝉𝑝,𝑏 + 𝑊𝑖 𝝉

∇

𝑝,𝑏 − (1 − 𝛽)(𝑮𝑏 + 𝑮𝑏
𝑇 )] : 𝑬(𝑘휁) 𝜒𝑏

𝑖  𝐽2𝐷,𝑑 𝑑𝑉

𝑉

 (B13) 

 
+ ∫ [𝑌 (𝝉𝑝,𝑏)𝝉𝑝,𝑑 + 𝑊𝑖 𝝉

∇

𝑝,𝑑 − (1 − 𝛽)(𝑮𝑑 + 𝑮𝑑
𝑇 )] : 𝑬(𝑘휁) 𝜒𝑏

𝑖  𝐽2𝐷 𝑑𝑉

𝑉

  

 
          + ∫ [

휀

1 − 𝛽
 𝑊𝑖 trace(𝝉𝑝,𝑑)𝝉𝑝,𝑏] : 𝑬(𝑘휁) 𝜒𝑏

𝑖  𝐽2𝐷 𝑑𝑉 = 0

𝑉

  

Here, the disturbance of the upper convective derivative is defined as 

 
𝝉
∇

𝑝,𝑑 =
𝜕𝝉𝑝,𝑑

𝜕𝑡
+ (𝒖𝑑 −

𝜕𝒙𝑑

𝜕𝑡
) ⋅ (∇𝛕𝑝)𝑏 + 𝒖𝑏 ⋅ (∇𝝉𝑝)𝑑 

     −[𝝉𝑝,𝑑 ⋅ 𝑮𝑏 + (𝝉𝑝,𝑑 ⋅ 𝑮𝑏)
𝑇 ] − [𝝉𝑝,𝑏 ⋅ 𝑮𝑑 + (𝝉𝑝,𝑏 ⋅ 𝑮𝑑)𝑇 ] 

(B14) 

In addition, 𝜒𝑏
𝑖  and 𝜒𝑑

𝑖 . denote the base state weighting function 𝜒𝑖 and its perturbation, 

respectively. The former has been defined in Appendix A, while the latter is given by 

the following expression: 
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 𝜒𝑑
𝑖 = 𝜓𝑖 +

ℎ𝑐ℎ,𝑏

|𝒖𝑏|
[(𝒖𝑑 −

𝜕𝒙𝑑

𝜕𝑡
) ⋅ (∇𝜓𝑖)𝑏 + 𝒖𝑏 ⋅ (∇𝜓𝑖)𝑑]

+

(

  
 ℎ𝑐ℎ,𝑑

|𝒖𝑏|
−

ℎ𝑐ℎ,𝑏 |𝒖𝑑 −
𝜕𝒙𝑑
𝜕𝑡

|

|𝒖𝑏|2
)

  
 

𝒖𝑏 ⋅ (∇𝜓𝑖)𝑏 

(B15) 

where |𝒖𝑏| and |𝒖𝑑 − 𝜕𝒙𝑑

𝜕𝑡
| denote the magnitude of the base state mean velocity and its 

perturbation, respectively. ℎ𝑐ℎ,𝑏, denotes the characteristic length in each element at the 

base state domain and ℎ𝑐ℎ,𝑑 denotes the disturbance in the perturbed domain. 

Finally, the linearized weak formulation for the mesh generation equation is given by 

 
∫ [(∇𝑥𝑦(𝜙𝑖 cos 𝑘휁))

𝑏
⋅ (∇𝑥𝑦𝜉)𝑑] [(1 − 휀1) + 휀1𝑆] 𝐽2𝐷𝑑𝑉

𝑉

 
 

 
+ ∫ [(∇𝑥𝑦(𝜙𝑖 cos 𝑘휁))

𝑑
⋅ (∇𝑥𝑦𝜉)𝑏] [(1 − 휀1) + 휀1𝑆] 𝐽2𝐷𝑑𝑉

𝑉

 
(B16) 

 
+ ∫ [(∇𝑥𝑦(𝜙𝑖 cos 𝑘휁))

𝑏
⋅ (∇𝑥𝑦𝜉)𝑏] [(1 − 휀1) + 휀1𝑆] 𝐽2𝐷,𝑑𝑑𝑉

𝑉

 
 

 
+ ∫ [(∇𝑥𝑦(𝜙𝑖 cos 𝑘휁))

𝑏
⋅ (∇𝑥𝑦𝜉)𝑏] 휀1 𝑆𝑑  𝐽2𝐷 𝑑𝑉

𝑉

= 0 
 

   

 
    ∫ [(∇𝑥𝑦(𝜙𝑖 cos 𝑘휁))

𝑏
⋅ (∇𝑥𝑦휂)𝑑] 𝐽2𝐷 𝑑𝑉

𝑉

 
 

 
+ ∫ [(∇𝑥𝑦(𝜙𝑖 cos 𝑘휁))

𝑑
⋅ (∇𝑥𝑦휂)𝑏] 𝐽2𝐷𝑑𝑉

𝑉

 
(B17) 

 
+ ∫ [(∇𝑥𝑦(𝜙𝑖 cos 𝑘휁))

𝑏
⋅ (∇𝑥𝑦휂)𝑏] 𝐽2𝐷,𝑑 𝑑𝑉

𝑉
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where ∇𝑥𝑦= (𝜕𝑥, 𝜕𝑦, 0) denotes the 2D gradient operator for Cartesian coordinates while 

the definition for 𝑆𝑑 is  

 
𝑆𝑑 = (𝑥𝑏,𝜉𝑥𝑑,𝜉 + 𝑦𝑏,𝜉𝑦𝑑,𝜉) − (𝑥𝑏,𝜂𝑥𝑑,𝜂 + 𝑦𝑏,𝜂𝑦𝑑,𝜂)

𝑥𝑏,𝜉
2 + 𝑦𝑏,𝜉

2

𝑥𝑏,𝜂
2 + 𝑦𝑏,𝜂

2  (B18) 

while S has been defined in Appendix A. 

Boundary conditions 

Introducing eqs. (3.11)-(3.12)we obtain the following linearized boundary conditions for 

the stability problem. Along the air-liquid interface, the linearized normal stress balance 

is, 

 𝒏𝑑 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑏𝑰 + 𝝉𝑏) + 𝒏𝑏 ⋅ (−𝑃𝑑𝑰 + 𝝉𝑑) =
2𝜅𝑑

𝐶𝑎
𝒏𝑏 +

2𝜅𝑏

𝐶𝑎
𝒏𝑑 (B19) 

This is used to replace the corresponding terms in Eq. (B8) in the surface integrals for 

the corresponding boundaries. Here, 𝒏𝑏 and 𝒏𝑑 denote the outward unit normal vector 

to the base state profile of the corresponding liquid-air interface and its disturbance, 

respectively. Similarly, 2𝜅𝑏 and 2𝜅𝑑 denote the mean curvature of the corresponding 

liquid-air interface at the base state and its disturbance, respectively. Along the liquid-

air interfaces, we also impose the kinematic condition  

 𝒏𝑏 ⋅ (𝒖𝑑 −
𝜕𝒙𝑑

𝜕𝑡
) + 𝒏𝑑 ⋅ 𝒖𝑏 = 0 (B20) 

Τhis expression is used for determining the position of the mesh nodes along the liquid-

air interfaces by introducing it as a boundary condition for the mesh generation equations, 

i.e., see eq. (A4). Along the solid surface, we simply impose that the velocity disturbances 

are equal to zero. 
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Appendix C: Algorithm for Tracking the 

Critical Mode 

 

In order to track the critical value of the Reynolds number as the Bloch wavenumber, Q 

is varied we employ a Newton-like algorithm similar to the one proposed by Hackler et 

al. [108]. The algorithm we use is given below 

Solve the steady state problem for a specific value of the Reynolds number. 

 𝑅(𝐯; 𝑅𝑒) = 0 (C1) 

Solve the eigenvalue problem for a specific value of the Bloch wavenumber, 𝑄, for this 

value of Re.  

 𝑨(𝐯; 𝑅𝑒)𝒘 = 𝜆 𝑴(𝐯; 𝑅𝑒)𝒘 (C2) 

Find the eigenvalue with the largest growth rate of the problem: 

 𝜆𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑔 = {𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝜆𝑖)), 𝑖 ∈ ℕ| 𝑖 ≤ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑨)} (C3) 

Identify the corresponding eigenvector as:  

 𝒘𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝒘𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑔 (C4) 

Having determined the steady state 𝐯 and the eigenpair (𝜆𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑔, 𝒘𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑔) for a specific value 

of 𝑅𝑒, we use them as an initial guess to the following iterative procedure, with k the 

iteration number,  

Set 𝒚𝑘 as the solution vector augmented with the unknown value of Re at critical 

conditions: 

 𝒚𝑘 = [𝐯𝑘

𝑅𝑒
] (C5) 

Solve the following problem to evaluate the Newton correction of the steady solution 

vector, Δ𝒚𝑘 : 
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[

𝑨 𝜕𝑹
𝜕𝑅𝑒

⁄

𝒘𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 0
] Δ𝒚𝑘 = − [𝑅(𝐯𝑘; 𝑅𝑒)

0
] (C6) 

Set 𝒛𝑘 = 𝒚𝑘 + Δ𝒚𝑘  

Solve the eigenvalue problem at 𝒛𝑘: 

 𝑨(𝒛𝑘)𝒘 = 𝜆𝑴(𝒛𝑘)𝒘 (C7) 

Calculate the tangent vector,𝜕𝒛𝑘

𝜕𝑠
, of the tracked manifold, by solving the augmented 

system:  

 
[

𝑨 𝜕𝑹
𝜕𝑅𝑒

⁄

𝒘𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 0
]

𝜕𝒛𝑘

𝜕𝑠
= − [

𝟎
1
] (C8) 

This system specifies that from the entire null-space of 𝑨 (𝑁𝑢𝑙𝑙(𝑨) ≡ {𝒙: 𝑨𝒙 = 0}) we 

choose the 𝜕𝒛𝑘

𝜕𝑠
 that points to the direction of 𝒘𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙, while it excludes the trivial solution 

(𝜕𝒛𝑘

𝜕𝑠
= 𝟎) as a solution of the system (C8). 

Solve the eigenvalue problem at the position 𝒛𝑘 + 𝜖 𝜕𝒛𝑘

𝜕𝑠
: 

 
𝑨 (𝒛𝑘 + 𝜖

𝜕𝒛𝑘

𝜕𝑠
) 𝒘 = 𝜆𝑴 (𝒛𝑘 + 𝜖

𝜕𝒛𝑘

𝜕𝑠
) 𝒘 (C9) 

Calculate the derivative of the eigenvalue with respect to the arc-length of the tracked 

manifold:  

 
𝜕𝜆dang

𝜕𝑠
=

𝜆dang (𝒛𝑘 + 𝜖 𝜕𝒛𝑘

𝜕𝑠
) − 𝜆dang(𝒛𝑘)

𝜖
 (C10) 

Solve the 1D linear system to calculate the pseudo-arc-length of the manifold: 

 Δ𝑠 = −
𝜆dang

𝜕𝜆dang

𝜕𝑠

⁄  
(C11) 

Set 𝐲𝑘+1 = 𝒛𝑘 +
𝜕𝒛𝑘

𝜕𝑠
Δ𝑠 (C12) 
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if Δ𝑠 > 𝛿, the prespecified tolerance repeat steps (5) – (13).  

When convergence is achieved the vector 𝒚𝑘+1 will contain the computed value of the 

critical Re number and the corresponding steady state. Given a good initial guess, this 

algorithm converges quadratically even if the calculated solution lies close to the 

hysteresis loop. After the algorithm converges, we increase 𝑄 at 𝑄 + 𝑑𝑄 and use the 

calculated eigenvector of the previous step as the 𝒘trial of the current step and repeat 

steps (5)-(14). 

Although this algorithm requires 4 LU decompositions per iteration and thus it may not 

be as efficient as others that exist in the literature, e.g. [107], it is much easier to 

implement. The perturbation parameter that has been used in the algorithm is 𝜖 = 10−5 

and the algorithm terminates when Δ𝑠 is smaller than 𝛿 = 10−7. 
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